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FROM THE DEAN 
Dear alumni and friends: 
II'�---- A I prepare this introduction and reflect on the closing of another academic year, I 
am in awe of the many activities, changes and accomplishment that took place in 
the College of Engineering. It was a sad year, with the passing of former Dean JO. 
torry, and two of our active faculty members, Mr. Dennis Loban and A ociate 
Profe sor Timothy Wittig. In this issue we acknowledge their contributions to the 
College. 
Our sadness is tempered with joy and deep sati faction over the many student and 
faculty r lated activities and accomplishments that you will ee highlighted in thi 
i ue. I n  that sense, the legacie of our former faculty and leaders remain al ive as we 
continue to deliver " l ife-changing" educational experiences. In thi issue we highlight 
the achievements of several of our top students, facu lty and tudent organization . 
I think you'll enjoy the special feature on the 2004 Engineering Expo. We had one of 
the most enthusiastic groups of student organizers I have had the pleasure of 
knowing and the result was another outstanding Expo experience for the hundreds of high chool students 
who vi ited our campus. You will also read about the annual outh Dakota Regional cience and Engineering 
Fair, which host hundreds of high school student team competing for the chance to go to the annual 
international event. It presents an outstanding opportunity for our faculty and tudents to interact with and 
encourage young students to pursue a legree in cience, engineering, mathematics and/or technology. 
There are many opportunities for our students to travel abroad as a part of their studies. You can read in this 
issue about the group of College of Engineering tud nt and faculty that traveled to England to tour and 
study in the heart of the Indu trial Revolution. 
I can't remember how many tin1es I have been a ked by alumni, "What ever happened to my physics 
profes or, Dr. George Duffey?" If you are wondering, you'll be delighted to read this issue and find out! 
Tho e in this region have seen and heard the DS logan, You can go anywhere from here®, which also is 
on the D website. What you may not have noticed on the website is that many of the featured Jackrabbit 
are alums of the College of Engineering. In this issue you will  learn more about these graduate . 
Also in this i ue you will find a column by Tim Reed, BS '88. He is the College' director of development .  He 
is hfred by the D Foundation for full-time College of Engineering work, a he will explain in his column. 
I have long awaited this issue to highlight our Di tinguished Engineers, and I take thi opportunity to explain 
how th nomination and evaluation proce work . The proce ha been updated, but remains true to Dean 
tony's charter in 1976, to identify and honor those deserving of our most pre tigious award. Please read this 
feature carefully and consider helping us identify nominees for the award. The complete nomination proce 
now fully described on our College of Engineering website. 
I t  is that special time of the year when we highlight our donor , and what an impressive l ist! We continue to 
rely on the generosity of our alumni to maintain our excellence-we can't do it with only state support. I want 
to thank all of you for your generosity and encourage your continued upport of the College of Engineering. 
I hope you enjoy this latest issue. Drop us a l ine and let us know what you think, or stop in for a visit if you 
are going to be in the area. Remember, as a Jackrabbit you are always welcome! 
Lewis Brown, PhD. 
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t was only 9 a.m. on a picture perfect 
Friday. Most of the campus was just 
waking up to a beautiful pring 
morning but Frost Arena was already a 
hub of activity April 23. 
Excited chatter rose from the 
bleachers, which were filled with high 
school students waiting to witness some 
of the craziest demonstrations they 
would probably never see in their 
science or physic classrooms. 
They didn't have to wait long. All 
the chatter subsided when a man 
wearing a long black robe and a wizard 
hat welcomed the crowd to the annual 
Engineering Expo, which has been a 
major event on campus for more than 
rwenty years. 
Soon, the science wizard had every 
teenager" attention and made jaws 
drop when he explained some of the 
mysteries surrounding the speed of l ight 
and sound. 
Who was this wizard of physics who 
could make an Aquafina bottle explode 
with an ear-shattering bang? 
Lany Browning, an SDS physics 
profe sor, started performing his 
"Wonders of Science·· show at the Expo 
when this year's class of high school 
seniors were just in kindergarten. "I have 
a lot of fun doing it for the kids," 
Browning says. '" I 've been doing this 
since '9 1 and it never gets old. ·· 
During his show, Browning posed a 
few scientific questions to his captivated 
audience: 
• Why does an egg break when it's 
dropped on the floor, but not when it's 
thrown into a sheet? 
• Why do all  Christmas l ights blink, 
even when it appears they don't? 
• Why doe a common water bottle 
bur t wh n liquid nitrogen is poured 
into it' 
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"That was the coole t thing I 've 
seen in a long time,"' says Jonathan 
Varn , an excited enior from Sioux Falls 
O'Gorman High chool after seeing the 
water bottle break. "It wa l ike, 'Whoa!"' 
Browning also demon tratecl the 
theories behind mass, gravity, ouncl, 
speed, l ight and resonating frequency. 
It u ually takes Browning a clay, 
sometimes rwo, to get everything 
working correctly for his demon trations. 
However, his show does come with a 
clisclaimer--clon't ny this at home. "It is 
a little dangerous. I sometimes wony 
that kids will get the wrong idea and try 
some of the things I do here at home," 
he says. 
Dean Lewis Brown says, 'The 
purpose of the Expo is to get kids 
enthused and informed about career 
and opportunities in engineering, science 
and technology." 
Where the jobs are 
Paul Bezcliceck, of 
Arden Hi l ls, Minnesota, 
and Brian Carstensen, 
of Granite Falls, 
Minnesota, are both 
junior mechanical 
engineering majors and 
erved as co-chairs of 
the Expo . .. For high 
chool tudents. it is a 
Paul Bezdiceck great opportunity to 
Brian Carstensen 
look at the SDSU 
engineering program," 
Bezdiceck says. "It is 
also a great 
opportunity for them 
to see the senior 
design project and 
talk to companies with 
the new mini job fair 
that we have started ." 
Physics wizard 
captures attention 
of high school 
students 
Bezdi eek 
says he 
hope it 
will open 
tudent ' 
eyes to the 
possibil itie 
the engineering 
field can offer. 
I n  addition to 
checking out the 
cool 
projects 
and displays, high school tuclents were 
able to talk to one of the area's biggest 
engineering employers. Daktronics 
representatives were on-hand to talk to 
students about job possibilit ies. 
Eric Grenz, a project manager at 
Daktronics, says, .. We would love to find 
some good future candidate for the 
open jobs," he said, "Right now we have 
about 1 00 positions that are open 
around the country." 
Good for teachers too 
The event not only gave opportunities to 
high school students, it also provided a 
learning experience for their teachers. 
Hilclonna Vancle Pol, a math teacher 
from Rock Valley, Iowa, ha been 
bringing her students to the Engin ering 
Expo for almost a decade. 
"ft helps them learn to problem 
solve and gives them a chal lenge that 
they have to try to come up with the 
best solution," she says. "It keeps them 
motivated to learn and also keep me 
motivated to incorporate new idea into 
my lessons. ·· 
Vande Pol's students l ike the 
challenge of trying to figure out how to 
solve problems in math and science. 
They say it's not only fun, but also it 
teaches students how to work together. 
A college senior's 
showplace 
The Expo also i a great oppo1tunity for 
the college tuclents who have worked 
to finish their capstone design 
experience, the culmjnation of a year's 
worth of hard work. "It '  a significant 
clay for them,"' Brown proudly says. 
"College kid get the chance to brag a 
builder and rocker car contests as well as 
the cavenger hunt. 
• In the bridge builder contest, students 
had to con truer a bridge using balsa 
wood and glue. Once it was clone, the 
bridges had to withstand at least twenry­
five pounds. The bridge were judged 
based on loacl-canying capacity a well 
as workmanship and looks. "I tried to 
"Tbe purpose of tbe .£\po is to get kids enthused and informed 
about careers and opportunities in engineering. science and 
tecbizology." Dean Lelds BrOll'll 
bit about their displays. They have all 
put in such long hours and they deserve 
the chance to show off. " 
Bob Soper, a enior engineering 
student from Brandon, built a residential 
power monitor, which shows how much 
power a household appliance uses. He 
set up a l ight, hooked up the monitor 
and it showed it was using 25 watts. 
The device could also calculate how 
much money it cost a month to have 
that l ight turned on. "We've been 
working for two emesters on thi . The 
fir t semester we had to design it and 
the second emester we had to make 
sure it worked. We spent a lot of hours 
in the lab, making sure it actually 
worked," he notes. 
A high school student's 
playground 
During Expo, high school students 
compete for prizes in several 
competitions with the top three team 
or tuclents in each of event receiving 
gift certificates. 
After Browning's "Wonders of 
Science," students could wander around 
and check out some of the other fun 
opportunities-events l ike the bridge 
build a bridge but it didn't turn out 
anything like these guys," ays Yarns. 
" It '  clefirutely omething to work for in 
chool ."  
• In the rocket car conte t, student 
build rocket cars to pecific requirements 
with engine that SDS provided. The 
winners were based on faste t time . 
• In the crambler contest, students with 
messy tastes could te t structure that 
they designed by laun hing an egg that 
was supposed to hit a target twenty-five 
feet away and two feet off the ground. 
The closest egg yolk to the center of the 
target was scored after each launch. 
• In the human wal lpaper conte t, 
students tested a gravity-re isting event 
that was new to this year's Expo. The 
contest required a team of four student 
to use fifty feet of duct tape to fasten a 
team member to a wall .  The teams were 
judged ba eel on the weight of the 
person taped to the wall, how much 
tap was used, and how long the person 
was stuck to the wal l .  Teams had only 
five minutes to get their t am member 
taped to the wall .  
"I don't know how they did it," 
exclaims an amazed Katie Stewa1t, a 
junior from Lake Benton (Minnesota) 
High School. "I don't know how they 
came up with the best way to attach the 
girls. That was pretty cool ."  
Winners found out the le tape they 
used, the better; and that duct tape is 
stronger than one might think. 
• Jn the Write It/Do It Contest, half of 
the team checked out a project, which 
wa made from cheap materials. The 
student had l.\:venty-five minutes to write 
a description and construction 
instructions for the object, without using 
ymbols or diagrams. Remaining team 
members, who were in a separate room, 
had twenty minutes to build the original 
object based on the written description. 
• In the Master Minds Obstacle Cour e, 
students combined physical and mental 
obstacle in a relay course. Students 
received one point for each completed 
mental task, which was de igned to 
challenge the student's mind in math, 
science, and engineering. The timed 
event al lowed students one minute to 
complete each mental task. 
• ln Phy ics Bowl XX:X, teams compet d 
for prize by answering que tion on 
topics l ike basic mechanics, heat and 
thermodynamics, basic electricity, optics 
and famou phy icists. The top five 
teams received cash prize and plaques. 
A student's assessment 
At the encl of the day's events, students 
wer visibly tired and one could tell they 
put in a hard clay of phy ical and mental 
exertion. However, the Expo had earned 
a top rating. 
"I highly recommend it. t had a lot 
of fun. I not only got out of school for 
the day, but I actually learned something 
at the same time," grins Varn . "t wish I 
could come again next year." 
Greta Stewart 
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COLLEGE PLAYS KEY ROLE IN 
• science & 
• • e 1neer_1ng 
T he a ward's ceremony had just wrapped up and Madeleine Rose was stopped by a mother, who 
tell her, "My daughter will be with you 
next year, she's coming for engineering." 
"Whitney has been winning a lot of 
the engineering and other prize here for 
three years,'' says Rose. "Hearing that 
she will be attending the College of 
Engineering at SDSU really makes the 
cience fair intere ting and worthwhile." 
The student was Whitney Karpen of 
Elk Point-Jefferson High chool, one of 
482 middle chool and high school 
students from twenty-one school who 
attended the fiftieth Eastern outh 
Dakota cience and Engineering Fair 
April 2 at Frost Arena. 
The fa ir offer more than · 2,000 in 
cholar hip and awards. An al l-expense 
paid trip to the International Science and 
Engineering Fair was awarded to two 
individual champions and one team 
exhibit. The international fair was 
May 9-15 in Portland, Oregon. 
Students develop projects ranging 
from physics to gerontology. 
"I real ly like the fact that we 
encourage students to tl1ink about 
engineering, math, and science as 
careers, because for many of tl1ese 
students the fa ir is tl1ei.r exposure," ays 
Rose, who completes her fifth year as 
fair cl irector. 
"We get almo t 500 students and 
they are able to stretch their minds in 
the sciences and many have developed 
some really good project ." 
Fair impact campus-wide 
SDS 's eight colleges have a lot to do 
with the mind game. They are each 
actively involved in the fair, supplying 
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faculty as judges and sponsoring more 
than 100 tudent awards. In addition, the 
colleges donate money for perpetual 
plaques that are awarded to the schools 
whose students win fir t place. 
The fair i supported within the 
budget of the office of Provost and Vice 
Pre ident for Academic Affairs Carol 
Peterson along with financial assistance 
from the SDS Foundation. 
"My philosophy, and why I'm o 
will ing to support it, is that when nearly 
500 kids come to campus they will have 
an interesting experience here and 
they're going to be better acquainted 
with this University, "  Peterson say . 
''The fair does a great job 
recognizing the kids and the teachers 
who excel in science and engineering," 
she adds. "Madeleine and I work 
togetl1er to make certain she is covered. 
She does a great job and is very 
successful in getting volunteers to help 
and e1ve as judges." 
There were 332 exhibits tl1is year 
witl1 the mo t popular being engineering 
and phy ic . To in agricultural 
engineering, computer science, matl1, 
and eartl1 science the College has 
ca1ved out a special niche in the 
fair's h isto1y. 
The engineering awards to the 
students are varied, from a lapel pin, a 
subscription to Engineering Times, to a 
500 tuition scholarship to enroll in any 
one of the engineering programs. 
"Engineering is probably more 
involved tl1an some of the other 
colleges," notes Ro e. " I t's because 
engineering and physics have more 
exhibits and offer more prizes tlun tl1e 
otl1er categories. I need a lot of 
engineering judges. For eve1y ten 
exhibits, I need two judges and then I 
need two-to-four extra judge for tl1e 
national award . " 
Dean Lewis Brown ays, '' I am very 
grateful to our engineering department 
heads. faculty, and graduates who judge 
for the fair. I u peer that many of us 
who are actively involved witl1 these 
young people do not fully appre iate the 
positive impact that our interest and 
encouragement has on tl1em."  
Sparking students' interest 
Jacob Stricherz, a enior thi fal l  at South 
Shore High School, was an SD U grand 
prizewinner, taking first in tl1e physics 
catego1y. At the international fair, he 
won a twelve-week internship this 
summer at the University of Oregon, 
where he worked in a physics 
laboratory. 
H is project proving that hot water 
can freeze faster than cold water under 
the right condition caught the eye of 
engineering and physics faculty 
member . 
"I visited witl1 them and mo t of 
tl1em l iked it," say tricherz, who took 
first in the botany division as a 
freshman. " It's great to have a fair l ike 
this. You're learning more and 
experiencing something new." 
Brown, who se1ves as a judg and 
participates in the award ceremony 
tl1at's held at the Performing A1ts Center, 
looks forward to the event eve1y year. 
"It's one of my highlights of the 
spring semester," he say . "Many of our 
engineering faculty visit and judge at the 
fair to encourage tl1e young people to 
pursue their interests and consider a 
career in engineering, science, and 
technology. 
"We also pass out many business 
cards to the kids and encourage 
tl1em to stay in touch with us,'' he adds. 
"Many of the tudenrs we meet end 
up enrolling in our programs after 
high school. " 
Dennis Helder, who se1ves as a 
judge, agrees, adding the fair is an 
excellent opportunity for the college to 
Clockwise, from bottom right: Josh Chilson of Florence inspects 
the solution in his beaker as part of his project, "Biodiesel-Fuel for 
the Future? Phase IV." At the Eastern South Dakota Science and 
Engineering Fair at SDSU on April 2, he was selected to be an 
observer at the International Science and Engineering Fair. 
Hamlin eighth-graders prepared for the Eastern South Dakota fair 
with presentations at their local fair. Bottom left: Julianne Goltz 
shows off her research project on smart snacks-foods that trigger 
memory retention. Top: Corey Amen, left, and Alex Antonen display 
their project showing the lunar influence on barometric pressure. 
connect with many of the area's rising ....-���������--''"-young engineers and scientists. 
"The e students come here with 
tremendous enthusiasm and it is real ly 
upl ifting to be able to encourage them 0 
to pursue their ideas and dreams," 
says Helder, professor and head of 
electrical engineering, computer 
science, and director of engineering 
research. "Personally, it is a highlight 
of my semester to talk with these kids. tl 
Their emhu ia m is contagious!" 
Kyle Johnson . 
.,... 
. �-
Science and Engineering Fair Judges 
Mike Adelaine, computer services 
Nathan Ahlborn, sociology 
Joanne Anderson, engineering technology, 
management 
Bob Bell, Brookings 
Julie Bell, human development, consumer and 
family sciences 
Becky Baer, pharmacy 
Susan Bassett, nursing 
Joyce Billow, Brookings 
Janet Bjordahl, chemistry/biochemistry 
Deniz Blankenfeld, Brookings 
Nancy Blume, nursing 
Lewis Brown, dean of engineering 
Karen Cameron, Volga 
Catherine Carter, plant science 
David Cartrette, chemistry/biochemistry 
Tom Cheesbrough, biology/microbiology 
Carolyn Clague, family youth development 
David Clay, plant science 
Bill Costello, Brookings 
Gloria Craig, nursing 
Basil Dalaly, nutrition, food science, hospitality 
Kevin Dalsted, engineering resource center 
Marty Draper, plant science 
Chandradhar Dwivedi, pharmaceutical sciences 
Cynthia Elverson, nursing 
Ralph Erion, education and counseling 
Pam Evenson, nutrition, food science, hospitality 
Anne Fennell, horticulture, forestry, landscape, 
parks 
Lee Frantz, nutrition, food science, hospitality 
David Galipeau, electrical engineering 
Lonnie Garrett, Brookings 
Mary Gengler, nutrition, food science, hospitality 
Linda Griffith, nutrition, food science, hospitality 
Matt Gunderson, family youth development 
Fathi Halaweish, chemistry/biochemistry 
Teresa Hall, engineering technology, 
management 
Glenda Hecht, Brookings 
Harry Hecht, Brookings 
Sarah Hedge, Brookings 
Joan Hegerfeld, family youth development 
Dennis Helder, electrical engineering 
Lori Hendrickx, nursing 
Dave Henning, dairy science 
David Hilderbrand, dean graduate school 
Dennis Hinde, journalism 
Katie Hockhausen, Tri-Beta 
Larry Holler, veterinary science 
John Holter, Army ROTC 
Yung Huh, physics 
Dan Humburg, agriculture and bio-systems 
engineering 
Larry Janssen, economics 
Patricia Jotter, sociology 
Judeen Johnson, Brookings 
Allen Jones, civil engineering 
Amy Jones, agriculture and bio-systems 
engineering 
Erika Jones, microbiology club 
Crole Kiecker, sociology 
Padu Krishnan, nutrition, food science, hospitality 
Bruce Kunze, Brookings 
Dave Kurtz, Brookings 
Lavonne Kurtz, Brookings 
Rachel Kurtz, EROS Data Center 
Huitian Lu, engineering technology, management 
Ardelle Lundeen, Brookings 
Robert Maddock, animal and range sciences 
Doug Malo, plant science 
Steve Marquardt, libra·ry 
Don Marshall, academic programs 
Katie Murray, Tri-Beta 
K. Muthu, agriculture and bio-systems 
engineering 
Candice Nebelsick, Tri-Beta 
Lawrence Osborne, plant science 
Shannon Osborne, Brookings 
Scott Pedersen, biology/microbiology 
Gary Peterson, biology/microbiology 
Steve Pohl, agriculture and bio-systems 
engineering 
Wendy Pudwill, Brookings 
Oren Quist, physics 
Rebecca Randall, nursing 
Marilyn Rasmussen, extension 
Wendy Reid, Brookings 
Walter Reidell, Brookings 
Diane Rickerl, plant science 
Madeleine Rose, ESDSEF director 
John Ruffolo, graduate school 
Mary Ryder, English 
John Schemmel, civil engineering 
Kelly Schmied! 
Chris Schmit, civil engineering 
Monica Simons, Tri-Beta 
Lisa Star, instructional technologies center 
LaDell Swiden, Brookings 
Matt Taecker, Tri-Beta 
Sung Woo Tak, electrical engineering, computer 
science 
Barry Threadgold, Brookings 
Dennis Todey, agriculture and bio-systems 
engineering 
Roger Thue, physical plant engineer 
Nels Troelstrup, biology/microbiology 
Mitzi Trooien, Brookings 
Chris Trotter, Air Force ROTC 
Stephen Van Buren, l ibrary 
Evert Vandersluis, economics 
Nick Van Elsacker, Air Force ROTC 
Jerry Visser, engineering technology, 
management 
Judy Vondruska, physics 
C.Y. Wang, nutrition, food science, hospitality 
Haifa Wehbe, U.S. Public Health Service 
Misty Wessel, Tri-Beta 
Allen Whitlatch, education and counseling 
Zeno Wicks, plant science 
Howard Woodard, plant science 
Steve Wuerz, chemistry 
Yang Yen, biology/microbiology 
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Reaching 
the 
Key donation, cooperation create observatory at Oak Lake 
I
magine seeing a distant planet's 
moons or a star cluster thousands of 
light years away, all  from your 
own computer. 
The Fillbrandt Observatory will 
provide South Dakota elementa1y and 
high school teachers as well as SDSU 
students, just that-an opportunity to 
view the heavens via two new remotely­
controlled telescopes and a high-speed 
I nternet connection. 
The observato1y, at the Oak Lake 
Field Station northeast of Brookings. has 
been a project in the making for several 
years, according to Larry Browning, 
physics professor. 
Realization of the observatory began 
when Browning received word from the 
SDSU Foundation of a donation of 
$2 1 , 500 in 1999 from Marian Fil lbrandt, 
a 1933 graduate and former mad1 and 
science teacher. 
Fillbrandt donated funds from 
her Science Teaching Improvement 
Endowment for the observatory as well, 
bringing her total donation to between 
25,000 and · 30,000, according to Jeff 
elson, vice president of Foundation 
Relations. 
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He says her science teaching 
fund will  provide opportunitie for 
telescope training for teachers in the 
future as well .  
With the Fil lbrandt donation, 
Browning and former professor Stephen 
Schiller obtained a grant from South 
Dakota EP CoR (Experimental Program 
to Stimulate Competitive Research). The 
grant matched Fil lbrandt's donation two 
dollars to one, Browning says. 
Location, location, location 
With funding secured, plans for the 
observato1y began to take shape, 
including a choice of location. 
For maintenance of and easy acce s 
to the telescopes, an observato1y close 
to campu was needed, according to 
Browning. A couple of on-campus 
options were considered, including near 
the football field and atop Crother's 
Engineering Hall .  
"Brookings is very well illuminated 
d1ough, so it' not a ve1y good spot for a 
telescope," says Browning. 
He adds d1at while testing the 
telescopes in Brookings, blurred images 
occurred as a result from the vibrations 
in d1e city. 
"That's [eliminating vibrations] one 
of the reasons we wanted a permanent 
site," he says. 
A chance hallway meeting with els 
Troelstrnp, biology professor and 
director of the Oak Lake Field Station, 
provided Browning with the solution 
he needed. 
The ational Science Foundation 
provided me field ration with grant 
money to make in1provements at d1e 
station, including new lab and classroom 
facil ities, Troelstrup says. A second grant 
of 250,000 was awarded the field 
station last fal l .  With the renovations to 
the station, the need for a high-speed 
Internet connection became apparent. A 
new connection would facilitate the 
sharing of large data sets between Oak 
Lake and other field stations, according 
to Troelstrup. 
The observatory provides a wireless 
I nternet connection for ilie field station, 
while the field station provides an ideal 
location for the new observatory. 
"The fact dut we have nice dark 
skies out there i such a huge plus for 
us," say Judy Vonclruska, physics 
instructor whose role in the ob ervatory 
has been to facil itate construction. 
Troelstrup says having the 
obse1vatory at Oak Lake will involve the 
physical sciences in the field station as 
well as enhance workshops and draw 
awareness to the station through public 
school teachers who util ize the 
obse1vato1y. 
"We want to have classes to train 
teachers how to use it (the obse1vatory] ," 
Browning says. 
Opportunities for all ages 
According to both Browning and 
Vonclru ka, the obse1vato1y se1ves two 
main purpose -as a place for 
undergraduate research at the university 
level, and as an outreach program for 
South Dakota teachers. 
To bring astronomy into their 
classroom , teachers will be able to 
access lesson plans and images, as 
well as set up times to use the 
telescopes themselves. 
As part of her introductory 
astronomy class at State, Vondruska says 
she requires tudents to develop lesson 
plans to post on the observatory 
website. 
There's a little stargazer in all of us 
If Judy Vondruska were to wish upon a falling star they spotted at the Fillbrandt 
Observatory northeast of Brookings, it would be that the new facility would create 
opportunities for the public to become involved in astronomy. 
The observatory at Oak Lake Field Station became operational this fall. 
Eventually, the physics instructor hopes to host astronomy camps for both students 
and adults. 
In previous outreach work, Vondruska says she has taken five or six telescopes 
to do evening observatory sessions at several South Dakota schools for students in 
grades five through twelve. She notes that adults are often just as, if not more, 
excited about looking at space than are children. 
"There's something about astronomy that intrigues all of us," Vondruska says. 
'There· · quite a bit of intere t in 
a tronomy," she says. "Starting this year, 
we're going to be offering two cla se of 
astronomy." She adds that the 
department will eventually acid some 
upper level astronomy cour es. 
This April, two DSU physics 
majors, Ryan Claussen and Brad Lowe1y, 
each received a grant of 2,000 from the 
outh Dakota Space Grant Consortium to 
research near-Earth objects, or asteroids, 
in conjunction with the Badland 
Observato1y near Quinn, Vondruska 
says. 
Near-Earth objects will  become an 
area of research at the Fillbranclt 
Obse1vato1y as well .  
Another area of research at the 
ob e1vato1y will be variable stars. That 
will document and plot the apparent 
changes in a star's brightne . Over time, 
the light data can reveal much about the 
star, including its type. 
"Discovering variable tars helps u 
understand better the nature of star ," 
she says. "That' something that a lot of 
people can get involved in." 
According to a May article in  
Astronomy magazine, robotic obse1ving, 
similar to that which the Fillbrandt 
Obse1vato1y will offer, has yielded the 
discovery of supernovae, the bright 
explosions which mark the death of 
large stars. 
Astronomical collaboration 
Through earlier EPSCoR funding, the 
Phy ics Department has two 1 ,000 
telescope . One is designed for planeta1y 
viewing, such as ob erving storms on 
the surface of Saturn or Jupiter. The 
other al lows for deep space viewing, 
including nebula and galaxy watching. 
"Even though it may be considered 
amateur equipment, it's very high encl 
amateur equipment ."  Browning says. 
He says the telescope stands cost about 
$ 10,000. Cameras to capture the copes' 
images cost $2,500 and 1 0,000. Add to 
that 25,000 for con tructing a clamshell 
structure, which opens and closes to 
hield the scopes from the elements, and 
installation of wireles communications 
between D U and the field station. 
The high-quality images collected 
from the scopes will be sent to SD U, 
where they will be stored and then 
conve1ted into lower-quality images, or 
smaller files, that can be easily viewed 
on computers, Browning ays. 
ince a slight hill exi ts between 
Brookings and the field station, the 
wireless I nternet connections are made 
possible by equipment installed by 
Milbank Communications on Brookings 
Deuel Rural Water towers, according to 
the three professor . 
"It's a cooperation between the field 
ration, biology department, College of 
Engineering, and the water y tern 
providers," says Browning. 
Vondrn ka acid that the campus 
radio station has allowed a di h to be et 
on its antenna. 
Planning for the con truction began 
about a year and a half ago, Vondruska 
says. The clamshell was completed in 
December 2003. Early thi ummer, the 
I nternet connection wa completed. The 
ob ervato1y is to become operational 
this fal l  after the telescopes are tested 
and moved one at a time to the 
observatory. 
Denise Watt 
To learn more about the observatory, or 
to contact Larry Browning or Judy 
Vondruska regarding its support, visit 
http://www.engineering.sdstate.edu/ 
-fillbran/. 
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worth telling 
Former engineering 
dean remembered for 
inte l l igence , kindness 
E
ngineers have been making rheir 
impression on SDS since tephen F. 
Briggs morored our of rown with hi 
degree in 1 907. 
The legaci s of Halvor olberg and 
Harold Crothers live on through the 
engineering buildings that bear their name. 
And, of course, 1 909 graduate Charles 
Coughlin has a well-known tower named 
after him. 
junis Oliver Starry 1 ft not only a 
physical legacy, such as the Center for 
Power ystem Studies and the 
Di tinguishecl Engineer's award, but the 
bigge t impact i th inspiration he left on 
future engineers, says Dean Lew Brown. 
Brown '84 wa a budding engineering 
tudent when tony was in the twilight of 
his thiny-eight-year career at DS . 
Starry, who spent almost his entire 
career at SD died June 1 5  at White 
Care Center. The former dean died only 
about ten miles from Astoria, the smal l  
orwegian community where he was 
born on March 1 6, 1 920, to Ole and 
Betsy Srorry. 
The son of a carpenter and grain 
elevator worker went on to earn 
bachelor's and master's degree at State. 
Started teaching in '46 
tony joined a shorr-hancled faculty in 
1 946 and spent ten years ( 1972 to 1 982) as 
dean. H is only interruption in service 
o curred in 1964-67, when he attended 
Iowa tare niversity to gain hi doctorate 
in electrical engineering. 
Former Electrical Engineering 
Deparrment Head Bill Gamble recruited 
him out of private industry. 
The telegram to his former student 
offered torry a job in the Elecrrical 
Engineering Department, tony recal led in 
a 1 985 retirement arricle printed in 7be 
Brookings Register. A flood of World War I I  
vet swamped facilities and faculty. 
"We had to schedule dynamo [electric 
generator and motor] labs five afternoons, 
four nights and aturclay mornings," Stony 
told the Register. 
Knew his students 
Wayne Knabach ·49 wa part of that era. 
'· [ particularly remember him in the 
electric power laborato1y. That was an 
area he patticularly enjoyed, motors and 
generators. It wasn ·r just something to 
get clone. 
"He [Stony) would circulate around 
visiting with the students. He would ask 
us what we would l ike to do, and he 
would build on that for lab activitie . 
We talk nowadays about independent 
study. He was doing that back then," 
says Knabach, who also had a thirty­
eight year teaching career at DSU. 
J im Wilcox, manager of government 
and regulatory affairs at Xcel Energy 
in Sioux Falls, met Starry when he 
was dean. 
Wilcox '76 enrolled in Stony' 
Computer Analysis of Power ystems 
course. "That class ended up having a 
great deal of meaning to me. I used that 
cla s in  my early years as an engineer. 
. . .  I sti l l  have the book," says Wilcox, 
who began hi career with Northern 
tates Power. 
He acids, "I remember thinking that 
Junis was an exceptional teacher. He 
had expectations of the students that we 
would have the assignments read and 
the problems completed. He motivated 
me to do that. He certainly helped my 
interest because of his persona and his 
skill as a teacher." 
Words that drove a career 
Wilcox also was motivated by a few 
words that Stony poke to Wilcox's wife 
in front of Wilcox and his grandmother 
at the Order of Engineer ceremony 
fol lowing hi 1 976 graduation. 
"He said, 'I expect big things from 
Jim.' I think of those words occasionally 
and it has been an important motivator 
in my career. I have plagiarized that 
phrase and used it with some people I 
have had of mentoring. I think it's one of 
the most powerful things you could have 
told to you, especially in front of your 
family," says Wilcox, who still chokes 
with emotion when telling the sto1y. 
Raman Unnikrishnan's career as 
an academic engineer was inspired 
by Starry. 
Unnikrishnan '72 MS was a student 
at a top-notch engineering institute in 
India when the eminent electrical 
engineer Pau l  Anderson of Iowa State 
University vi ited. "I was a pretty good 
student and Dr. Anderson thought I 
should come to the U.S.  
'"Anybody you talk to will just admire him as an 
intelligent person .  He had a brilliant 1nind, electricafZy 
and mathematically. " Wayne Knabach 
·' [ really had no plans to come to 
the U.S . , "  nnikrishnan says. Anderson 
recommended Stony to Unnikrishnan. 
He applied to DSU and was 
granted a fellowship with the Center for 
Power System Studies, a division of the 
Electrical Engineering Department. 
Building friendship, self­
confidence 
Unnikrishnan, now the clean of 
engineering and Computer Science at 
California State University Fullerton, 
recalls, '·I was doing well in my studies 
at SOS . He felt I should go on to 
higher studies. Every once in a while he 
would come to my office and interact 
with me more than with other graduate 
tu dents. 
"This gave me tremendous self­
conficlence and a mentorship T would 
have othe1wise lacked." 
The single, international student on 
his first visit to An1erica would go out to 
dinner with Stony and his wife, Laurel. 
At graduation, Stony gave Unnikrishnan 
a golcl-platecl tie clip. 
"He did some things that went over 
and beyond what normally a professor 
would do, to make the memories a l ittle 
more pecial," Unnikrishnan share . 
Life at the Storry household 
In  the late 1 940 , Starry accepted the 
role of adviser for the Lutheran Student 
Association. It was in that role that he 
met Laurel Helen Davis, a teacher who 
had returned to chool for more 
training. He married the Lemmon area 
native on June 1 5 ,  1950. and they rai eel 
two children-David, who was trained 
as a civil engineer, and Cheryl 
Greenhagen, a systems engineer at 
EROS Data Center. 
Cheryl recal ls,- "He was a man of 
great integrity and faith. He was also a 
kind, affectionate, and patient father. As 
we grew up, he encouraged us in our 
studies and extracurricular activities. He 
taught us to pur ue our interests and 
our curiosity, and encouraged us to do 
our best in everything we did. " 
David, of Brooking , remembers that 
his father was active with the foreign 
student organization on campus and 
that the family enjoyed having 
international graduate students visit 
their house. 
There also is another engineer in  
the family; Junis' brother, Jerome, was 
selected as an SDSU Distingui heel 
Engineer in 1 980. Jerome, three years 
younger than his brod1er, died in 1979 
after a thirty-four year career in  food 
production engineering. 
Conquering the challenge 
Junis tony's career began with 
Westinghouse and included a stint with 
the .S. avy in Washington, D.C. 
He was working as a machine 
designer for Reliance Electric in  
Cleveland when he got the telegram 
from Professor Gamble. tony told the 
Register he enjoyed his work designing 
direct current motors and generator to 
be used in mills. 
He viewed the opportunity to 
become an educator as "a challenge" 
and "decided to give it a try," he told 
the Register. 
For students l ike Wayne Knabach 
and thousands of others, it was the 
right deci ion. 
'The memory is so fond' 
"I  remember him in class as being ve1y 
sharp. He didn't work from notes. I 
don't remember him telling jokes or 
talking about the news. He was to the 
point; ve1y professional. He was 
business l ike and prepared. 
"Anybody you talk to will just 
admire him as an intell igent person. He 
had a brilliant mind, elecu·ically and 
mathematically," Knabach says. 
Greenhagen, now of Dell Rapids, 
says of her father, "! knew he was 
bri l liant, but he also was ve1y kind and 
affectionate. He'd sit us on his lap and 
read to us, get clown on the floor and 
play with u . He was a ve1y clown-to­
ea11h, wonderful person . ., 
nnikrishnan reflects, "People die, 
but the memory endures and the 
memory of Dr. Stony is so fond and 
so wonderful ."  
Dave Graves 
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How does this add up? 
At an age when many are calculating their senior citizen' di count at the coffee shop, Ken 
Yocom figures he would rather work full 
time e plaining calculu formulas and 
differential equations. 
Yocom, who rums 66 on September 
2, has shed his duties as department 
head in order to be able to teach more. 
The math professor served as 
depa1tment head from 1 980 until July 1 ,  
when Associate Professor Kurt Cogswell 
took the job of acting head of the 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics. 
As department head, Yocom was teaching 
one to two classes per semester. 
'Tm not ready to retire," says the 
father of three grown children. This 
year he will teach three to four classes 
per semester. 
While Yocom i careful not to speak 
ill of the position he held for twenty-four 
years, he asserts, "The best part of the 
job is teaching and a department head 
you don't get to teach as much."  
Classmate of former dean 
Yocom plans to take hi new role "a 
year at a time," but the decision to buck 
1 0  
would  rather 
teach than ret i re 
traditional retirement thinking doesn't 
surprise Duane ander. 
"I always felt that Ken enjoyed 
teaching and would be interested in 
continuing in that area. He enjoyed not 
only mathematical concepts but also 
teaching and presenting them to others,., 
S'tys Sander, who seived as his dean 
from 1 989 to 1 999. 
Sander, originally of Howard, also 
had some contact with Yocom, a 
Watertown High chool grad, a few 
years earlier. 
They were both members of the 
Class of 1 960 at Soud1 Dakota chool of 
Mines and Technology. " If  we had a 
difficult math problem, we always asked 
Ken how to work it," recalls Sander, an 
electrical engineering graduate. 
Yocom went to school to be an 
aeronautical engineer and tested the 
civil , electrical ,  and mechanical 
engineering programs at Tech. ··1 took a 
number of mad1 classes and realized 
what I really loved is die mad1,'' the 
American Mad1ematical Society 
member says. 
Thi was at the beginning of his 
junior year, when majors were required 
to make presentations to classmates. 
" I  found out I kind of like that . "  
And he still does. 
Equal values: math, 
teaching 
"A lot of people think mad1 is dull 
and dreary. I just d1ink it's wonderful .  
I love to show students how to solve 
problems," says Yocom, who is teaching 
a calculus class this summer. 
"He knows his stuff," says James 
Beatty, who is taking the 7:55 a.m. brain 
tester with nine other students in 
Crothers Engineering Hall .  It is the 
electrical engineering student's first 
experience with Yocom. " I 've enjoyed 
having him as a teacher. 
"He will explain why it works. He 
clearly under rands it. He explains it 
one way and then he explain it 
another way." 
Sander, the former clean, recalls that 
Yocom·s students '· indicated he was a 
ve1y good teacher and understood his 
subject ve1y well .  He made ve1y difficult 
concepts easy through the use of 
Yocom - by the numbers 
1 Number of spouses (Donna) 
2 Number of years served as a science faculty fellow with 
the National Science Foundation. 
8 One-third the number of years he served as department 
head. 
9 Number of non-tenured faculty in the department. 
1 0  Years between earning his master's and doctorate 3 Number of children (David, Douglas, Ellen) 
(1 962-1 972). 4 Years taught at SDSU before taking his first fellowship 
(1 962-66) 
5 Number of papers he authored in his first four years at 
State. 
1 4  Number of graduate assistants in the department. 
1 7  Number of tenured faculty members. 
6 Average number of advisees per year. 
7 His favorite number. 
examples and his abil ity to manipulate 
mathematical concepts." 
Excited about solving 
problems 
Beatty says that learning with Yocom is 
easier because of a common bond they 
share-the love of math. 
Yocom's enthusiasm keeps a class 
like calculus stimulating, the second-year 
student from Brookings says. Yocom 
loves teaching math and "he enjoys 
having the student understand it. He's 
been doing it a lot of years, so he knows 
a lot of techniques. 
"Clearly, he enjoys what he is doing. 
He gets excited. It's kind of fun," 
Beatty says. 
Sometimes math lessons are a matter 
of solving for x or y. But Yocom says he 
also tries to build up student interest in 
math "by hawing how powerful it is 
when you apply it to solve problems, 
like if an object is traveling in space you 
can calculate its velocity. 
"I think students learn math through 
example problems and eeing how 
things work rather than keeping it 
20 Number of graduate students in the department. 
75 Number of undergraduate math majors. 
always at a theoretical level . Anytime I 
show them a theo1y, I always show 
them an example of how it works. " 
Don't look for an easy A 
While each new semester brings a 
freshness and Yocom prides himself .in 
getting the subject across to students, 
Tm not considered an easy grader." 
Yocom notes that when the late 
Tim Wittig was hi.reel by the College to 
teach statistics, Wittig shared that the 
only B he received in math while in 
college came from a Yocom class. But 
Wittig added, " ' I  got what I earned,' ·· 
Yocom repo1ts. 
He estimates he has handed out 
grades to 6,000 students since he started 
teaching at State ih 1 962. His only 
departures from the classroom in the 
four decade that followed were 
two years spent as a science faculty 
fel low with the ational Science 
Foundation and a year's sabbatical to 
earn his doctorate. That degree, as well 
as his master's, was earned at the 
niversity of Wyoming. 
A new program proposed 
James Beatty and other young math 
lovers may be able to earn their 
doctorate in statistics here at DSU. The 
College presented a propo al this spring 
to the outh Dakota Board of Regents to 
develop the new program. 
"There is no degree in statistics in 
South Dakota," says Yocom, who hopes 
to know by fall if that will end. 
Board of Regents' approval doesn't 
necessarily mean Yocom will extend his 
career to teach in that program. One 
equation that Yocom's mathematical 
prowess hasn't been able to solve is 
when the ectors dictating retirement 
will intersect. 
Perhaps it is because you just can't 
assign a value on how much Yocom 
loves to teach. 
Dave Graves 
Ken Yocom uses the old standard, chalk 
and a blackboard, to explains problems to a 
calculus class this summer before a test. 
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Dennis 
0 
Loban built reputation 
for quality) precision 
D ennis Loban made a career out of building quality products in his shop in Solberg Hall Annex. 
He also crafted a character that 
people quickly affirmed, whether they 
had known him for one month or for 
ten years. 
"He had a demeanor about him that 
was profe sional but kind. He was ve1y 
rese1ved, but in a professional way. I 
immediately liked him," says Teresa Hall, 
head of the Department of Engineering 
Technology and Management. 
Loban, a l ifetime Bruce area resident, 
se1ved in that department (formerly 
General Engineering) for mo t of his 
twenty-five years as a fabrication 
technician within the College. 
On October 5, 2003, the 65-year­
old Loban died from cancer at the 
Brookings Hospital .  
He  left behind his wife, three sons 
and their wives, four grandsons, and a 
repute that surpassed even his most 
impressive shop work. 
A perfectionist with a 
personality 
"I met him last August [2003], when it 
was a blistering hot summer day. I stood 
around and visited with him for a couple 
hours in that hot Solberg Annex," recalls 
Hall, who came to SDSU from Northern 
Iowa that summer. 
"He was upposed to be off on 
medical leave as he had just been 
diagnosed with cancer. He had hired a 
couple of students to spruce up the shop 
and was here checking on it," Hall say . 
"A lot of people didn't real ize the 
wealth of talent we had in Denny Loban. 
Denny was a rare individual who had 
great skill, great patience and that ability 
to connect with you on a personal level. 
1 2  
Unfortunately, I only knew him for a 
month," the department head says in a 
voice flavored with the same kind of 
passion Loban would have exhibited 
during one of his well known sto1y­
swapping sessions. 
Darrell DeBoer, who se1ved as acting 
department head in 2002-03, adds, "He 
had a fantastic memo1y. Denny could 
always reminis e. I was always impressed 
with the details he remembered."  
Motivated by making it work 
While Loban brought a lot of l ife to his 
stories, especially hunting adventures, 
they only tell part of his l ife sto1y. 
"He loved his job," declares Dorothy, 
his wife of forty-seven years. "He just 
loved it when the customer came in and 
didn't know what they needed, and he 
could come up with the product they 
needed. He l iked the challenge of that. 
·'Sometimes he didn't sleep at night 
because he was thinking of how to 
design a project . Then the next clay at 
work it would all come to him." 
Among the projects he built were the 
water flume for Agricultural and 
Biosystems Engineering, a 3D 
fiberglass/plastic model of melting ice for 
a heat-transfer research study by a 
Mechanical Engineering student, and the 
architectural art for the main entrance to 
Crothers Engineering Hall .  
"That department and his shop 
provided a lot of se1vice to other 
departments on campus," DeBoer notes. 
Tidy with a capital T 
Like his work, Laban's shop was 
meticulous. "A place for eve1ything 
and everything in its place" describes 
his hop management philosophy, 
Hall note . 
Instructor Harvey Svec, who worked 
with Loban for ten years, says that 
Laban's Solberg Annex shop, officially 
known as the Research Laborato1y, was 
kept neat with the equipment in good 
repair. "You could always find what 
you needed ." 
The fifteen- by thirty-foot room 
contained a mill ,  a couple turning lathes, 
his office, tool boxes, storage cabinets, a 
dri l l  press, and rows of screwdrivers and 
wrenches hanging on a wall ,  arranged 
from mallest to largest, sorted by type. 
DeBoer notes, "He had an excellent 
reputation as a machinist on campu . 
One of the reasons was that he had a 
well-equ ipped and maintained lab. " 
Teaching himself new tricks 
While Loban enjoyed the challenge of a 
major project, his first priority was setting 
up and maintaining the lab equipment 
for the students, Svec says. As the 
department purcha ed more modern 
equipment, Loban kept current. 
For example, he learned how to 
operate these new CNC machine tools 
and maintain their mechanical and 
electrical systems. 
Also, "He got a computer and a 
book that said DOS and taught himself to 
use the the computer," Svec says. "I don't 
know that he went to many classes. He 
Dan Carey and Diane Schulte, senior mechanical engineering majors, receive 
instruction from Dennis Loban on the operation of a computer numerical center 
machining center. The metal-cutting machine was state-of-the-art equipment when this 
photo was taken for the winter 1 997 Impulse issue. The photo also was used in the 
College's recruitment brochure. 
was just always curious and will ing 
to learn. '· 
On top of that, Loban was patient 
and accommodating, Svec says. 
'Just in my clay to clay dealings with 
him, he never got ang1y or up et when 
there were problems with a part or a 
machine. He would hang in there and 
t1y it again when something didn't 
work," the instructor recalls. 
Loban' death, as a result of his 
second bout with cancer "had an 
effect on the depattment. He was a 
great technical resource for DS , .. 
DeBoer says. 
Keeping the name alive 
A scholarship effort by his wife will 
keep Loban's name connected with the 
Department of Engineering Technology 
and Management. 
sing money received from 
memorials, Dorothy Loban sta1tecl an 
acorn scholar hip with the SDSU 
Foundation. She plans to make yearly 
contributions until it becomes endowed 
at the 
1 0,000. 
In the 
meantime, 
she is 
providing 
annual 
funding for 
the $500 
scholarship. 
The 
Dennis Loban 
Memorial 
Scholarship is 
to go to an 
entering 
freslm1an 
who 
graduated 
from Sioux 
Valley School 
Disu·ict in 
Organization was Dennis Laban's middle name, as the neat rows of tools 
in his shop will attest. 
Volga with first preference to students 
majoring in a program offered by the 
department in which Loban served. 
Scholarship applicants won't be 
required to demonstrate neatness or 
patience, but those with meticulous 
work habits are preferred. 
Dave Graves 
Re11e��,W rite Professor Emeritus Duffey authoring 1 0th book 
In the back of a physics laboratory, at 
a de k in a small office crowded to 
the ceiling with shelves of books and 
papers, sits a man who once at in a 
meeting with Albert Einstein . 
"Actually,  he 
sat right 
beside me," 
says 85-year­
old retired 
SDSU phy ics 
profe sor 
George 
Duffey of the 
meeting held 
at the 
I nstitute for 
niversity. 
According to 
an article by Jonathan Tolstedt in  t he 
January 1 5, 1 986, Collegian, Duffey 
met t he famed scientist at a meeting 
of a group of eight people, including 
the mathematician John von 
Neumann. 
" We were working on a 
government research project on 
detonation waves," say Duffey, who 
was a graduate student at Princeton 
working on h is thesis of the same 
subject . 
Duffey says von Neumann 
chaired the meeting. "Von Neumann 
is one of t he greatest mathematicians 
of the twentieth century," he says of 
the scientist, who contributed to the 
fields of computers and economics, in 
addition to physics. 
"I was qu ite impressed by von 
eumann," he adds. "[He] was a very 
good speaker. " 
Einstein was rather quiet at the 
meeting, even declining to comment 
when asked, Duffey recal l  . 
"He [Einstein] impressed me a 
being qu ite hy," he says. "He had 
very little to say at th is meeting. " 
CONTIN U E D  NEXT PAGE 
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The scientist app ared j u  t a s  h e  is 
typical ly portrayed, Duffey remembers. 
" H i  hair was uncombed, going in 
all direction . He wore rather sloppy 
clothe , "  he says. He acid that 
suppo eclly Ein tein n er wore sock 
because he would wear hole in the 
socks, but never replace them. 
Duffey didn't ay a nything at  the 
meeting, he recall  with a chuckle. 
However, uch a m t ing seem 
a ppropriate for a man who ha 
contributed much to his field, both 
through his teaching and writing. 
A ne thirt en-chapter book ' i l l  
become the latest addition to the 
collection of ten books ( including two 
tran lations and one reprinting) that 
Duffey ha a l ready authored. 
Duffey gre' up five miles from the 
town of Manchester in eastern Iowa. A 
love of cience eem to run through 
his fami ly,  he says, as hi brother 
became a weight engin er who 
worked for A A. Duffey's son, James, 
earned a degre in physics a well .  
In 1 942, Duffey earned hi 
undergraduate degree in chemistry and 
phy ic from Cornell College in Mount 
ernon, Iowa . He went on to do 
graduate work at Princeton, where he 
received h is doctorat in phy ical 
ch mistry i n  1 9  5 .  
H i s  new book, Concepts of Modern 
Physics, written for the junior/senior 
1 vel, will mo t l ikely be u cl in  a 
"widely taught" modern physics course 
that fol low sophomore phy ic 
courses he says. 
He e t imate that the book ha 
been nearly twenty y ar  in  the 
making. ow, with a rough draft 
completed, Duffey wil l  oon end his 
manu cript to olomon Press, who he 
ay wil l  publi h the book in 
cooperation with a nother printing 
company. Then, he ays, the book wil l  
enter the design process. 
Although Duffey doesn·r know the 
exact date when publ ishing will be 
comp! ted, the proce wil l  probably 
take at lea t a nother year. 
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A desire to share his 
knowledge 
In addit ion to textbooks, Duffey edit cl 
a collection of poems his great-great 
grandfather ichola Duffy wrote, 
Poems from the 1830s by a Poor on of 
Ireland: Nicholas Duffy. He completed 
hi first book Physical Chem i fly in  
1 962 at  age 4 1 .  In  addition to  book , 
everal paper and numerous articles 
acid to Duffey's writing re ume. 
Duffey's reasons for writing eem 
simple compared to the many phy ic 
concepts of which he writes. 
"I a lways wa intere ted in science. 
This [writing] is one way to u e that 
knowledge," he says. 
Duffey has specific reasons for 
completing his late t te>..'tbook as well .  
" I  had ome ideas that weren't very 
well expressed in the books that are 
available [and] I got encouragement 
from the publisher, .. he ays. 
tudents aren't the only people 
who reap the ben fits of Duffey's 
dedication to the written word. 
"One of the things, I mean, it 
help you organize your thoughts on a 
certain subject," Duffey ays of writing. 
"You learn a lot. You know, one is 
never too old to lea rn . "  
H is writing has given one o f  hi 
former students a chance to continue 
learning as well .  
James Mentele '64/'69 graduated 
from State with a bachelor's degree in 
mathematics and a master's degree in  
physics. He retired from a position as a 
senior information cientist at Dow 
Corning, and continue to work as a 
cientist emeritus for the company. 
A member of the Colleg of 
Engineering Advi ory Council ,  Mentele 
says he visited with Duffey whi le in 
Brookings this Apri l .  
"On one of Dr .  Duffey·s earlier 
manuscripts, I worked the problems to 
help verify the an  wers," he says. "He 
had completed the manuscript and was 
asking about the be t way to handle 
the i l lustrations with software. I aid I'd 
be happy to look into it and 
volunteer cl to attempt g neration of 
the electronic images. "  
By orking with Duffey, Mentele 
says he gets to preview the te>..1: .  
"He ha introduced some rec nt 
developments in physics, and o it i 
an educational experience for me, too. 
"He is a rnarvelou per on of 
intense intellect ,"  he acids. 
'His work is his life' 
Duffey's teaching career spanned f orty­
six years, with forty-five of those years 
spent at D U. Beginning in 1 945, 
Duffey taught chemistry at  tate until  
1 958. He taught at the University of 
M ississippi from 1 958 LO 1 959. H e  then 
returned to State to become professor 
of physics, a position he held unti l  his 
1 99 1  retirement. During a sabbatical 
leave in 1977, he taught at the 
niversity of Western ustral ia .  
" H is work is hi l ife," says Oren 
Quist, professor and head of the 
physics depa1tment. "He' ju t the k ind 
of guy you enjoy having around. "  
He describes Duffey, an avid 
gardener as an  "extremely competent 
individual,  very intell ig nt," as well as 
"always heerful a nd working. 
"I value his friendship," he adds. 
Whi le he came to D only a few 
years before Duffey retired, Quist ays 
that he has poken to ev ral of 
Duffey's former graduate tudent , 
"and th y a l l  speak highly of him." 
Quist acids that  a oon as Duffey, 
who previously wrote using only a 
typewriter, found out the new thing 
he could do on the computer, he 
wanted to learn how to use it. With 
the help of a tudent, Qui t ays 
Duffey learned his new computer ki l ls 
within a year and a half. 
And wil l  Duffey be hitting the key 
again  soon? Whi le he admit his plans 
include "nothing specific now,"  more 
writ ing may not be out of the que tion. 
"There's a lways a possibility , "  he 
says. 
Den ise Watt 
A popular store chain has been uying to 
expand its pre ence in Cal ifornia. They 
are planning to open fony store in 
California in the next four to six years. If 
they were to open these stores over the 
next five years, a store would open 
every .. x" days, on average. What is the 
value of "x" to the nearest whole 
number? 
It's a sto1y prob! m that several o­
called "mathletes" in outh Dakota were 
will ing to solve. 
Reading, writing and arithmetic are 
still the three Rs vital to any classroom 
but MATHCOU TS is breathing new life 
into the basics and gives new meaning 
to the traditional adding and subtracting. 
The program, started in 1984, is a 
national math coaching and competition 
program that promote middle chool 
achievement through grassroots 
involvement. Students compete in w1itten 
and oral matches. Sinlilar to athletes, 
mathletes can compete at the school, 
chapter, state, and national levels. 
It is supported by the ational 
ociety of Profe ional Engineer and 
corporations such as General Motors 
and 3M Foundation. 
SOS serves as a host site for 
chapter level competition. 
G.  Howard ielsen, a DS 
professor of math and stars, i the 
volunteer coach for the Fellowship of 
Christian Home Educated Students. 
"I got involved because I knew of 
some families in the community who 
had kids who were interested in getting 
involved,"  say ielsen. "I had a soft 
spot for home-schooled kids . . . .  It hit 
me that MATHCOU TS was a good 
program so l told the parents about it ."  
Coach iel en's passion for helping 
the home-schoolers paid off thi year. 
The four-member team, which was 
sponsored by the ortheastern Chapter 
of the South Dakota Engineering o iety, 
placed fifth in the chapter competition at 
SOS in February and qualified one 
team member, Melissa Schram of rural 
Bruce, for tare competition. 
In March, at the state competition in 
Pierre, chram and three other outh 
Dakota mathletes qualified for national 
competition and an 
xpense-paid trip to 
Washington, D.C., in May. 
At nationals, the South 
Dakota team placed fo1ty­
fourth out of fifty-seven 
teams, a big improvement 
from 2003, when the state 
team placed fifty-fifth .  
Facu lty • 
"I have learned how to outsmart problems. Instead of 
running into road blocks, I 've learned how to think a 
problem through . "  Brett Werner, former " mathlete" 
"It  was a real thril l , '' says Tielsen of 
this year' ranking for the home-school 
team and chram competing at the tare 
and national levels. ''It's a thrill to ee 
kids want to get in there and do it . "  
But  he  notes, "The goal of 
MATHCO TS is not about winning. It's 
about gaining an awareness of math at 
an earlier level. The kinds of problems 
the younger tudents work on are 
challenging to high schoolers. much le 
middle-school-aged students. 
"We put a team together where 
physical ability has nothing to do with 
how well kids do, yet there are still 
trophies and ribbons gi en out." 
chram, 14, says, "Trying to describe 
by expelience with MATHCO in 
only a couple sentences is like uying to fit 
an elephant in a uitcase. MATHCOUNT 
isn't just math, it's an adventur , a whole 
new world waiting to be explored. 
"Chapter competition is fun and 
exciting as you battle for the top prize 
against kids you know. tate gets a little 
more tense. When you are sitting in 
your chair alongside others who are 
intensely motivated to win, a certain 
competitivene s creep over you that 
sends shivers up your pine. 
"If you are privileged enough to 
make it into the top twelve, as I was, 
the countdown round gets very sticky. 
You know tl1at if you miss a question, 
you may lose. Then, when the awards 
are handed out, your hea1t kip a beat 
when they announce your name. 
·· ationals is simply beyond explanation. 
You go knowing you will probably not 
win, but you battle the tide to help your 
team. You go to compete, but you also 
go to have fun, sightseeing and 
exploring tl1e city of Washington, D.C. " 
Besides ielsen, other SDS 
instructors from the Math and tatistic 
Deparunent also get involved. 
T nsu·uctor Le Ann Werner, who 
serves as chapter competition co­
coordinator along with profes ors Ro 
Kindermann and Tom Roe, says, " I  
mainly got involved becau e a l l  four of 
my kids were in MATHCO NT . It's a 
great program for the kid . They are 
able to ee math in a way that they 
normally wouldn't until college. They 
learn to see the connection that will 
help them later in life." 
Le Ann's on, Brett, now a grad 
student at tl1e niversity of Minnesota, 
ay being involved with MATHCOU T 
has helped him in every day life 
situations. 
··r have learned how to oursman 
problems," he says. " Instead of running 
into road blocks, I 've learned how to 
tl1ink a problem through . "  
ielsen says D ' involvement i 
good for future tudents. 
"Ir's a great recru itment tool for 
ngineering," he says. "I t's anotl1er way 
to have tie between the math and 
science teachers and the College of 
Engineering. Ct's just another way to 
promote education." 
Greta Stewa11 
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donation from a ·tda 
company, the Wind 
Resource Asse sment 
etwork will expand to 
include at least six 1wu • 
towers, according to 
111ichae/ Ropp, netzl 'Ork 
director and professor of 
engineering at State. The 
three-year-old network 
current�)' consists of fiz•e 
towers in northeastern 
South Dakota. The new 
tou·er sites will be placed 
West RiL•er and in the 
southeastern quadrant. 
W
ind is a fact of life in 
outh Dakota. Hardly a 
day goe by when one 
doesn't feel a scorching, summer 
blast, a biting, winter wind or a 
gentle, refreshing breeze. 
While almost all outh 
Dakotans are aware of this 
seemingly ever pre ent force of 
nature, not all may think of it as 
a valuable resource just waiting to 
be tapped. 
Michael Ropp does. An 
assistant professor of electrical 
engineering at tate, Ropp has 
dedicated the past few year to 
researching the potential of wind in 
South Dakota as an energy ource. 
A a re ult of a 50,000 
investment by FPL Energy, of 
M iami, Ropp will have a chance to 
expand wind research. 
He erves as the director of the 
Wind Resource Assessment 
etwork, or \VRAN, project at 
SDSU. In  December 2000, funding 
from the Department of Energy 
through its Wind Powering America 
program, coupled with funding 
from Governor's Office of Economic 
Development received in May 200 1 ,  
made the new wind a s  essment 
project pos ible. 
The purpose of the project is to 
study wind speeds at heights 
relevant to wind turbine heights, 
says Ropp. Instead of documenting 
wind peeds with anemometers 
placed at 10 meters, or 33 feet, a 
height commonly used by airports 
and the Department of 
Transportation, wind resource 
assessment data comes from heights 
of fifty, seventy-five and ninety 
meters ( 1 64, 230, and 295 feet, 
re p ctively), Ropp says. 
"We're trying to help stimulate 
development of wind power in the 
state," he says of the network. 
According to the Wind 
Resource Assessment etwork 
website, a 1 990s study by Pacific 
No1thwest ational Laboratories 
ranked South Dakota as fou 1th 
among the lower fo1ty-eight states 
for wind power potential.  The 
att1ral Renewable Energy 
Laborato1y recently developed 
detailed maps of the wind energy in 
South Dakota as well .  
"Unfortunately, both of these 
studies had to rely heavily on 
computer-generated model and 
ve1y sparse measured data, because 
ve1y little appropriate measured 
data exists," notes Ropp. "The 
WRAN will provide valuable data 
that we anticipate will validate the 
Mike Ropp 
REL maps, and perhaps sugge t 
minor adjustments."  
Currently, he says, tl1e network 
consists of five towers in 
no1theastern South Dakota at 
Leola, Crandall ,  ummit, Fort 
Thompson, and Crow Lake. ow, 
thanks to the funding from FPL 
Energy received in January, the 
network will receive at least six 
new towers, and a possible seventh. 
"Florida Power and Light 
Energy wanted to make it clear that 
they are interested in inve ting in 
South Dakota," Ropp says. He calls 
the company "good corporate 
citizens" that is not ju t eeking a 
profit from the state, but want to 
invest in the state itself. 
According to Ropp, wind data 
may be measured using sixty-meter 
tilt-up towers, which are long. 
tubular structures. However, he 
says, besides being expensive ( the 
installed costs of a tilt-up tower 
near 16,000), ice build-up during 
the winters may cause problems 
witl1 the towers and the equipment 
on them. 
Thanks to the sponsorship of 
local electric cooperatives, however, 
tl1e network doesn't have to rely 
solely on installing tilt-up towers, 
but rather on using existing 
microwave broadcast towers to 
gather data. While one fifty-meter 
tilt-up tower has been purchased 
through the alumnu donation and 
the South Dakota Experimental 
Program to Stimulate Competitive 
Research (EP CoR), spon orships 
make research possible at the 
majority of the network sites. 
"All of tl1e equipment money for 
the Wind Resource Assessment 
etwork comes from the U.S. D.O.E.  
[United States Department of 
Energy], FPL Energy, [and) companies and 
conununiries willing to march funds, such 
as Ea r River Electric [Power] Cooperarive, 
Wesr Cenrral Electric Cooperarive, and 
Miner County Community Revitalization 
[MCCR)," he says. 
According ro Ropp, rhe first of the e 
sponsors, East River Elecrric Power 
Cooperarive, donated both rower space 
on rheir rower and manpower to insrall 
rhe equipmenr the network uses. We t 
Central Electric Cooperative has donared 
pace on one of its towers and has 
provided marching funds for another 
tower. 
The network will partner wirh 
another sponsor, outh Dakota Public 
Broadcasting, in the near future as well. 
Reaching new heights 
The original five tower site were 
installed during ovember and 
December 200 1 .  
"We tried to chose them [sites] 
within areas of major electrical 
tran mis ion,"  ays Ropp. "We 
deliberately put towers where previous 
studies suggested that the winds were 
not favorable for power generation. "  
Two towers, the Leola and Crandall 
towers, were ranked low by previous 
assessment , but have proven to be the 
two best ires of the original five, 
according to Ropp. 
While all of the locations for the 
new network site have not yet been 
determined, Ropp ays that the trategy 
behind the placements will be to cover 
areas in addition to the northeast 
quadrant of the state. He names 
West River sites, such a Buffalo, 
Philip, Faith and Reliance, and 
River often are taller 
clue to the larger 
area which 
they mu t 
cover, 
Broadcasting tower 
at Faith, for example, 
reaches a height of 1 ,696 
feet, or 5 1 7  meters. 
ince profes i nal install all of the 
equipment, a new network site may be 
fully installed, operating, and transmitting 
data within one clay, or even in a matter 
of a couple of hours, Ropp says. 
Providing an accurate 
picture of wind potential 
The winter months may actually be the 
peak harvest rime for wind energy in 
ourh Dakora. 
According to Ropp, April, followed 
by January, February, and March, rank 
among outh Dakota's windiest monrhs. 
The ummer month how the lea t 
wind activity, before the winds pick up 
again in Seprember, he say . 
In the summer of 200 1 ,  however, 
wind reached their peak in June. This 
type of data may be misleading to 
developers, who often have ro use 
relarively short data sets, says Ropp. For 
this reason, he says, a minimum of three 
years of data needs to be collected ro 
form accurare repre entation of weather 
statistics. For companie looking to 
invesr in ourh Dakora wind power, the 
Wind Re ource A essment erwork 
provides a more reliable source of data 
and possibly helps prevent companies 
from making decisions based on 
misleading dara. 
·Thar's the kind of ri k thar we can 
eliminare because we've been out there 
for a long rime," Ropp says. 
Once developer decide to build, 
rhey do take certain risks. Ropp says 
thar in addirion to insralling wind 
turbines themselves, which cosr about 
1 .5 million, companies musr pay 
landowners for the use of rheir land. 
reach porential 
developers, bur orher 
professional fields 
including meteorology 
and homeland ecurity. 
For Ropp, a solar 
energy re earcher, the 
wind project has al lowed 
him to learn more abour 
meteorology by working 
with state climatologist 
Dr. Denni Todey. 
He mentions an 
added advantage of 
putting an engineering 
per pective to work on 
weather data-rhe 
capacity factor. The 
capacity factor allows a 
prediction of how much 
energy will be produced 
from one wind turbine, 
as a percentage of the 
absolure maximum that 
it could produce, 
Ropp says. 
"What we've done is 
develop a simple procedure for 
computing [capacity factors) from the 
available data," Ropp ays. Thirty-rhree 
percent, he says, is generally considered 
a '·good" capacity factor. 
·'All of our ire are thar good or 
better," Ropp obse1ve , with the Leola 
site averaging over 50 percenr. 
Serving South Dakota 
Ropp say that rhe Governor's Office for 
Economic Development, which originally 
provided rhree years of funding for the 
project, will conrinue funding the 
network for ar lea r rhree more years. In adclirion, he says rhat companie 
mu t ecure tran mi ion acces , or a 
'·farm to market road," to transpo11 the 
"Governor [Mikel Round has 
expressed his support for the project by 
conrinuing our p r onnel funding for 
······� a further three year ," electricity 
he ay . " I feel Governor Rounds is 
very intere ted in doing what's righr 
for the state." 
the rurbines produce. Companies must 
derermine a price for their electricity, 
and find a customer for their product. 
Far-reaching implications 
The implications of the Wind Resource 
Assessment Network dara nor only 
Ropp creclirs former Public til ities 
Commi ion chairperson and current 
commis ion er ] im Burg for bringing rhe 
Wind Resource A es ment 1etwork to 
CONTI NUED N EXT PAG E 
For more information on the Wind Resource Assessment Network or how to 
become involved in its support, contact Michael Ropp at (605) 688-4664, or 
Michael .Ropp@sdstate.edu. Visit the Wind Resource Assessment Network 
website at http://www.engineering.sdstate.edu/-wran. 
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The Crandall 
microwave tower, with 
instruments installed 
to  collect wind data. 
The Crandall site is 
located on top of a 
ridge of the "Coteau 
des Prairies," 
according to Ropp. 
"The Crandall ridge 
runs north-south and 
is comprised of many 
t ight ly-spaced, low 
hills that rise forty 
meters above the 
surrounding plains." 
• 
outh Dakota-and to D U. " He 
was the guy who recognized the 
opponunity and set the heels i n  
motion,'' h e  say . 
According to Ropp, Burg wa 
informed that funding for the 
program was available and that 
the new program had to be run by 
a state entity. 
A home for the network at 
D seemed like a natural fit. 
" It's definitely part of our land­
grant mission," Ropp says. 
A common thread of service 
to the people of South Dakota 
runs throughout the project, as 
data collected is made available 
to eve1yone. 
"Anybody who wants it [data] 
can have it ," Ropp says, compared 
to private companies who keep 
their wind data confidential as it is 
often used by the companie 
themselves to compete against 
other companies. 
Looking towards the 
future 
While Ropp classifies the Wind 
Resource Assessment 1 etwork as a 
"speculative venture," his 'build it 
CONTINUED FROM PREVOUS PAG E 
and they will come' attitude has 
proven true thu far. 
He estimates there are at lea t 
a half-dozen de lopers interested 
in the rate. 
And, he says, he knows of 
developers who have changed 
their plans according to data 
provided by the Wind Resource 
As essment etwork. 
Recently, Ropp ays, the 
network took pan in a study along 
with uperior Renewable Energy 
LLC, a Texa company, to test the 
accuracy of the data gathered by 
the network. The results howed 
that the network data is quite 
accurate, according to Ropp. 
Although succe sful , the 
network faces challenges in its 
operation . 
"We are always on a 
shoestring budget, "  says Ropp. 
Currently, the program employs 
one u ndergraduate student, 
sophomore electrical engineering 
major Kayla Flynn of Brookings, to 
help Ropp with the data. And with 
the expanding number of sites, 
Ropp hopes to one day hire a full­
time technician to work with the 
program-a goal that may be 
pos ible with alumni support. 
The lack of money becomes a 
problem when an immediate need 
arises, such a when equipment 
break . When thi occurs, Ropp 
says he must try to find funding 
on a short notice. 
Already, the network's success 
has pa sec! Ropp's initial 
expectations. He says he would 
like to ee a many new network 
sites installed as possible. 
"We're l imited by the number 
of uitable towers in the tate," he 
ays, which number somewhere 
between twenty-five and thirty. 
\Xlhile Ropp ays that wind 
pow r may not lead to huge 
economic growth, he says the 
potential exi ts for "ve1y real 
economic development. I would 
really love to ee South Dakotans 
rise up and get involved. "  
Denise Watt 
Associate Professor Kurt Cogswell took the job of acting head of the 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics on July 1 .  He replaces Professor 
Kenneth Yocom, who is returning to the classroom fulltime. (See separate story 
on Yocom.) 
1 961 to 1 992. His survivors include his wife, Marsha, one son and five 
daughters. The couple moved from rural Estelline to rural Strandburg in fall 
1 997. His funeral was Saturday, February 28, 2004, in LaBolt at the LaBolt 
Covenant Church. 
MaryJo Benton Lee, diversity coordinator for the College, has had three 
articles accepted for publication in refereed journals this past year. "Ethnicity, 
Language and School Success in China" appeared in the September 2003 
issue of China Education Forum. "Planning for Success: How to Prepare for 
Fieldwork Abroad" was published in the December 2003 Great Plains 
Sociologist. A third article, "Macro and Micro Factors in Ethnic Identity 
Construction and Educational Outcomes: Minority University Students in the 
People's Republic of China," co-authored with Diane Kayongo-Male of the 
Sociology Department, will appear in an upcoming issue of Race, Ethnicity and 
Education. Lee is a clinical sociologist whose research interests center around 
issues relating to race and ethnicity, educational attainment, and Asian studies. 
Beverly E. Lundberg, associate professor emeritus of Electrical Engineering 
and associate professor emeritus of Computer Science, died February 23, 
2004, at the Milbank Area Hospital. Lundberg, 74, of Strandburg, received his 
bachelor's and master's degrees ('57f63) from SDSU and taught here from 
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Assistant Dean Rich Reid has been promoted from major to lieutenant colonel 
in the South Dakota Air National Guard. He is a member of the 1 1 4th Civil 
Engineering Squadron in Sioux Falls. Also, at this spring's Distinguished 
Engineer Banquet, the associate professor of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering was selected as the College's Outstanding Academic Adviser of 
the Year. Reid is known for taking great personal interest in students, and for 
being an adviser who goes the extra mile for a student in need. 
Timothy A. Wittig, associate professor in Mathematics and Statistics, died 
September 1 5, 2003, at his Brookings home after a battle with cancer. Wittig, 
49, grew up in Wayne, Nebraska, graduating from Wayne High School in 1 972. 
He received his bachelor degrees in mathematics and physics from SDSU in 
1 976 and a master's degree in statistics in 1 978. In 1 981 , at age 26, he became 
the youngest person to receive a doctorate from Michigan State University's stat 
department. He began teaching at SDSU in 1 997. Survivors include his wife, 
Deborah, two step-daughters, and his parents. 
Hengeveld, 
Twedt ' Mechanical engineers Derek Hengeveld, left, 
and Mike Twedt 
drafting state )s first 
energy code 
Energy efficiency. 
It's a term that catches people's 
attention, especially in the age of high­
energy costs. 
Thanks to the work of mechanical 
engineering instructors Derek Hengeveld 
and Mike Twedt, South Dakota will 
become better educated about 
energy efficiency. 
The U.S. Department of Energy 
awarded a $ 125,000 grant to the South 
Dakota Governor's Office of Economic 
Development. In turn, the money was 
funneled to Hengeveld and Twedt to 
research, evaluate, and promote a 
building energy code. 
They made history, too, because it is 
outh Dakota' first state energy program 
grant, meaning the first study that takes 
a serious look at developing an energy 
code for the state. 
The grant is available to all states, 
but South Dakota had never pursued it 
before until Hengeveld and Twedt 
teamed with the Governor's Office of 
Economic Development to write a 
proposal for the project, which was 
approved by the Department of Energy. 
Hengeveld and Twedt have been 
deeply involved with the energy 
efficiency program within the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
Besides teaching energy-related courses, 
they also coordinate the Energy Analysis 
Laborato1y. 
Located in Crothers Engineering 
Hall ,  the Jab researches ways that 
facilities can save on their energy costs, 
focusing on electricity, natural gas, 
propane, fuel oil, and even wood. They 
also study thermal, mechanical and 
electrical equipment, and systems. 
Meeting federal request 
The impetus for their grant proposal was 
the Energy Policy Act, enacted by 
Congress in 1 992. It said the country had 
to increase 
its efforts 
in energy 
efficiency, 
and by 
2004 all 
"We want to evaluate the cost and return on the 
investment to see which direction would yield the 
best savings for South Dakota. " Mike Twedt 
tates 
must have an official energy code in 
place that declares required minimums 
for new commercial buildings and 
remodeling projects. 
Since receiving the grant October 
2003, Hengeveld and Twedt have been 
researching codes in other states and 
existing ones in South Dakota. 
Most other state legislatures have 
in1plemented ASHRAE standard 90. 1 ,  
1999 as their official code. 
Standing for American Society 
of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air 
Conditioning Engineers, it's an 
independent organization that develops 
and publishes tandards. 
A proven and reliable commodity in 
many construction venues, Hengeveld 
and Twedt decided to use ASHRAE 90. 1 
and promote it as South Dakota's energy 
code, making modifications as needed. 
Hengeveld emphasizes incorporating 
the 1999 version of ASHRAE is realistic 
since it contains minimum standards that 
users find easy to follow. 
"It 's important getting a code in that 
people will be receptive to," he ays. 
"ASHRAE 90. 1 ,  2004 will soon be 
available, but it has very strict 
requirements that .would be hard to meet 
at first. We thought for the first step, 
why not just put in the bare minimum 
and try to get people to buy into this." 
They are currently applying ASHRAE 
standards to a cross-section of buildings 
in the state. For example, determining if 
correct amounts of insulation are being 
used for a specific building size or the 
right efficiency rating for a heating and 
cooling source. 
" If  we make any improvements to 
ASHRAE 90. 1 ,  it would cost more to put 
a better code out," says Twedt. "We 
want to evaluate the cost and return to 
see which direction would yield the best 
savings for South Dakota."  
Most adhering to standards 
They are pleased that many engineers 
have been using ASHRAE as a guideline 
for their construction purpo es 
"We recently analyzed a new South 
Dakota high school that is being 
constructed and it already exceeds the 
criteria et by A HRAE," says Hengeveld. 
"Most of this is common sense," 
notes Twedt. "Most of what we are 
talking about is being done to some 
degree, so tl1is is not a huge change. 
This is just a matter of unifying 
eve1ything so that al l  buildings get tl1e 
same energy treatment." 
Hengeveld and Twedt point out that 
since tl1e federal government has 
mandated tl1at all states have a 
commercial building energy code that 
meets or exceeds the A HRAE code 
their ne>..1: step is tl1e promotional phase, 
which begins around October 2004. 
"Once we finalize and submit our 
final report to tl1e state, we will be 
cheduling workshops around the tare," 
says Twedt. "We will be doing outreach, 
telling groups like engineering societies, 
architects, builders, and owners about 
the code and how to use it ." 
Kyle Johnson 
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Winning prestigious scholarship gives triple major one up on his brother 
Jordan William i n't a once in a l ifetime 
kid, but he may be a once in the decade 
type of tudent. 
This pring the fourth-year 
engineering physic , elecu·ical 
engineering, and pre-med major from 
Dell Rapid wa awarded the Bany M. 
G ldwater cholar hip for the 2004-05 
academic year. He i one of 3 1 0  winners 
nationwide and the only one from outh 
Dakota this year. It is the first for D 
since 1 994. 
Th cholar hip, which provides up 
to 7.500 a year for tuition. fee , books 
and ro m and board, i gi en to a 
student who ha cho en a field of tudy 
that include a career in math, natural 
science or engineering. The winner 
mu t maintain a " B" average, be ranked 
in the upper fourth of their clas and be 
. .  citizens. 
Oren Qui t, head of the Physics 
Department, aid William , with a 4.0 
GP and ranking first in his phy ics 
classe , was a nan1ral choice for this 
year' nominations. 
'·He' ve1y intelligent, thorough and 
is always trying for understanding,'' Quist 
say . "Hi que tion are pointed and 
direct. Jordan is quiet and unassuming. 
I'm happy for him." 
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Family influences 
William , a 2000 graduate of Dell Rapids 
High chool and the n of Ga1y and 
Darlys Williams, grew up with an older 
brother and ister in a close-knit family 
where ucce was the standard. 
H is brother, Ju tin '95/'96, i 
featured in D · Yo11 can go anywhere 
from her televi ion advertising 
campaign. He work in biomedical 
research, specializing in neurological 
ystems at the niversity of Wisconsin.  
His research involves creating microchip 
implants that re tore mu cle control and 
quality of life to people living with 
Parkin on's di ease, spinal cord injury 
and amyotrophic lateral clero i (Lou 
Gehrig's di ease). 
"As a parent, I have always 
encouraged my children to xcel 
academically and strive to obtain a great 
education," Darlys Williams ay . ··r have 
tried to inspire a thir t for learning and 
knowledge. Therefore, Jordan's 
cholar hip award is a dream come true 
for me:· 
Williams' i ter, Kristi, is a head civil 
engineer. In fact, Kristi, eleven year 
older, might be the one per on who fir t 
got him interested in engineering. " ly 
i ter u ed to let me help her urvey a 
well a watch the concrete canoe races 
when she was a civil engineering 
tud nt at D U," he recall . 
Jordan \ i l l iams' initial collegiate 
intere t was electrical engineering. 
"I  grew up at the time when 
computer were ju t tarting to become 
really popular, so I 've always been 
interested in the latest computer and 
electronic technologie ," Williams says. 
His interest , however, went way beyond 
his expectations. 
Just like Justin? 
·'My brother encouraged me to take on 
engineering physic because it would be 
a good compliment to any branch of 
engineering that I might tudy," he ay . 
''Then I recently added pre-medicine 
courses to my schedule because of my 
r earch xperiences in biomedi al 
engineering with my brother over the 
past few ummers. Plu , Mom really 
wanted a doctor in the family. 
"My brother ha been a major 
ontributor to how I 've progre ed in my 
academic career. Of cour e, there ha 
alway been some healthy competition 
between u , both in and out of the 
academic arena, \Yhich has really pushed 
me to strive for higher goal . ·· 
This summer, for the third straight 
year, Jordan is working with hi brother 
as a research assistant in Justin' bio­
medical engineering effon . 
'Jordan and Justin have quite a 
unique, brotherly relationship," their 
mother ay . "They ometimes talk about 
thing related to brain research, which 
most people don't understand at all .  
They are just a likely to di cu Barry 
Bonds and his home run record, or the 
latest golfer to win the Masters. They 
enjoy running for mile together in all  
kinds of weather." 
ot only doe William have a close 
bond with his siblings, he has a strong 
relationship with his parents as well .  
"My parents have also alway been 
my biggest upponers and they've 
provided a tremendous amount of 
encouragement in everything I do," he 
says. "My parents have always stressed 
the importance of education. To them, 
focusing on my choolwork would pay 
off more in the long run than holding a 
pan-time job during the school year to 
earn a little extra spending ca h."  
Outside of academics 
William al  o looks up to another 
D U grad. 
"I used to watch a lot of SD 
ba ketbaU game when my brother went 
to school here and he was a good friend 
of one of the forward , Jason chuetz," 
he notes. "Ja on was just such an 
incredible athlete on the floor and he 
was always a crowd favorite with his 
trademark clunks and his easy rapport 
with the crowd, so I 've always kind of 
looked up to Jason since then. To this 
day, Ja on i till one of the kinde t and 
most personable individual I have 
ever mer. ·· 
Williams' succe goes beyond the 
cla room to the athletic arena and the 
entertainment stage. 
The D U track team member u eel 
to train for the decathlon, but after 
taking twenty-one credits fall semester 
and nineteen credits pring eme ter, he 
switched his focus to sprinting and 
throwing the javelin. 
Williams al o sings baritone in the 
Concert Choir, with which he has 
traveled to other parts of the world. 
During spring break 2003, the group 
toured France, Belgium and the 
etherlands. 
In addition to the choir, Williams 
also ings pecial music for local 
churches and was even asked to sing the 
national anthem at the opening of the 
state baseball tournament a couple of 
year ago. 
The challenge of multi 
disciplines 
Mother is also proud of her on's ability 
to juggle a more-than-full load. 
"La t seme ter he took twenty-one 
credit , including rigorous courses, 
participated in conceit choir and track, 
and maintained his 4.0 GPA," she adds. 
Balancing such diverse subjects can 
prove a challenge. 
"Switching back and fo1th between 
engineering cla ses and the life sciences 
has been a little taxing at time because 
they require different mind ets," William 
aid. "My engineering classes usually rely 
on design analy i , and problem- olving 
skills while much of the ubject matter in 
biology and chemi t1y seem to focus on 
memorization. 
"It  has been a little difficult studying 
such different subject at the ame time, 
but it's nice when I get a chance to 
apply what I 've learned from one cla 
to another." 
Life after State 
Williams plans to pursue a higher degree 
after earning his three degrees at D 
in May 2005. 
"I want to go to the University of 
Wi consin and get started on the 
MD/PhD program, which will take about 
six or seven year to finish," he ay . 
ot one to boast, even about 
winning the prestigious Goldwater 
award, Williams just grins and says, " It's 
a good feeling and it's pretty exciting." 
Greta Stewart 
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDEN�T�S===��===========-----­
Phi rst-graders ph ind physics phun 
The SDSU Society of Physics Students won a $300 
Marsh W. White Award for its elementary education 
outreach program proposal, "Phundamentally Physics.• 
Through "Phundamentally Physics; students in the 
chapter worked with first-graders from Medary 
Elementary School in Brookings throughout the school 
year, using hands-on lessons to teach about physics 
concepts. 
The society received entry forms for the 
competition early last fall. Society President Ryan 
Siebrasse and Vice President Sara Landau drafted the 
award proposal. 
"I think this is an excellent indication of what 
good students can do when you let them; says Oren 
Quist, society advisor, professor and department head. 
"It's nice to have this recognition that we are actually 
doing something worthwhile," says Landau, a junior 
physics and engineering major from Brookings. "It's 
definitely a boost in morale [for the organization]." 
According to Landau, getting younger students 
excited about physics is easier because they don't yet 
have negative connotations associated with that 
particular branch of science. 
"They [the students] are very excited to see 
us,• says Landau. She said that the students enjoy 
the physics lessons and seem to retain the 
information well. 
One of the lessons used objects such as 
marshmallows to explain the concepts of atoms and 
density. 
"Sharing my love for physics and their passion 
about life is a great combination,· says Siebrasse, a 
senior physics, communications studies and theatre 
and secondary education major from Aberdeen. 
The chapter had fifteen students representing 
thirty majors during the past school year. 
Marsh W. White Awards are made to chapters 
to support projects designed to promote interest in 
physics among students and the general public. 
Denise Watt 
First row, from left, John Madrid, Ryan 
Siebrasse, and Brandon Breitling. Second 
row, Nathan McClanahan, Sara Landau, 
Katherine Brandtjen, James Galipeau, and 
Jacob Plovanic. 
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Engineering students hit home 
run with prestigious award 
They say the Ridgway Award is 
comparable to the World eries of 
Engineering. 
And engineering students at SDSU 
have hit another home run-the second 
time in the pa t five years. 
The American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE) Student Chapter has 
been selected as the recipient of the 
2004 Robert Ridgway Student 
Chapter Award. 
"It's a great honor for the campu 
and the Engineering College to be 
named the most outstanding chapter in 
the nation," says Dean Lewis Brown. 
"Our ASCE students, under the 
leadership of Asso iate Professor Chuck 
Tiltrum, continue to prove that they 
really are the best in the country and I 
couldn't be more proud of them. They 
continue to bring tremendous distinction 
upon our Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Depa1tment." 
Tiltrum a lso is more than happy to 
brag about his ASCE students. 
"We were up against the big schools 
in the nation and we won," he beams. 
"We were up against schools like 
Stanford and MIT and we did it ." 
Students must submit a report, filled 
with the things they accomplished 
during the year. Some of their main 
objectives include fund-raisers and 
community service. A national committee 
then judges the report. 
Tiltrum says he and fifteen to twenty 
students will be in Baltimore for the 
October 23 awards pre entation. 
Best part of the job 
Tiltnun has been the student chapter 
advisor for the past twenty-two years. 
He is also one of twenty-one national 
ASCE board members. He says during 
the school year he spends between eight 
and ten hours a week with the ASCE 
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student chapter, 
but stresses he 
didn't win the 
award; the 
students did. 
"I  can help 
smooth over 
the rough spots 
and answer 
their 
que tions," he 
says. "I  can provide the knowledge, but 
I don't run the ASCE tudent chapter. 
The officers are the ones who do that. 
We have great people here. I ju t 
suggest some goals and they offered a 
lot of support. 
"This is the best part of my job," 
Tiltrum continues. "Seeing the kids 
achieve their goal is something any 
advisor would be proud of. 
"They spent a lot of hours doing 
community service and with [vice 
president] DJ Buthe making this repo11," 
Tiltrum says. "They worked hard and 
our hard work paid off. What you get 
out of it is what you put into it .  We are 
so lucky to have such a great group 
of students."  
Community service, guest 
speakers a key 
ASCE student chapter president Carrie 
Buthe, a senior from ioux Falls, along 
with eight officers who guided the 
chapter, says she was really excited 
when Tiltrnm called her in early June to 
tell her the chapter had won. 
"It's something we shoot for eve1y 
year since they won in 1 999, and we did 
it. It's a great feeling," she says 
enthusiastically. 
In addition, ASCE earned the vice 
president's award as the most 
outstanding student chapter in Zone I I I  
for four consecutive years ( 2000-04). 
ASCE is a national organization with 
more than 1 30,000 members. The 
organization has several objectives, one 
of which is to increase awarenes of 
what civil engineers do in the field. 
Part of that awareness is focusing on 
making sure engineering students 
understand what life in the real world 
will be like. 
"We bring in several speakers at our 
bi-monthly meetings," Tiltrnm says. "We 
want to get the word out and let them 
know what they'll encounter in 
the field." 
Along with speakers, students also 
put a big emphasis on community 
service. For the second year in a row, 
the South Dakota Board of Regents 
honored ASCE with the campus award 
for community service when the met 
here in March. (See separate sto1y.) 
In addition to president Carrie Buthe 
and her husband and vice president DJ 
Buthe, the other chapter officers are 
brothers senior Justin Petersen, recording 
secreta1y, and junior Jason Petersen, 
correspondent secretary, both of De 
Smet; senior Monica Anderson, 
community service coordinator, 
Blooming Prairie, Minnesota; senior Kurt 
Kesteloot, treasurer, Marshall ,  Minnesota; 
senior Joe Chilson, recruiting chair, 
Sisseton; and sophomore icole 
Tomaszewski,  underclassman 
representative, Circle Pines, Minnesota. 
Greta Stewarl 
CGmmunity Service 
ASCE projects impress Board of Regents 
The railroad bridge overpas on Sixth 
Avenue and the Children's First tep 
Learning Center are the latest Brooking 
locations to receive the ASCE treatment. 
With a fresh coat of paint, they are 
prime examples of community outreach 
courte y of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers. 
For the second straight year, the 
State Board of Regents honored A CE by 
presenting the chapter in March with the 
campu award for community service. 
One of the major initiatives of ASCE 
is to increase awareness of what civil 
engineers do. To that end, five goals 
have been developed to improve the 
chapter's community se1vice efforts: 
• Concentrate on the youth by 
introducing the civil 
engineering profe sion at 
an early age. 
• Generate excitement 
in high school rudents 
about the profession so 
they develop an interest in 
civil engineering and ASCE. 
• Introduce college 
students to the role of a 
professional within the 
society by creating a 
partnership with the 
community. 
• Focus on the 
importance of community 
se1vice to the members of the tudent 
chapter through enjoyable community 
se1vice projects. 
• Maintain camaraderie and 
communication with peer and 
competitors through organized events 
and profe ional activities. 
Chapter activities 
The student chapter participated in 
tv-·enty community-related events in 
2003, including a Brookings bridge with 
a histo1y of having a graffit i  problem. 
·Tm writing on behalf of the city of 
Brookings to thank you and your 
organization for your community 
service," says former City Manager 
Michael Williams in a letter to ASCE 
President Caffie Buthe. "The painting of 
the railroad overpas was a great public 
se1vice noticed by many in the 
community. Brookings is a more 
beautiful community because of 
your se1vice. "  
Besides painting the bridge and the 
learning center, ASCE participated in 
Habitat for Humanity by pouring 
concrete and helping prepare the inside 
of the hou e for finishing. 
The chapter hosted a poster contest 
for fifth-graders, and promoted 
engineering to high school students 
through the Engineering Expo. 
The students held a blood drive, 
and hosted the third annual trick or treat 
for canned goods, donating them to the 
Brookings Area Food Pant1y. They 
sponsored the 4-H Engineering Award 
and used chapter funds to buy angel 
tree gifts for needy children in the area. 
Member also served as crossing 
guards during the Hobo Day road race, 
and they volunteered as bell ringers 
for the Salvation Army during the 
Christmas season . 
commitment of our 
officers," says Buthe of a 
chapter that has al o 
received the Regents' academic 
excellence award and the organization 
award in pa t years. 
"We've had good continuity and 
canyover of officers over the last several 
year ," says As ociate Professor Chuck 
Tiltrum, who has been named 
Outstanding Student Chapter Faculty 
Advisor of the Year for Zone I I I  on three 
occasions. "Getting our officer involved 
at a younger age, and letting them hold 
office for a couple of years, has made a 
big difference."  
Kyle Johnson 
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Students study origin of their engineering trade 
What bener place to under tand the 
heritage of their profe ion than the 
cradle of the Indu trial Revolution. 
That' ju t what seven tudents and 
three faculty member did when they 
ventured to Manche ter, England, during 
pring break March 5- 14 .  
" tudent need to ee where we 
have come from in order to ee where 
we are going," ays Harvey vec, 
in tn.1ctor in Engineering Technology 
and Management. 
Harvey and his wife, Ha1Tiet, 
assistant profe or in electrical 
engineering and computer science, 
planned the study abroad experience 
after previou trip to Manche ter. Teresa 
Hall, head of Engineering, Technology, 
and Management also led the group. 
In-house suppo1t came from Provost 
and ice President for Academic Affair 
Carol Peterson and Dean Lewi Brown. 
"Engineering students don't like to 
mi clas e so we felt a trip during 
spring break would be the best possible 
time to go," ays Harriet vec. "We 
would like to make this trip an annual 
experience for n1dents in our college. 
It' a financially reasonable approach to 
enhancing their engineering education." 
The sn1dents were junior Ja on 
Heinemann, Brooking ; senior Kathy 
McMahon, Elkton; enior Erik Case, 
Brandon; junior Dan McMahon, Elkton; 
enior Katrina Lentz. ioux Fal l  ; enior 
Byron Davi . Brookings; and graduate 
n1dent Peter McMahon, Elkton. 
'This trip wa a great oppornmity to 
expand my cultural horizons and 
broaden my education experience," 
ob erve Heinemann, a mechanical 
engineering major. ·· 1 have always b en 
interested in histo1y and fascinated by 
how well some things were de igned in 
the pa t given the resource available." 
Dean Brown ays students "will 
view America differently as a result of 
their vi it. ince they are engine ring 
major , the trip offered them the chance 
to see some of the historic roots of their 
own future profe ion . 
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Above: Pictured outside of Royal Daulton, an historic china manufacturing firm in 
Manchester, are, from left, Teresa Hall, head of the Department of Engineering, 
Technology and Management; instructor Harvey Svec, Peter McMahon, Byron Davis, 
Jason Heinemann, Kathy McMahon, Katrina Lentz, Eric Case, and Dan McMahon. Not 
pictured is Assistant Professor Harriet Svec (photographer). Right: Spools of cotton that 
will be twisted, stretched and made into yarn. 
Seeing the sites 
Because the Manche ter area wa the 
center of the cotton textiles industry 
during the I ndu trial Revolution, the 
students visited two mu eums dedicated 
to the teJ>...'liles indu try. 
The city and surrounding ires, 
steeped in the hi tory of the textile 
indust1y, are renovating and u ing the 
old texti le warehou es, spinning, and 
weaving building for present-day offices 
and housing. 
A glimpse in ide the Apprentice 
House at Quany Mill took the group 
back to where children who worked in 
the mills were hou ed. 
"I think tl1e extent of child labor 
during the early 1800 in the teJ>...'tile 
industry wa one of the mo t profound 
realizations for our student ," says 
Harriet Svec. 
Peter McMahon, who i re earching 
the history of tl1e textile manufacniring 
indu try, add : 'The ite really helped 
me to under tand not only the 
manufacturing processes, but it a lso gave 
me a time line of the ocial issues and 
culture of Victorian Britain. "  
At the Museum of Science and 
Industry, the group viewed an 
underground restoration of a sewage 
ystem hawing the progres ion and 
development of waste treatm nt in 
Manchester complete with sounds 
and mells. 
.. eeing that gave me a good 
hi torical perspective of what we have 
tudied in my cour es," points out Kathy 
McMahon, a civil and environn1ental 
engineering major. 
"I really appreciated the team 
engine exhibit in the museum," not s 
Heinemann. 'These large steam engines 
were used to power all  the machines in 
a textile mill .  I appreciated the concepts 
I learned tudying thermodynamics after 
eeing the e machines running and 
being able to understand what was 
happening during the process. "  
Historic canals, china 
Manche rer canals were part of a large 
canal system developed for transpo1ting 
raw materials and finished goods prior 
to the railroad system. 
Martin Whalley, a professor at 
1anche rer Metropolitan niver ity who 
has al  o been an exchange profe sor at 
D U, took the tudent on a walking 
tour of the canals. He discussed hi 
twenty-five year of participating in the 
restoration of the canal ystem and he 
helped the rudents understand the 
change England ha seen in 
transportation say Harriet vec. 
For engineering, technology, and 
management students, d1e Royal Doulton 
Company was an eye-opener into a first­
class world of luxury ceramic tableware, 
giftware, and collectables. The company 
i al o one of the olde t and b st­
recognized manufacturers of china, and 
seeing the age-old proces and exi ting 
china that has survived through the 
decades, was education in itself. 
Seeing the production method 
enhanced the understanding of the 
hi torical aspects of the manufacturing 
processes, according to Lentz, ald1ough 
she did offer ome engineering advice. 
"I identified a number of area where 
Royal Daulton could make improvements 
in d1e layout of their factory " she says. 
ay HaU, "A big factor in nin teenth 
century building design and work flow 
through the factory wa that labor wa 
very inexpensive. lt's good to see dut 
the tudent picked up on the work flow 
inefficiencies that Royal Daulton sti l l  
needs to acid re . " 
Museums, mines 
York, England, and the Yorkmin ter 
Cathedral ,  where excavation under the 
cathedral ha revealed original Roman 
footings and friezes under the pre ent 
structure, was a highlight for d1e civil 
engineering tudents. 
"Although the cad1edral is used daily 
by the parishioners, there are tour 
describing d1e historical change and 
structurally significant aspects of the old 
. .  tudents need to see where we have come from in order to 
see wbere we are going. " Harvey Svec 
building," says Harriet vec. "York i one 
of the old walled citie with charming 
historical treets and structures. " 
Touring Telford, England, in the 
Coalbrooke area, tudents went across 
the fir t iron-bridge and they visited 
museums that depicted the changes in 
the iron industry from the first coke-
melting furnace. "The area had a 
tremendous influence on the iron 
industry," indicate Harriet vec. 
Even given a day off to shop or rest 
didn't stop the students from exploring, 
according to vec, who relate that some 
decided to visit a lead mine in Ca deton 
on their free day. 
"In d1e end, we all went," she says. 
"\Vie took a train, a bus, walked a 
number of mile , and rode in a mall 
boat on a canal into the mine. We were 
in rain, leer, now, and a cozy, dark 
lead mine in the peak di trier. \ e were 
very proud of our tudents for taking the 
initiative to investigate yet anod1er 
historical site." 
An engineering team 
The tudents were required to make a 
cla s pre entation and write a paper to 
earn a credit for the trip. The study al o 
called for all snrdents, without regard to 
major, to visit all the ites. 
"When we planned the trip, we 
thought an interdisciplinary approach 
would be good for team building and 
giving the students an opportunity to 
learn from each other," report vec. 
In Manchester, they visited with 
electrical engineering faculty at 
Manche ter Metropolitan niversity, 
which has an international exchange 
agreement with D . At d1e time of the 
trip, D U student were tudying at 
the university. 
"Our tuclents were able to make 
connections with their D cla smates 
which added yet another element to the 
trip," she says. 
Before the trip, Lentz had no de ire 
to travel abroad, but now she's planning 
her next trip to Europe. 
"I was able to experience so much 
culturally and hi torically," she ays. 
"Thi trip has made me aware of our 
manufacturing origin which is very 
relevant to my future. I love seeing new 
cultures and learning from d1eir 
practices, both pa t and present ."  
For Heinemann, the trip put his 
studies in prop r perspective. "Although 
this trip put emphasi on all disciplines 
of engineering, I gained a greater re peer 
for tho e creative inventors who have 
come before us. 
"I  highly recommend d1i trip to 
any engineering major intere red in 
appreciating how far we've come as a 
technical society in uch a short amount 
of tin1e," he acids. 
Kyle Johnson 
• Alumni  
Distinguished 
En . 
credit college with past, present  success 
Tu ·o electrical engineers and a cil'il engineerjoined the 
ranks of Distingu ished Engineers at the an nual banquet 
April 22 at Peterson Recital Hall. 
Added to a list that has been gro1l'ing since 1977 are: 
• Marwan Hassou n  '83, electrical engineering, 
senior director of engineering for the 
com munications tech nologv dil'ision of Xilinx in 
A ustin, Texas. 
• Den n is Micko '68, ciuil engineering, president 
and Brookings office manager of Banner As ociates 
of Brookings. 
• Jim Morgan '69, electrical engineering, president 
and ch i�{ executiue officer of Daktronics of 
Brookings. 
Morgan and ,Uicko are the second men from their firm 
to be chosen a Distingu ished Engineers. In fact, 
Morgan · ·  predecessor. Aelred Kwtenbach u •as tabbed 
for the honor i11 1990. Frederick Rittershaus, ll 'ho 1eas 
senior uice president at Ba1Z11e1� u •as chosen in 1994. 
Like the aforementioned men, Hassou11 also bas a 
Brookings connection. The 44-year-o/d is the oldest son 
of retired DSL' Ci1•il Engineering Professor Nadim 
Hassou n .  
Hassoun 
Hassoun says being named a 
Distinguished Engineer means a lot to 
him. "I hope this mean that I made a 
difference," he ays. "It  is a great honor 
for my alma mater and my colleagues to 
bestow this on me. I am grateful and 
humbled." 
Ha soun received his degree in 
electrical engineering with minors in 
computer science and mathematics. He was involved in the 
start up of RocketChip , a h igh-speed integrated circuits 
design company. In 2000, RocketChips was acquired by 
Xilinx, and he became director of engineering for the new 
RocketChips Divi ion. 
He is also the managing partner for TraChip, a 
technology licen ing company, and till holds the title of 
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collaborating professor in the Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering at Iowa State University. (He taught in 
the department from 1 988 to 1998.) Ha oun ha a l  o co­
authored more than seventy technical publications several 
chapter of three books, is a co-inventor of more than twelve 
granted patents and some that are pending. 
Even though all of these accomplishments are 
impressive, Hassoun credits hi success on the smaller 
achievement . 
"I think my greatest career achievement," Has oun says, 
"is an accumulation of little achievements made up of the 
ucce se of the many young engineers that r had the 
oppo1tunity to teach and guide over the years through my 
tenure as a university profe sor and in industry." 
Ha oun remember his days at D fondly. "My 
college clays at D were full of challenge and 
accomplishments," he ay . "My professors were key 
motivators for me to pursue knowledge beyond the 
boundaries of the classroom and my fellow students help d 
me get through the tough hurdles and hared the joy of the 
succe ses we had together. " 
On a l ighter note, Hassoun says he has one favorite 
memory of D U. "My favorite accompli  hment is probably 
leading the team that built the EE float for Hobo Day. It was 
a collaboration of many of the tudents and together we put 
on an incredible display." 
Hassoun says when he thinks about the fun1re, he does 
have a few goal . "My aspirations, profe ionally and 
per anally," he says, "are to continue to push engineers to 
reach for excellence and create leading-edge technology that 
po itively touch as many people as possible." 
Micko 
Micko ay , "It 's a little bit 
overwhelming,'' to receive this honor. 
" I 've sat as a chair on the selection 
committee so rve been privileged to ee 
applicants and know how distingui heel 
they are. I told Dean [Lew] Brown to be 
included in that group is very 
humbling." 
Micko, who added a master's degree 
in 1969 an emphasis in tructural de ign, says he's especially 
happy to send out the message that you don't always have 
to leave and go to a bigger city to find succe . "The 
University has a wonderful ad campaign going right now," 
Micko says. "But sometimes you think you have to leave 
Brookings to really go anywhere. However, you can have 
successful careers right here." 
Micko, who has been at Banner for thi1ty-four years, says 
his greatest career achievement has been being the lead 
engineer of record on the new Missouri Bridge near 
Vermillion. He is also an engineer of record of one of the 
state's largest projects: The Lewis and Clark Water Project . "It 's 
an excess of 400 million," he says. "And we're getting close 
to the finjshed product. It's really exciting to be part of that ."  
On a personal level, Micko says he"s most proud of being 
able to raise four children and see al l  of them graduate from 
college. "That' a huge personal accomplishment both my 
wife, La Donna, and I are proud of," Micko says. 
Micko is also partly responsible for providing a hangout 
for kids in Brookings. "My recent passion is helping to 
establish the Boy and Girls Club," he says. " It's something 
we've needed since I came to town. To see its early success is 
really satisfying."  
Morgan 
Morgan moved into his current position at 
Daktronics in 200 1 .  Morgan joined 
Daktrorucs in 1970, when it was a two­
year-old company and he was a graduate 
student obtaining his master's degree in 
electrical engineering. 
Morgan was responsible for the design 
of the first Daktronics scoreboard, the 
The Distinguished Engineer award was introduced on February 
26, 1 976, under the direction of Dean Junis 0. Starry. The 
purpose of the award is to recognize and honor those who 
have demonstrated eminent achievements in a field of 
engineering. 
Outstanding achievement in other fields is also given 
consideration, provided the nominee is an SDSU engineering 
graduate. 
Selection procedures were developed and implemented 
and the first awards were presented to twenty-two SDSU 
alumni in 1 977. Since it began, the award has been given to 
more than 1 00 engineers. 
Eligibility 
The award may be presented to a person who meets one or 
more of the following four criteria: 
• A graduate of any college of SDSU who has made truly 
great accomplishments in a field of engineering. 
• A graduate of the SDSU College of Engineering who has 
made truly great accomplishments in a non-engineering field 
such as military, law, medicine, business, management, etc. 
• A graduate of the SDSU College of Engineering who has 
demonstrated truly great entrepreneurial success and/or 
business development. 
• Anyone who has made a truly great contribution to the 
practice of engineering within the state of South Dakota. 
However, there are no hard and fast rues of procedure or 
point systems to define what is "truly great." There are great 
Matside scoreboard, in 197 1 .  He also led the design, 
manufacturing and installation of the first Daktronics swim 
timing system, a plant control system for a municipal water 
treatment plant, and the first Daktrorucs outdoor electronic 
message center. 
In 1 980, Morgan was project engineer for Daktronics' first 
major involvement in an Olympic event, the 1980 Olympic 
Winter Games in Lake Placid, New York. 
Morgan says being named a distinguished engineer is a 
great feeling. " It's great to be recognized by a peer group at 
t11e niversity," he says. "And also to be l isted along with all 
the ot11er people who have done such great things in t11e 
world and had such great accomplishments. To be recognized 
is a real honor. " 
Morgan attributes lus greatest career achievement to 
Daktronics. " I 've spent my whole career at Daktronics and 
we've been able to grow a company from nothing, really," 
he says. 
"It was a simple idea at first. We've now been able to 
grow a company that employs more t11an 900 part-time 
workers and 1 ,400 full-tin1e people. To provide that kind of 
an in1pact to the economy of Brookings and the state of 
South Dakota is very rewarding . . . .  it's a win-win situation 
for everybody." 
difficulties in devising such a system and the judgment of the 
review committees and dean will prevail, as it has in the past. 
Active members of the SDSU faculty or administration are 
not eligible for the award but emeriti and posthumous 
members of the faculty and administration are eligible. 
Nominations 
Nominations can be submitted by anyone to the dean's office 
by January 1 5. Then, the distinguished engineer review 
committee, and the faculty review committee examine the 
nominations. 
As each nomination is received, the dean will mail a 
framed certificate of nomination to the nominee. 
The distinguished engineer review committee considers all 
of the nominations and returns a recommendation to the dean 
for the selection. The dean forwards these recommendations 
to the faculty review committee for review and approval. Any 
name forwarded for selection should have the majority support 
of both committees. Unanimous support is preferred. The dean 
uses the recommendations of the two committees in making 
the final decision. 
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Ul hed ccr 
List of Distinguished Engineers tops 80 since 1 97 7  
Marwan Hassoun, Dennis 
Micko and Jim Morgan are 
the latest addition to the 
Distinguished Engineers list, 
which began in 19 77 and 
now totals eighty-one. Their 
names are listed below, 
along with their year of 
graduation (from SDSU 
unless otherwise noted), 
major and positions they 
have held. 
1 977 
• Steven F. Briggs '07, electrical, 
co-founder, Briggs & Stratton 
Corporation, Outboard Marine 
Corporation 
· David A. Christensen '57, 
industrial, president and C EO, 
Raven Industries. 
• Charles L. Coughlin '09, 
electrical, former president, 
chairman of the board and C EO, 
Briggs & Stratton Corporation 
• Donald E.  Craig '32, electrical, 
vice president and general 
manager Turbine-Generator 
Division, General Electric 
Company. 
• Harold M. Crothers '1 O, 
mathematics, dean of engineering 
emeritus, former acting president 
and vice president SDSU 
• Everett W. Dunn ' 1 3, civil, 
construction engineer on major 
mi l itary and nuclear projects, 
consultant to the federal 
government 
• William H. Gamble '25, electrical, 
professor emeritus and former 
head Electrical Engineering 
Department, SDSU 
• Robert D. Mitchell '32, sanitary 
engineer, retired senior vice 
president and chief, Malcolm 
Pirnie. 
• Archie Higdon '28, math, 
Brigadier General USAF retired, 
former dean of engineering & 
technology California Polytechnic 
State University 
• Robert G. Hoover '35, civil, 
construction engineer, vice­
president-administrator, Massman 
Construction Company 
• Lays A. Johnson '30, civil, 
Commander USN retired, 
professor, building & construction, 
U niversity of Florida in  Gainseville 
28 
• Leonard E.  Johnston '33, 
electrical, project engineer, 
consultant & retired senior vice­
president, Sverdrup & Parcel and 
Associated, I nc. 
• Leonard J.  Linde '29, mechanical, 
retired director of engineering, 
Allis-Chalmers manufacturing Co. 
• Melvin L. Manning '27, electrical, 
dean of engineering emeritus, 
SDSU 
• Calvin C. Oleson '25, civil, 
engineering educator, principal 
research engineer, Portland 
Cement Association 
· Wayne H.  Peters '51 , civil ,  
executive vice president and 
general manager, Egger Steel 
Company 
• Harry L. Solberg '20, mechanical, 
retired head of mechanical 
engineering and assistant dean of 
engineering Purdue University 
• Raymond W. Sundstrom '28, civil, 
retired chief of water resources 
division, United Stated Geological 
Survey, member US Aid Mission to 
UAR 
• Clifford W. Welsh '39, mechanical, 
vice president-sales, Kerr Glass 
Manufacturing Co. 
· Robert A. Wilkins '5 1 , electrical, 
president and chief operating 
officer, Northwestern Public 
Service Co. 
• Donald A. Will iams '28, civil, 
retired administrator of the Soil 
Conservation Service, consultant 
to the Ford Foundation 
• Lesher S. Wing ' 1 6, mechanical, 
retired regional director of the 
Denver and San Francisco offices, 
Federal Power Commission 
1 978 
• Gene M .  Amdahl '48, 
engineering physics, computer 
engineer, chairman of the Board of 
Directors, Amdahl C orporation 
• Dewey J.  DeBoer '22, electrical, 
retired executive manager, 
Nebraska Public Power Systems, 
Columbus, Consultant to the US 
Aid Program 
• Warren D. Fish ' 1 6, civi l ,  retired 
engineering administrator, Bureau 
of Public Roads, Department of 
Commerce 
• LeRoy F. Harza '01 , mechanical, 
hydroelectric engineer, Founder of 
the Harza Engineering Company 
• Jack W. Wild '48, physics, space 
systems engineering, chief, Shuttle 
Upper Stages Branch, National 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
• Marvin J.  Wil lrodt '49, electrical, 
developer of high-speed electronic 
counters, application engineer, 
sales group, Hewlett-Packard 
Company 
1 979 
• Richard T. Buesing '50, electrical, 
manager-advance systems and 
technology, mobile radio 
department, General Electric 
Company 
• John M. Hanson '53, civil, 
consultant on structural behavior, 
vice-president of operations, Wiss, 
Janney, Elstner and Associates, 
Inc. 
• Wil l iam S. Lowe '31 , electrical, 
former president and chairman, 
A . P. Green Refractories Company, 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
• Ernest E.  Michaels '20, civil, 
engineer, community leader, 
industrialist, retired president of 
Chicago Bridge and Iron Co. 
· George H. Oleson '49, electrical, 
vice president of Hughes Systems 
Management International, Hughes 
Aircraft Co. 
1 980 
• Ernest L.  Buckley '47, civil, 
professor of architecture and 
director of housing research and 
design center, the U niversity of 
Texas at Arlington 
• Milo A. Dudden '41 , mechanical, 
founder and president, Gas and 
Mechanical Laboratory 
• Jerome A. Starry '46, mechanical, 
food technology engineer, Davy 
McKee Corporation,  Engineers and 
Builders 
1 981 
• M a r k  E.  Barber '41 ,  civil, 
engineer-builder-military officer, 
director of engineering and 
construction, Denver Water 
Department 
• James S. Boyd '39, agricultural, 
specialist on agricultural structures, 
professor of agricultural 
engineering, Michigan State 
U niversity 
• Henry H. Delong '38, agricultural, 
educator and promoter of rural 
electrification, professor emeritus 
of agricultural engineering, SDSU 
• John D. Dyson '49, electrical, 
engineer-researcher-inventor, 
professor of electrical engineering, 
U niversity of I l l inois 
• Donald D. Haselhorst '56, 
electrical, engineer-planner­
community leader, branch chief, 
advanced aircraft leader, 
McDonnell Aircraft Company 
• Ronald J.  Lavallee '58, 
engineering physics, engineer­
researcher-community leader, 
branch chief advanced aircraft 
avionics, McDonnell Aircraft 
Company 
• Robert B.  Yule '24, civil, professor 
structural and civil engineering, 
com m unity activities, retired 
partner of Yule, Jordan and 
Associates 
1 982 
• Roland J.  Jensen '60, 
mechanical, nuclear engineer and 
utility executive, vice president­
commercial and division 
operations, Northern States Power 
Company 
• Frederick Harold Leinbach Jr. '50, 
physics, professor-researcher­
administrator, acting director-space 
environmental laboratory, National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Adm i nistration 
• Kenneth H. Spies '37, civil ,  
sanitary and environmental 
engineer, Oregon State Board of 
Health, Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality 
1 983 
• Merle L. Esmay '42, agricultural, 
professor of agriculture 
engineering, Michigan State 
U niversity 
• Merlyn E. Schlenker '51 , 
electrical, founder Schlenker 
Enterprises. 
• C.  Milo Thelin '24, civil, public 
works director Fort Worth, Texas 
• Lawrence R. Thielen '50, 
electrical, founder Aventek. 
1 984 
• Charles A. Lundquist '49, 
engineering physics, director of 
research, University of Alabama in 
Huntsville. 
• Albert L. Pugsley '30, civil, former 
president, Youngstown (Ohio) 
State University 
• Leonard F. Swanson '51 , civil, 
public works director, City of Rapid 
City 
1 985 
• Errol P. EerNisse '62, electrical, 
president Quartex, Fellow of I E E E  
• H a n s  G.  Jepson '31 , civil, 
colonel-U.S. Army, ordinance 
environmental engineer, health 
department, Commonwealth of 
Virginia 
• Dennis L .  Moe '48, agricultural, 
department head agriculture 
engineering, SDSU 
• Dale C. Ryman '35 agricultural 
'38 civil, chief construction 
engineer California Division of 
Highways and Freeways, first 
benefactor of the College of 
Engineering 
1 986 
• James L.  Mann '49, civil, former 
executive vice president S.J. 
G roves and Sons, president Green 
Holding Company, Dallas 
• John A. Schmidt '62, engineering 
physics, head of applied physics 
division Plasma Physics 
Laboratory, Princeton University 
1 987 
• Delbert M. Leppke '51 , electrical, 
senior technical manager Fluor's 
Corporation, Chicago 
• Junis 0. Storry '42, electrical, 
former dean of the College of 
Engineering, Amdahl Distinguished 
Professor of Engineering, SDSU 
1 988 
• Russell E. Christiansen '59, 
industrial, chairman, president, 
C EO Midwest Energy Company, 
Iowa Public Service Company 
• Harold H. Hall '48, physics, vice 
president, corporate research 
group, Xerox Corporation 
• Emory E. Johnson '36, civil, 
professor emeritus, former head of 
Civil Engineering Department, 
SDSU 
1 989 
• James A. Larson '51 , civil, senior 
project engineer, senior 
geotechnical engineer, Sverdrup 
Corporation 
• Robert C. Olson '60, electrical, 
general manager of technology 
development division, general 
manager of computer 
manufacturing division, Control 
Data Corporation 
1 990 
• Aelred J. Kurtenbach '61 (South 
Dakota School of Mines and 
Technology) electrical, president 
and CEO, Daktronics 
1 991  
• Byron J .  Anderson '68, electrical, 
general manager, Hewlett Packard, 
Communication Test Business Unit 
• James N. Dornbush '49, civil, 
professor emeritus, SDSU 
• Richard B. Hayter '65, 
mechanical, director engineering 
extension program, Kansas State 
University 
1 992 
• Will iam G .  Borghard '52, civil, 
commissioner department of 
environmental facilities, 
Westchester County, N Y  
• Leon D .  Crossman '61 , 
engineering physics, vice president 
and director science and 
technology, Dow Corning 
Corporation 
1 993 
• Robert F. Risch '49, electrical, 
executive director, Missouri Basin 
Systems G roup 
1 994 
• Donald H. Kukuk '51 , civil, vice 
president, Boyle Engineering 
• Frederick J. Rittershaus '58, civil, 
senior vice president, Banner 
Associates, Inc. 
• Jerald A.  Tunheim '62, 
engineering physics, president, 
Dakota State University 
• John L.  Wiersma '43, director 
Water Resources Institute, 
professor agriculture engineering, 
SDSU 
1 995 
• Delvin D. Eberlein '62, electrical, 
vice president of technology, Cray 
Research. 
· Wayne E. Knabach '49, electrical, 
professor of electrical engineering, 
SDSU 
1 996 
• Frank R .  Knutson '65, electrical, 
general manager, Tri-State 
Generation and Transmission 
Association. 
• Neil R. Patterson '51 , 
A .S. H .R.A.E.  Fellow and past 
president, retired corporation 
manager of application 
engineering, Trane Company 
1 997 
• Richard A. Berreth '58, 
mechanical, retired vice president 
of manufacturing, Haworth 
• Dale A. Bucks '68, agricultural, 
national program leader water 
quality and water management, 
USDA Ag Research Service 
1 998 
• Richard R.  Bell '70, civil, 
chairman, president and C EO, 
H O R  
• Dennis R .  Little '65, mechanical, 
vice president and general 
manager, GE Mi litary Engines 
Operations 
• Jerome J .  Lohr '58, civil, 
president and owner of J .  Lohr 
Properties, and J.  Lohr Winery and 
Vineyards 
1 999 
• Paul G .  C u mmings '50, electrical, 
retired industry standards 
engineer-motor and business 
group, General Electric Co., Life 
Fellow Member, I E E E  
• Bruce L. Mi l ler '47, physics, 
professor emeritus physics 
department, SDSU 
• Harlow J.  Miner, Jr .  '53, 
mechanical, retired advisory 
engineer-design and producibility 
engineering, Division of the 
Electroni Corporation 
2000 
• Merlyn Isaak '57, civil, senior vice 
president, Signet Testing 
Laboratory, I nc. 
• Duane Sander '64, P h . D. 
electrical, Iowa State University, 
retired dean of engineering, SDSU 
• Ronald D. Schmidt '63, electrical, 
co-chairman of board, Artesyn 
Technologies 
200 1 
• Donald J. Edwards '60, 
agricultural, director of special 
projects for the Institute of 
Agriculture at the University of 
Nebraska 
• Harold Hohbach '44, electrical, 
partner/patent lawyer for Flehr 
Hohbach Test-Aibrition & Herbert 
• John (Jack) Marshman '55, civil, 
senior vice president, Sioux Falls 
Construction 
• Charles A. Onstad '72, P h . D. 
agricultural, director of the 
southern plains area, USDA 
Agricultural Research Service 
2002 
• Robert G. Dutcher '67, electrical, 
president and C EO, Possis 
Medical. 
· Virgil G .  El lerbruch '60, electrical, 
University of Wyoming, retired 
dean of engineering SDSU 
• Leon B. El lwein '64, mechanical, 
associate director for Applications 
of Vision Research, advisor to the 
director, National Eye Institute­
National Institutes of Health 
• Roger M. Larson '61 , civil, senior 
pavement engineer, Federal 
Highway Administration 
• A.J. Van Dierendonck '61 , 
electrical, engineering consultant, 
AJ Systems/GPS Silicon Valley 
2003 
• Alyn Holt '59, electrical, director 
and chairman of the board, inTest 
Corporation 
· John Madden '61 , agricultural, 
president, DeWild Grant Recker! 
and Associates Company 
· Thomas Weaver '60, electrical, 
transmission project manager, 
International Utilities Structures. 
2004 
• Marwan Hassoun '83, electrical, 
senior director of engineering, 
Xilinx 
• Dennis Micko '68, civil, president 
and chairman of the board, Banner 
Associates 
• J i m  Morgan '69, C EO, 
Daktronics. 
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Yot ran o() Anvwl1ere Fro111 Here !  
Alums featured in SDSU television campaign 
Sweden. Florida . Kansas. Wisconsin. Del l 
Rapids. 
These places are just a few 
examples of SDSU's engineering 
graduates ''ho ha\'e gone "anywhere 
from here . .. At least se\'en engineering 
graduates have been featured in the You 
Can Go A11y1l 'bereji'Oln Here tele,·ision 
promotion. \ 'hich began in 2000, 
according to Jennifer Crickard. director 
of Uni,·ersity Relations. 
"The College of Engineering has a 
long tradition of pro,·iding rigorous 
programs of academic excellence 
combined \Vith great personal care for 
students, .. says Dean Le\\'is Bro,vn. "Most 
of our a lums choose to remain in touch 
with the College of Engineering and 
many h:l\"e shared \\ ith us their 
testimonials of the great persona l  care 
shown for them by our faculty and staff. 
I believe that combination has helped 
nurture many students and prepare them 
to achie,·e both professional and 
personal success. 
"We are ,·e1y proud of the significant 
accomplishments of all our College of 
Engineering a lums. One simply needs to 
do no more than read the biographies of 
Douglas Forsyth ,  Michael Johnson. 
Kathryn Walker. and J ustin \X'il liams to 
see that you really can go anywhere 
from here at SDSC."  
Add to that list Thomas Van Lent. 
Lance Guymon. and Michelle Knuppe­
all  of whom have been featured in the 
campaign. 
Michelle Knuppe '99 
or all SD U grads stray far from their 
alma mater to build succe sful careers. 
Take Michelle Knuppe for example. 
An internship led to the beginning of 
Knuppe' career at the nited rates 
Geological urvey's ERO (Earth Resources 
Observation ystems) Data Center north of 
ioux Fall . After she competed her 
internship with EROS she was hired upon 
her graduation in December 1999. 
In her position as scientist, she works 
on a project called LANDFIRE. For the 
project, Knuppe say she works to develop 
methodology to produce data and imagery 
of vegetation condition and risk at the 
national, regional ,  and local level for 
implementation of the 1ational Fire Plan. 
The engineering phy ics graduate cites 
diversity as one of her favorite things 
about ERO , which employs more than 
600 workers. 
Contributions made to the 
Greater State Fund 
as one of the nation's leaders in 
engineering education. 
Susan E. Ahlers 
A.J. Systems 
"There are alway new projects, new 
ubjects," says the Rapid City native. 
he says that finding different ways to 
study something remains one of the 
challenge of her job. Knuppe de cribes 
two specific experience a a tudent that 
prepared her for her career. 
A senior engineering project in 
conjunction with her internship gave 
Knuppe her first experience with ERO 
" It gave me a better under randing of 
the outside," says Knuppe of her project, 
a tudy of the different methods and 
instruments she used during her internship 
to collect data from sunphotometer , or 
instruments that measure the sun's energy 
by its wavelengths. 
Knuppe recalls a week.long trip and 
tour of companies in outh Dakota, 1 orth 
Dakota, and Minne ota that al o made an 
impact on her as a student. 
'That gave me a better understanding 
of what's out there," he says. "It gave you 
an idea of how everything else fits 
together. " 
Knuppe now l ives in Dell Rapids with 
her husband Jay, a State alum, and their 
three children, Trent, Jayda, and Victor. 
The mother of three i currently 
working on her master' degree in 
geography at rate. 
Justin Wil liams '95, '96 
Even with its growing enrollment figures, 
SD 's enrollment of 10,000-plus tudents 
seems small compared to that of the 
niversity of Wisconsin-Madison. 
More than 41 ,000 students are enrolled 
at the university where Justin Williams now 
teaches. He was appointed to hi new 
January 1 ,  2003 - May 31 , 2004 We have benefited, and those 
who have been generous in their 
gifts share with us the satisfaction 
that comes from achievements of 
our faculty and students. 
Kenneth L. and Ann R. Allender 
Timothy T. Amert 
Baete Forseth, Inc. 
James B. Bakkedahl 
Ball Corporation 
Banner Associates, Inc. 
Brent L. Bargmann Support from alumni, corporate 
donors, and friends has come to be 
essential to institutions of higher 
education. 
Contributions have made 
possible the development of 
activities that have won recognition 
for the SDSU College of Engineering 
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Abbott Laboratories Fund 
Joseph M. Abernathy 
John W. Addink 
I rene K. Addison 
Advanced Micro Devices 
Daniel L. and Virginia Amundson 
Kenneth H. and Marilyn C. Andersen 
Delwyn D. and Clara M. Anderson 
Roderick B. Anderson 
Elmer L. and Pamela J. Arment 
Associated Consulting Engineers, Inc. 
Associated General Contractors of 
South Dakota 
Hoan Au 
Kris M. Barker 
John C. Barnes 
Andrew J. and Angela K. Barnett 
Keith A. and Glynn E. Bartels 
Bartlett & West Engineers, Inc. 
BASF Corporation 
Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Vernon L. Baumberger 
"SDSU has a 1mmher of u11iq11e 
features. 011e is that you get a 
pref() '  good, solid back.ground . .. 
Justin Williams '95, '96 
position a profe or of biomedical 
engineering and neuro urgery in March 
2003. 
The Dell Rapid native works as the 
director of his own n ural engineering 
laboratory as well. 
William graduated from tate in 1995 
and in 1 996, first with a degree in 
mechanical engineering, and then with a 
degree in engineering physics. He then 
earned botl1 a master's and doctorate 
degree in bioengineering from Arizona 
tate niver ity in 2001 .  In 2003, he 
completed a post-doctoral, dual fellowship 
in neurosurge1y between the Univer ity of 
Michigan and the niversity of Wisconsin. 
Williams says he likes both the 
diversity and flexibility that hi current 
position offers, including the chance to set 
his own hours. While he spends less tl1an 
half of his time teaching cla ses, Will iams 
works with graduate students in the lab. 
In the lab, Williams works with other 
to develop implantable devices and 
technology to treat patients with 
Parkin on' Di ease, epilepsy, and ALS, 
more commonly known a Lou Gehrig's 
Disease. 
As director of the lab, Williams· duties 
extend beyond research. He compare tl1e 
respon ibilities of running a lab to those of 
running a bu ines , including preparing 
budgets, for example. 
He says he find "juggling all the 
different responsibilitie " challenging. 
However, he says his undergraduate 
experiences at SDS , such as teaching 
classes and performing research, prepared 
him for the diversity he would later 
experience in hi career. 
" D has a number of unique 
features," he says. "One is that you get a 
pretty good, solid background." Williams 
credits tl1e sense of community and 
personal anention tudents receive at tate. 
.. ometime at larger universities, it's 
easy for a student to get lost," he say . "It's 
[ OS ) a really good. tight-knit campu 
environment." 
Thomas Van Lent '80 
Degrees in French and engineering may 
not be a typical combination, but for 
Thoma Van Lent, a marriage of the a1ts 
and sciences ha served him well .  
Originally from Beresford, Van Lent 
graduated in 1980 with bachelor's degrees 
in civil engineering and in French. 
"I really loved French l iterature," he 
ay . 
Recently promoted, Van Lent work a 
deputy director of Everglade restoration 
projects and re ource management at 
Everglade National Park and Dry Torrugas 
1ational Park. both in Florida. The Dry 
Tom1gas is a set of islands seventy miles 
west of Key West. 
In his work, Van Lent says he often 
deals witl1 public policy and water 
Thomas B. Beason 
Glenn T. Beelman 
Richard R. Bell 
Jeffrey A. Bjorkman Richard L. Borchard 
Wil l iam G. Borghard 
Lloyd D. Borland 
Harold P. Bosshart 
Black Hil ls Corporation Foundation 
Charles N. Blackman 
"! think it 's uery1 important to get 
a well-rounded education.  A 
uniz •ersi()' like D [ ' is the on�i· 
place you can do that . .. 
Thomas Van Lent ·so 
management i ue more than actual 
engineering practice. 
"I tl1ink a combination of liberal art 
a well a technical training prepared me 
for a variety of i ue I have to face," he 
says. Van Lent notes that trying to find a 
consensus on these is ues remains a 
challenging part of hi work, but a part in 
which he is grateful for hi l iberal arts 
education. 
He add that his education at tate 
was "exactly what I needed to prepare me 
for my career." 
Prior to his position as deputy 
director, Van Lent worked a chief 
hydrologist for the Everglades. As 
hydrologi t, he ma le computer models 
ba eel on water data he collected, 
including data on rainfall, water levels, 
and tides. 
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Van Lent says he finds the 
combination of being pan of the effon 
to restore the Everglades, as well as being 
able to spend his free time in the area, 
the most rewarding thing about his career. 
Van Lent earned his master's degree in 
hydrology from the University of Minnesota 
in 1982. He then went to Florida, where he 
worked as a water resour e engineer for 
the South Florida Water Management 
Di trier. There, he say , he developed 
computer models to simulate Everglades 
hydrology and the Central and outhern 
Florida Flood Control Project, the second­
largest water control project in the country. 
Van Lent earned his doctorate at 
Stanford in 1992, and then returned to 
Florida. After Hurricane Andrew, however, 
he returned to tate for two years to teach 
in the civil engineering depa1tment before 
again returning to work in Florida. He 
resides with his wife, Lois, and two on , 
ate and Gerrie, in Key Largo. 
Van Lent' father, John, graduated from 
care as well. 
"'I think it's ve1y important to get a 
well-rounded education, .. says Van Lent. "A 
university like D is the only place you 
can do that. I very much value the 
education I got at D U." 
Doug Forsyth '71  
Stormy weather seems to bode well for 
Doug Forsyth. 
As chief of the radar re earch and 
development division at the ational 
evere Storms Laboratory in orman, 
Oklahoma, Forsyth works to better radar 
technology. He currently leads two major 
areas of research: phased-array and dual­
polarization. 
Used by the avy, phased-array 
technology, developed in the 1970s, allows 
radars to scan electronically in read of 
mechanically, collecting data five co six 
times fa ter than today. 
"We're now convening that technology 
over to use in weatl1er radars," says Forsyth 
of the ten to fifteen-year project. 
Dual-polarization capability collects 
data horizontally and vertically, in tead of 
ju t horizontally like the traditional Doppler 
radar currently in use. 
"We not only get more. but better 
information with dual-polarization radar," 
ays Forsyd1 who has been working on 
the project since 1989. 
While meteorologists infer the 
presence of hail from current radar data, 
dual-polarization data reveal the actual 
presence of the icy precipitation, ac ording 
to Forsyth. He says the new technology 
should be in use by 2007 or 2008. 
"'It' alway challenging working on 
state of tl1e art equipment," says Forsyth. 
Despite the challenges, he says satisfaction 
comes from the ability to improve severe 
weather warning times and provide longer 
lead times for the detection of tornadoes. 
Forsyd1 work in another po ition in 
orman as well .  
"I'm tl1e program manager for 
providing the ational Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Admini tration [ OAA) a new 
facility here in orman," he says. 
The new 67 million, 244,000 square 
foot facility will hou e all five of tl1e 
OAA' orman-basecl weather 
organizations under one roof, Forsyth says. 
What began as a new facility for the 
ational evere torms Laboratory in 1990 
has grown into a joint venture with the 
Univer ity of Oklahoma to be completed 
in 2006. 
As executive director for facilitie 
and trategic planning, the Brandt native 
gets to test tl1e waters of construction 
management. 
To prepare for his leader hip 
re ponsibilities, Forsyth took pan in two 
leadership programs-including one eight­
week course at Harvard, making him a 
cenified Harvard alum. 
Being both a SD U alum, and a native 
of South Dakota, make Forsyth proud. "It  
erved me well for providing a good 
background for moving into meteorology," 
say Forsyth of hi SDSU education. 
''Electrical engineering gave me the 
basis for really moving into what I do 
today. I have SD to thank for my 
wonderful career. " 
Michae1 Johnson '90 
Many may con icier Michael Johnson 
fortunate. He has a career which 
encompasses not one, but two of his 
pas ions. 
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"As a student at SDSU there 
was no place to hide in the 
classroom.  The class sizes 
were small, and the 
professors know your name. " 
Michael Johnson '90 
" I  truly enjoy high tech and am 
passionate about football," he says. "That 
is my job." 
Johnson works as director of 
information systems for the Seattle 
eahawks football team. This ovember, 
he will have been in that position for 
seven years. Prior to the Seahawks, 
Johnson worked as a network 
administrator for Providence Health 
Plans in Seattle, and as an engineer for 
the aval Undersea Warfare Center in 
Keyport, Washington. 
Johnson's duties as director of 
information systems, he says, include 
developing football operations software 
applications, and "align[ing] information 
systems with the needs of football 
operations and the requirements of otl1er 
departments." 
In  addition, he says, he works to 
provide support for staff information 
systems needs, and manages his 
depa11ment's fiscal budgets. 
"We have been ve1y successful 
providing information systems to our 
organization," Johnson says. "Sometimes, 
we make it look easy to our customer. 
Trust me, it is not. But proper training 
and planning have al lowed us to be 
successful . "  
The 1 995 ortl1west nominee for  the 
Black Engineer of the Year/Most Promising 
Engineer award, Johnson graduated from 
State in 1990 witl1 a degree in electrical 
engineering. 
.. I truly believe that an engineering 
degree is the best four-year degree to get. 
It  has prepared me for positions from a 
beginning engineer, to program manager, 
to cllrector of information systems," says 
Johnson, who was born and raised in 
South Minneapolis. 
"As a student at SDSU there was no 
place to hide in the classroom. The class 
sizes were small, and tl1e professors know 
your name." 
Johnson lives with his wife, Linda, and 
two children, Michael and Syndee, in 
Renton, Washington. He ays he has lost 
touch with several of his engineering 
cla smates, and would l ike them to contact 
him. He can be reached via email at 
Michael]@Seahawks.com. 
Kathy Walker '81 
When Katl1y (Waples) Walker began her 
education at State, she says she learned at 
orientation that '"only one out of seven of 
the women tl1at start in engineering 
complete [the program]'" according to an 
"Civil engineering was a great 
preparation for the business 
world. The combination of 
problem solving and the need 
for business and .financial 
acunien are well served by the 
tll'O degrees I obtained. " 
Kathy Walker '81 
April 19 article by Charlie Anderson in the 
Kansas City Business Journal. 
The same article cites Walker as "the 
highest-ranking woman officer at a 
teleconummications giant." 
"Currently I am the executive vice 
president of network services at Sprint-in 
charge of all of the technology witl1in the 
organization," she says. 
Walker, who has been at print for 
nearly nineteen years, oversees tl1e design 
and operation of everal Sprint networks, 
including its nationwide PCS wireless 
network. She leads one of the most 
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dynamic scientific groups i n  the 
telecommunications indusny. nder her 
leadership, print scientists and engineers 
are tudying new way to combine 
wireline and wireless technologie . 
Walker, who has been featured in the 
�Vall Street journal, calls "coaching other 
for ucces within the organization and 
eeing teams across the company pull 
together and olve unsolvable problems" 
one of the most rewarding things about 
her career. To her 7,650 employees, she 
instills a sense of pride in their work, 
inspires them to be creative in their 
solutions, and encourages them to be 
ready for the next challenge. 
Prior to her work at print in 
Overland Park, Kansas, Walker worked 
for Wisconsin Bell, where she installed 
telephone lines, according to the Business 
Journal . he worked her way up in the 
ranks of U Telecom, which would later 
become print. 
"'The job I'm in right now i my dream 
job,,. he tells the Busines  ]011 rnal. 
Originally from Aurora, Walker 
graduated from State in May 1981  \Vith a 
degree in civil engineering. Her father, Jim, 
is a retired OS horticulture professor. 
he earned a master' degree in 
engineering management from the 
University of Missouri-Rolla in December 
1982, and a degree in professional 
engineering there as well. 
"Civil engineering was a great 
preparation for the business world," she 
ays. "The combination of problem solving 
and the need for business and financial 
acumen are well served by the two 
degree that 1 obtained." 
Lance Guymon '87 
A mechanical engineering degree at tate 
gave Lance Guymon the chance to travel 
abroad, and provide opportunities for 
future engineers back in the nited rates. 
Guymon works as an engineering 
manager for Wolf Robotics, a Fort Collins, 
Colorado, company that builds welding 
robots for companies such as john Deere 
and Harley David on. 
Prior to his current position, Guymon 
spent three years working in weden with 
engineers from several countries, including 
France and Poland. 
"'It was fantastic. We really enjoyed it," 
says Guymon of hi time in weden. 
"Certainly, I wouldn't have had that 
opportunity without an engineering degree 
from State." 
Originally from Mitchell, Guymon 
received his first international experience 
when he worked for one year in 
Germany, an opportunity given him four 
year after he graduated from State. 
Guymon's trip to weden is just one of 
everal chances he has had to measure his 
D engineering degree against those of 
otl1er universities, including tanford and 
tl1e Massachusetts In titute of Technology. 
He says that hi education ha proved as 
good or better tl1an tlrnt of his colleagues, 
which he says reflects more on tl1e 
education he received than on him elf. 
.. I always felt I had a really good, solid 
technical education at State," says Guymon. 
He add that in addition to hi education 
in the cla sroom, he interned at Daktronics 
in Brookings through an arrangement 
between the company and SD 
We real(v 
enjoyed it. Certainly, I u •ouldn ·1 
have had that oppo1111 ni(V 
tl 'ithoul an engineering degree 
}/"om State . .. 
Lance Guymon '87. 
of his t ime in Sweden 
'"That was a really good experience for 
me," says Guymon, who is now working 
to begin a similar program at Wolf Hobotics 
with engineering students from Colorado 
tare University. 
While he till enjoy the technical 
aspects of his job, he ays he finds 
working with young people and providing 
them opportunities one of the mo t 
rewarding aspects of his career. He says 
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that while interviewing engineering 
students, he finds himself comparing their 
experiences with his at State. 
··one thing I would really say that 
State has going for it is smaller class size," 
he says. "I have extremely fond memories 
of my time at SDS . " 
His wife, Lori, is a State alumna as 
well. The couple lives with their 10-year­
old son Nate in Fort Collins. 
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Ronald C. and Roberta R. Soren 
Leo R. Soukup 
SD Engineering Society, NE Chapter 
Dennis C. and Nancy A. Stanga 
Helen V. Stavig 
Loren M. and Susan J. Steenson 
Trent E. and Nadine H. Steichen 
Mark T. Sternhagen 
Francis Stern-Montagny 
Dale M. Stevens 
Wayne A. Stewart 
Clayton L. and Mary Ellen Starley 
Kenneth J. Storm 
James D. and Amber K. Stout 
Wayne A. Stowsand 
Denise \'(latt 
Anne Straw 
James L. and Margaret K. Suhr 
Helen Sundstrom 
Richard A. Svanda 
Harvey R. and Harriet Svec 
Aaron A. Swan 
Richard D. Swanson 
John A. Swenson 
Ladell R. and Phyllis L. Swiden 
Joseph H. Sykora 
T & R Service 
Paul R. Tande 
Tessier's, Inc. 
Texas Instruments Foundation 
Thomas L. and Susan L. Thelen 
Loyl R .  and Helen S. Thomas 
Steven J. Thompson 
Robert L .  Tibbits 
Charles A. and Karon K. Tiltrum 
Francis C. and Angeline P. nng 
Loren D .  Tjoland 
Lansford E. and Frances C. Trapp 
Vernon L. Trimble 
Robert F. Troemel 
Wesley G. and Lois J .  Tschetter 
TSP 
Alan 0. and Sharon Tuntland 
Donald A. Ufford 
Scott D. Ulrich 
Van Buskirk Companies 
Myron R. Van Buskirk 
A.J. Van Dierendonck 
Roy E. Van Orman 
James A. and Kathleen A. Vellenga 
VeraSun Energy Corporation 
John S. Voelsch 
Vernon P. and Cathrene M. Voelzke 
Joseph P. Vogel 
Charles L. Waggoner 
Stuart A. Wahlstrom 
Kathryn A. Walker 
Carla B. Warfield 
Watertown Municipal Utilities 
Howard M. Way 
Thomas L. Weaver 
Larry L. Weiss 
Wells Fargo Bank, NA 
Krista K. Wenzel 
West Plains Engineering, Inc. 
Western Area Power Admin. 
Ralph E. Western 
Shawn M. and Sandra A. Whalen 
Roxanne Savaryn-Wicks and Zeno W. 
Wicks, I l l  
Diane M.  Wilaby 
Archie D .  and Ethel H. Wilcox 
James C. and Doniese M. Wilcox 
Deborah R. Wittig 
John W. and Matha B. Wolfe 
Wayne M. Woodfork 
William Woodworth 
World Reach, Inc. 
Xcel Energy Services, Inc. 
Xcel Energy-Minneapolis 
Xerox Foundation 
James A. Ziebarth 
Kenneth 0. Zoellner 
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an k you 
Corporations) organizations) foundations) and individuals 
January 1 ,  2003 through May 3 1 ,  2004 
Terry L. and Linda J. Aaker Daniel L. and Virginia Associated Consulting Basin Electric Power Milton L. and Doris J. Berg 
Carroll E. Aamold Amundson Engineers, Inc. Cooperative Robert M. and Sharon G. 
Ginny L. Conger and David Carl P. Andersen Associated General Kurt and Susan Bassett Berg 
B. Aaron Kenneth H. and Marilyn C. Contractors of South Herbert G. Bauer Steven L. Berg 
Abbott Laboratories Fund Andersen Dakota Travis M. and Kristi J. Baum Gerald P. Berger 
Abdul Abdul-Shafi Robert W. Andersen Ronald B. Aten Patrick E. and Sandra B. David A. and Joan M. Bergin 
Ruth and Daniel Abedon Thomas B. Andersen Stephen D. Attema Baumberger Tom P. Bergin 
Adam M.  and Teresa M. Gary L. Andersh Hoan Au Vernon L. Baumberger Shirley Berg! 
Aberle Barry L. and Kathleen George A. and Helen Auer BDM Consulting Engineers Gerald E. and Shirley 
Jerrold Abernathy Anderson Kurt D. and Cathy V. Michael A. Beason Bergum 
Joseph M. Abernathy Bob J. Anderson Augustin Thomas B. Beason Doug N. Berkland 
Newman M. Abuissa and Brent R. and Ronda J. Richard B. Augustin Louis G. Beauzay Thomas 0. and Diana L. 
Kristi Siegel-Abuissa Anderson Thomas V. and Jo Anne R.  Mary J. Bechtel Berkland 
Timothy and Amy Ackman Charles S. and JoAnn S. Augustin Philip J. and Lisa J. Becker Richard A. Berreth 
Brent D. Adams Anderson Michael Authier Tom J. and Kay Becker Roger J. and Judy K.  
Margaret E. Adams Eric A. and Christine A. Timothy J. Axtman Richard D. and Susan L. Bertsch 
Brent W. and Becky J.  Anderson Robert J. and Tammy J. Beckman Derwood Bessler 
Adams Darrel C. Anderson Babcock Dietrich J. Beckmann Douglas D. and Cheryl K. 
Sara L. and Jonathon C. David A. Anderson Nicholas P. and Monica M.  Timothy J. Beckmann Beste 
Adams Delwyn D. and Clara M. Bachman Joseph M. and Deborah E. Michael J. and Telene D. 
John W. Addink Anderson Ronald C. Backer Becraft Bettcher 
I rene K. Addison Douglas D. and Kristiy K. Jerold R. Backes Stephen L. Becvar Paul J. Bettmeng 
Duane D. Aden Anderson Robert H. and Doris E. Jack G. and Marjorie E. Michel A. Beyer 
Joseph J. Adler James M.  and Barbara A. Baddeley Bedessem Robert R. and Kristen C. 
Advanced Micro Devices Anderson Baete Forseth, Inc. Jade E. Beehler Beyer 
Shannon R. and Laura M.  Joe V. and Marilyn C.  Marvin Bahr Marlin L. Beekman Connie Beyer-La Londe 
Ahartz Anderson Marvin A. Bail Glenn T. Beelman Ed and Jennifer J.  Bick 
Susan E. Ahlers Kevin S. Anderson Roger G. Bailey Shannon Begeman Brian P. Bierschbach 
Todd A. and Kim Ahlman Lee A. Anderson Paul D. Baker James E. and Jennifer D. Dan J. and Donna 
Gerald S. Ailts Michael R.  and Lisa C. E. Scott and Ruth A. Baker Begeman Bierschbach 
Andrew and Doris Aisenbrey Anderson Stephen and Susann Baker Hamid Behdad David L. Bierschbach 
A.J. Systems Pamela S. Anderson David L. and Diane G .  Philip and Patricia Behrend John W. Bies 
Gary L. Akkerman Peter E. Anderson Bakke David C. and Jodi A. Kenneth L. and Ji l l  R.  
Keith D. and Sarah L.  Richard J.  Anderson Bryan J. and Christie Bakker Behrens Biesma 
Alberts Roderick B. Anderson Balancing Professionals Inc. Kelly J. Belden Wayne E. and Jacqueline K. 
Allen E. Alderson Alfred S. and Madeleine Y. Ball Corporation Larry E. Bell Sietz 
Odell A. Aldrich Andrawis John C. Ballard Michael V. and Diane R. Bell Roger V. Bigham 
Terrance G. Alexander Anheuser-Busch Foundation Russell and Marci Balvin Richard R. Bell James R. and Frances A. 
Todd D. Alleckson Charles A. Ankrum Michael J. Banks Bemis Company Foundation Billars 
Mark W. Allen Clement W. Anson Banner Associates, Inc. Gayland J. and Carolyn Mark R. and Teresa L. 
John K. Allender James R.  Anton Stephen W. Bareis Bender Binkley 
Kenneth L. and Ann R. APEX Structural Design, Michael A. Barenklau Jay T. and Lisa Bender Uldis and Patricia K.  
Allender LLC Brent L. Bargmann Darren E. Benike Birznieks 
Timothy J. and Roxane R. APS Foundation, Inc. Barker Drottar Associates, Francis Benkofske Curtis and Betty Bisgard 
Alley Steven C. and Tamara L. LLC Thomas L. Bennett Darwin and Jackie Bishop 
Alliant Energy Foundation, Arbach Kris M. Barker Michael R. and Julie E. Bil l  A. and Theresa Bivens 
Inc. Kenneth and Nicole Archer Kurtis T. Barker Benson Ed and Karen Bivens 
Alliant Techsystems, Inc. Craig R.  and Julie A. Arends John C. Barnes Rick D. Benson Daniel and Kris Bjerke 
Dayton H. and Lisa A. ARING Inc Andrew J. and Angela K. Keith V. Benthin Steven M. Bjordahl 
Al saker Elmer L. and Pamela J. Barnett David J. Bentler Jeffrey A. Bjorkman 
Vincent and Myla Alsaker Arment David A. and Jannie A. Barr Duane A. and Norma M.  David L. and Cindy L .  
Aaron R. and Christina M.  Kelly J. and Sharon Armfield Danny J. Bartel Benton Bjorneberg 
Althoff Kelly B. Artz Kevin and Michelle Bartell Brock M. Beran Black Hawk Vans 
Lowell D. and Iva L. Amdahl Richard N. Ashley Allen E. Bartels Casey D. and Becky A. Berg Black Hills Corporation 
American Electric Power Steven M. Ashton Keith A. and Glynn E. Cory D. Berg Foundation 
Company, Inc. LeRoy and Laura Ask Bartels Ervin L. and Carolyn J. Berg Justin L. Black 
American Mechanical & Robert L. and Laverne K. Bartlett & West Engineers, Laurie L. and Morgan J. Gilmer W. and Martha B. 
Plumbing Engineers Aslesen Inc. Berg Blackburn 
American Technical Services Assoc. Gen. Contractors of Lawrence E. and Phyllis M.  Leno and Phyllis Berg Charles N. Blackman 
Timothy T. Amert SD - Building Chapter Bartling Lesley E. and Wade J. Berg Francis M. and Beverly A. 
BASF Corporation Lyle L. Berg Blaze 
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Gerald C. and Jean M .  Lavene R. and Vivian J .  John G.  Bultena Joseph F. Cherney Stuart R. and Cindy T. Cook 
Blazey Brenden Timothy H. and Suzette R. Darren D.W. and Mary E. Joy L. Cordier Jensen 
Gary L. Bleeker Robert 0. Bresee Burckhard Chester Curtis A. Cordi 
Lyle A. Bleeker Carey L. Breisch Elmer J. Burda ChevronTexaco James J. Carothers 
David R. and Peggy M .  Matthew R. Brey Jerry R. Buri Anthony J. Chicoine Patrick W. and Laura L. 
Blegen Collin L. Breyfogle Lynn D. Buri Galen J. and Julie K. Cosgriff 
Gary L. Bliss Earl P. Breyfogle Edward M. and Michelle M.  Chicoine Joseph H. and Janet R. 
C. Robert and Sara J. Dallas D. and Connie S. Burke Kellen J. Chicoine Cothern 
Blizzard Bridges Roger P. Burnett Myron P. Chicoine Mark D. Cotter 
Michael D. Blount Alvin L. Bringelson Burns & McDonnell Tae Y. Choi Jerry L. and Nancy J.  Cotton 
Mark D. Blow William W. and Barbara J. Foundation Barton B. and Paula Chad D. Coudron 
Jarrett K. Bly Brinker James W. Burns Christensen James D. and Barbara A. 
Jerome G. Bly David R. Bristol Timothy J. Burns Lynnette and Bryan Courtright 
Bobcat Company James D. Brix Robert W. and Linnell Busby Christensen James J. Coyle 
Lori S. Bocklund Brian R. and Jan M. Brockel Michael R. Buse Curtis J. Christensen James A. Craig 
Heath H. Boe Steven W. and Jean Richard L. Buse Erik M.  Christensen Jay F. and Patricia A. Cramer 
Boeing Brockmueller Buskerud Construction, Inc. Kari A. Christensen Wayne A. and Tamara M. 
Bruce B. and Susan R. Larry G. and Nancy J. Nicole R.  Buss David A. and Mary Jo Cramer 
Boerner Brockshus Jan J. Busse Christensen Chad S. and Ji l l  K.  Cravens 
Cyndy Boesch Robert V. Brockway Brian L. Butenschoen Noel L. and Rita D. Robert W. Crawford 
Donald F. and Lorna R. Brian C. Broderick Michael J. and Stephanie A. Christensen Clark E. and Sharon A. 
Boetel Brain & Assoc Butler Jens S. and Rochelle M. Crisman 
Robert M. Boettcher Chris T. and Mia M. Bronk Martin J. Buum Christensen Melton A. Crisman 
Philip D. Bogner Gregory S. and Stacey L. Bruce D. and Paula M. Byers Marten and Tammy Darrel G.  and Geraldine F. 
Russell J. Bohart Bronk Dirk E. and Tammy Byers Christensen Crocker 
Duane D. Boice Brookings Municipal Utilities Deanna L. Byington Helmer D. Christenson Vance A. and Susan L. 
Keith Bokelheide Frances K. and Doug J Ronald J. Bymers Craig A. Christians Crocker 
Gordon W. and Lynn C. Boldt Brooks Gordon M. Caldwell Clarke H. Christiansen Leon D. Crossman 
Gary L. Bolte and Brenda Fredrick M. Brooks John R. Calhoon Gregg A. Christiansen Patricia Crothers Bressi 
Wittig-Bolte Bart D. and Becky A. Brost Terry D. Callies David E. and Barbara A. James W. Crothers 
Bolton & Menk, Inc. Hadley G. Eisenbeisz and James M.  and Nancy J. Christianson Kenneth W. Crow 
Andy J. Bommersbach Kristin J. Brost Campbell Harold A. Christianson Allen L. Crowser 
Richard L. Borchard Danny S. Brosz Jay S. Campbell Kenneth D. Christianson Thomas G. and Vicki 
Jerome C. and Nina F. Delvin D. and Kathleen A. Thomas P. and Michelle L. Melissa G. Christie Croymans 
Borgen Brosz Campbell Lishi Chu V. Robert Crusinberry 
William G. Borghard Donald J. and Pearl Brosz Cannon Technologies, Inc. Charles R. Cinco D. Russell Cummings 
Brian A. Bargstadt Kenneth J. and Judith A. Edward L. and Judy Cannon Kenneth J. Cizadlo Paul G. Cummings 
Lloyd D. Borland Brotsky Patrick J. Cannon Clark Engineering Jeffrey L. and Michele Curren 
Jon F. and Darcy A. Bormann Robert L. and Eleda P. Michael C. and Sandra K. Corporation James R. and Joyce A. Cutler 
Beverly and Ted Borstad Brotsky Cannon Jeffrey W. Clark D J  & A, P.C. 
Mark A. Bortnem Dale M. Broveak David C. Card Robert J. Clark Allen R. and Patricia D. Dahle 
Ralph E. Bortnem Dale 0. Brovold Carlson Wagonlit Travel Robert M. Clark Rolf N. Dahle 
Ralph E. Bos Rodney A. Browen Verne E. and Barbara J. Jeffrey and Lisa Clauson Arlen J. Dahlman 
David R. Bosch Lary L. Brown Carlson Curtis J. and Julie I. Clemen Arthur L.  and Florence C. 
Harold P. Bosshart Lewis F. and Danelle M. D. Gary Carlson William J. and Janet M.  Dahms 
Charles 0. and Gloria J. Brown James G. Carlson Clemen DaimlerChrysler Corporation 
Boulais Jeff and Rosanne Brown Keith W. Carlson Dario J. Clemens Fund 
Richard D. Bowen Jon R. and Wendy A. Brown Timothy E. and Lynn M. Russel E .  Clement Delbert D. Dais 
Gerald F. and Carol J. Bowles Trent E. Bruce Carlson Douglas J. Clemetson Dakota Pump, Inc. 
John E. and Linda L. Boyd Curtis D. and Phyllis E. Todd D. Carlson David A. Cleveland Dakota Supply Group 
David C. Boyenga Brudos Dennis L. Carr Climate Systems, Inc. Daktronics, Inc. 
James R. Boyer Darwin B. Brudos Laurie A. Garrette Zook Chad M. and Brenda L . .  Dalager Engineering 
Dan J. and Laurie A. Boyer Todd 0. Brueske Paul M. and Anita Garrette Clites John A. Dalager 
Lloyd H. Braa Construction Conrad E. Carson Noel J. Clocksin Eric D. Daly 
Gary I. and Patty A. Charles G. and Lois Dennis L. and Dorothy N. Brian D. and Ann M. Clow N. James and Edna Dam 
Braaksma Brummer Carstens Coachella Valley Engineers, Michael D. Dangel 
Francis A. and Mary A. Robert R. Brunke Alan C. Carter Inc. David D. Daniels 
Bradley Kelly W. and Stacie L. Bruns David P. Carter George R. Coates Doug J. and Mary B. Daniels 
Tony A. and Stacy J. Brallier Robert J. Brush Keith A. and Paula L. Carter Thomas D. Cochran Ryan D. Danielsen 
Jerome T. Brandner Michael A. Bucher Galen P. Carver Judy and Dean Coddington Susan K. Darling 
Theresa E. Brandner David M. Buchholz Gregory G. Carver Richard A. and Eleanor J. Jeffrey A. Darner 
Jason L. Brands Mark E. Buchholz Caterpillar Foundation Coddington Brent G. and Patricia M. 
Kevin L. Brandt Dale A. Bucks Cessna Foundation Kurt D. Cogswell Dather 
Jean A. Braun Richard C. Bue Raymond C. Chao John C. Cole Davids Engineering, Inc. 
John R. Braun Marvin Buechler Jerry A. Chaon George L. Colombe John J. Davidson 
William R. Brecht Kevin J. and Jackie M.  Cathy Y. Chau Bradley M. Comes Jim D. Davies 
Darrell L. and Dawn M. Bren Buehner Clinton J. Cheeseman Computer Network Tech. Arthur H.  Davis 
Brett A. Brende Buell, Winter, Mousel & Jianmin Chen Corp. Edward W. Davis 
Assoc. Judie J. Chen Concept Sales, Inc. 
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Jonathan P. and Jennifer J. Steve J. Dickes Daniel G. and Annette M. Enviromed-Water Quality Andre J. and Mary A. 
Davis Terry and Judy Dickinson Eckert Cons. Fischbach 
Robert L. and Mary L. Davis Randy P. Diede Dana B. Edwards Lowell V. Erichsen Jon D. Fischer 
Paul D. Davis Eugene L. and Ruby J. James 0. and Evelyn J. Jason W. Erickson Rodney A. and Joann R. 
Robert D. and Carol M .  Diepholz Edwards Ralph T. Erickson Fischer 
Davis Curt D. Dieren James 0. and Rita M. Terry D. Erickson Ted J. Fitzgerald 
Timothy C. and Emily J. Chad Dilka Edwards Sandra E. and Todd R. Lance E. and Geralynn S. 
Davis Leon H. Dill Errol P. EerNisse and Sonja Erickson Fjeldheim 
Travis J.  Davis Virgil D. Dilly Chesley Troy A. Erickson Joyce E. and Marlin T. 
Alvin D. and Janice Day Steven E. Dingman Robert K. and Judith L. Egan John H. Erk Fjelland 
Leland L. Day Howard L. Dixson Noel H. Egan Marvin and Beverley James J. Flamming 
Richard A. and Mildred R. Craig A. Doeden Alan R. and Sharon Egge Espeland Stephen J. Flanagan 
Day Kurtis L. Doeden John J. Egge Shane A. Espeland Gerald F. Flannery 
David E. and Jan De Berg Mark E. and Jane C. Dolan Charles P. Eggen Paul A. and Patty J. Espeset Melvin L. Flemmer 
Donald M.  and Gail M. de John K. Dolan Egger Steel Company Wilbur J. and Joan S. Chad D. and Melissa K. 
Blank Bob L. Domnick Bradley J. Ehresmann Etbauer Fletcher 
Glenn De Groot James A. Donahue David A. Eide Norman A. and Jean C. Quentin J. Flippin 
Lyle G. De Jong Scott A. Dooley Joseph J. Eidem Evans Robert S. Fodness 
Rodney S. and Paula J. De James N. and Maxine F. Jon Anne and Ronald Mark D. and Catherine K. William J. and Twyla M.  Folk 
Jong Dorn bush Einspahr Evanson John C. and Vicki L. Folkerts 
Larry P. and Anita M. De Dow Corning Corporation Doris S. Eisele Paul D. and Elinor L. Timothy S. Fonder 
Kramer Donald W. Downs and Mary Edwin J. and Shelley J. Evenson Ford Motor Company 
Larry D. De Mers Ann Dahlquist-Downs Eisenbeisz L.G. Everist, Inc. J. Scott Forde 
Duane F. De Raad June D. Downs Ted L. Ekanger Robert B. and Debra E. Craig L. and Sharon L. 
Robert G. De Raad Thomas and Susan Drackley Dave 0. Ekberg Everson Foreman 
Roger L. and Kay De Roos Elroy Dragsten Steven J. and DeAnn K. Stephen M. Everson Forest Products Supply 
Dean A. De Sari Palmer and Carol S. Ekdom Keith A. and Patricia L. Ewy Terry L. and D. Sue Forest 
Bryan C. De Smet Dragsten Electrical Consultants, Inc. ExxonMobil Foundation John C. and Brenda R. 
Kevin B. and Debra K. De Todd and Pamela Dravland Electronic Systems, Inc. Troy E. Faber Forman 
Vries Neal D. Drefke Kyle D. Elenkiwich Falcon Plastics, Inc. Dan L. Forster 
Dale D. Dean Travis J. Dressen Elhoff Financial Counseling Harold C. and Eleanor H. Douglas E. and Ann Y. 
Delwyn and Ramona A. Jay R. Dring Charles R. Elhoff Falk Forsyth 
Dearborn Diane L. Oritz Eric N. and Cindy S. Eliason Neil W. and Diane M. Falken Charles H. Foss 
Darrell W. and Ruth DeBoer Terry L. and Loretta Steven R. Eliason Eric J. Falken Polly K. Foss 
Dennis M. and Janice S. Druyvestein Ronald L. and Marlene E. Peter F. Famighetti Chad W. and Janele J. 
Deibert Su Duan Ellingson Adam C. Fausch Fowlds 
David L. Deis Thomas M.  and Shannan Donna Spivey Ellington Mickiel P. and Betty F. Fedde Steven J. Fox 
J. Tate Profile! and Mary Duenwald Alan R. Ell iott Juel D. and Valette A. Fee Michael E. and Colleen Foy 
DeJong Burdette H. Dugdale Leon B. and Sarah A. Randal G. Fehl Ronald L. and Anita I .  
Ario B .  and Barbara DeKraai Crystal A. Dulas Ellwein Darin J.  Feist Frankenstein 
Fereidoon and Christie G. Jerome Dulas Patrick G. and Amy E. Adolph P. Fejfar David M. and Shelley R. 
Delfanian Gary W. Dunbar Ellwein Paul Feng Frazee 
Delta Air Lines Foundation Donald J. Duncan, I I  Thomas D.  Elverson Michael L. Fenger Mark and Jenny Fredin 
Richard E. Demlo Mark A. and Darlene M. Vernon E. Elverson Melvin F. Fenner Paul W. and Christen L. 
John T. Deniger Dunn Emerson Electric Company Thomas C. and Sarah K. Fredin 
Mark D. DePoe James A. Dunning Keith A. Emerson Fenner Freedom Engineering 
Dennis J. Derickson Michael J. and Sandra L. Harley W. Emick David 0. Fennig Duane C. Freking 
Jeffrey R. and Kathy J. Des Durick Kiran F. Emler Craig J. Fergen Paul D. French 
Lauriers Bob Durland Robert L. Endahl James E. Fergen Russ C. Frerichs 
John T. Desautels Gale L. Dutcher Lowell J. and Vronna B. Joseph M. Fergen Richard C. Freske 
Cheri A. Desmet Robert G. Dutcher Endahl Andrea L. Fiala Gerald G. and Nanette B. 
Mark C. and Beth A. Ronald J. and Mary Duvall Jill LaPlante and Donald Fidelity Investments Frick 
Determan Gary D. Dwyer and Linda Endres Charitable Gift Fund James M. Friedrich, Sr. 
Gary L. and Donna R. Hauer! Dwyer Keith and Tasha Enevoldsen Wayne A. Fiebick William C. and Sharon J. 
Dettman Frank S. Dykins Donald V. Eng Dale E. and Heidi Fier Friedrich 
Dwight D. Deuel Robert L. Dyrdahl Brian P. and Kris N. Enga Marian L. Fillbrandt Rick A. Friesner 
James E. and Sharon A. East River Electric Power Alan C. Engebretson Jack W. and Judith A. Finger Jeffrey and Michelle Fritz 
Devaney Cooperative Larry G. Engen Aaron J.  Fink Frog Creek, Inc. 
Jason L. and Jodi L. Devine Marcus S. and Lucile C. Engineering Technical Keith J. Fink Willard D. Froseth 
David H. and Patty H. East by Services Merrill P. Fink Roger A. and Alethea M. Fry 
De Vries Roger W. and Patricia E. Roger M. Engle Richard L. Fink Eugene B. Frykman 
Jim D. Dewald Eastman Noel R. Engler Steven D. Fink John R. Fuglsang 
Norman and Darla deWit Eaton Corporation Marvin L. English Robert A. and Janice A. Ronald A. Fulker 
Barbara G. DeYoung Delvin D. and Athene M.  Thomas J. English Fintel Jerry J. and Virginia K. 
DGR and Associates Eberlein Daryl C. and Marlys Englund Bruce D. and Debra Firkins Furchner 
Company Jeffrey D. and Melissa K. George L. Engstrom Daniel P. Fischbach and Dale D. and Linda Gabel 
Bapu Dharmapuri Eckerle Troy and Heather L. Marjorie Skubic Jason D. Gadd 
James A. Dickerman Engstrom David W. Galipeau 
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Rodney R. Gall Kristi J. Goehring Edward M.  Hallenbeck Stephen and Felice Hayden Julie A. Her Many Horses 
Brice G. Gamble Robert H. Golden Halling Engineering, Inc. Richard B. Hayter and Richard K. Herbert 
William L. Gamble, I I  Lane Goldsmith Aaron R. Halling Barbara Bonzer Hayter Jeremey J. Herlyn 
Bill Garrett Dale A. and Julie A. Goos Gregory R. and Ritva N.  HOR Engineering, Inc. Ryan S. Herlyn 
Roger and Beth Garrett Joan R. Goppelt Halling Michael J. and Nicole Scott A. Herrboldt 
Byron G. Garry Eugene M. Gorsett Corey and Jill Halstead Headley John M. Herreid 
Elaine J. and Jerome B. Robert R. Gorsuch Marcy and Corey Halstenson David A. and Gloria Healy Todd W. Hertel 
Garry Terry L. Gosmire David C. Halter Charles F. and Donna M.  Kay Herther 
Scott K. and Solvei M. Pradeep Gouni Harley and Lorraine L. Healy James P. and Mary Ann 
Gasner Daniel J. Graber Halverson Don E. and Helen N. Healy Hesla 
Jerome J. and Olimpia Graco, Inc. & Subsidiaries Merl A. and Janice Hamak Roderic A. Healy Hewlett Packard Co-Palo Alto 
Gaspar Timothy P. Graf Barry E. Hambright Steven M. Healy Hibernia National Bank 
Brian J. and Carla S. Gatzke John M. and Gail R. James H.  Hammer Terry P. and Rita M.  Healy James W. Hickson 
Wayne C. and Terrie Grau pm an Kyle and Sara Hammerbeck William C. Healy Jeffrey D. and Nancy F. Hieb 
Gaughran Duane A. Grave Tom B. Hammrich Heartland Consumers Power Robert A. Higgins 
GCC Dacotah Kenton L. Graves Chad M. and Rachel A. District Michael D. Hight 
GE Fund Daniel M. Gray Hanisch Boyd D. Heckel Charles W. Hill 
Mark J. and Tammy J. Roger L. Green Hansen Manufacturing Corp. Douglas J. Heckenlaible Edwin M. Hil l  
Gebhardt Ronald R. and Bette J. Green Alan D. Hansen Clarence B. and Vida E. Samantha Lund-Hillmer and 
Gayle F. Gedstad Dennis D. and Cheryl A. Chad L. and Ji l l  J. Hansen Hedrick John W. Hillmer 
Gehl Company Greenhagen Cyril and Beverly Hansen Jerome D. Heeren Hill's Pet Nutrition, Inc. 
Roger D. Gehle Seth M. Greenwood Daniel L. Hansen Jerry A. Hegg David J. and Mary K. Hilmoe 
Dale G. Gehring Jerrold D. Gregg Dennis L. Hansen Richard 0. Hegg Rock W. Hilmoe 
Glenn S. and Janice C. Kenneth 0. Griep Joseph Hansen Mark J. Hegge Philip D. Hinderaker 
Gehring Robert D. Griffin Kurt L. Hansen L. Mike and Susan S. Gary A. and Patricia Hinkle 
Jason Geise Roy A. Griffith Kyle J. Hansen Hegland Rex A. H inrichs 
Charles M. and Joyce S. Christopher J. E.  and Kathy Michael J. Hansen Robert A. Heibult Timothy L. Hinrichs 
Gelder man J. Gross Richard L. Hansen I .  LaDelle and Dorothy Scott B. Hipple 
Marsia A. Geldert-Murphey Jayme D. and Michelle A. Seth T. and Ann M. Hansen Heideman Scott W. Hoberg 
Lowell G. Gemsey Gross Phillis C. Hanskutt Allen D. and Roxanne Heiden Earl B. and Linda S. 
Eric P. Gengler Timothy J. Grosz Ario E.  Hanson Richard L. Heiden Hoekman 
Lawrence J. Geraets Frederick W. Grothem Dan R. Hanson Donald A. and Mary Lou Brian L. Hoellein 
Loris L. Gerber, Inc. Scott F. Gruber Gregg A. Hanson Heier Larry A. Hoepner 
Loris L. Gerber Joseph J. Gruman Harlan L. Hanson Mark W. Heier John T. and Beth A. Hofer 
Darin E.  and Kristen D. Glenn J. Gulbranson John M. Hanson H. Geoff Heig Dallas L. and Cynthia J. 
Gerhart Rick Gunderman Randy W. Hanson James L. Heilman Hofer 
Mark A. and Kristie L. Gering Douglas A. Gunderson Ross G. Hanson Kevin R. Heiman Glenn S. Hofer 
Dennis R. and Marilyn S. Larry P. and Barbara J. Warren R. and Marilyn J. Eric J. Heine Kent L. Hofer 
Gerjets Gunderson Hanson Matthew M. Heinse Steve H.  and Jeanne L.  Hoff 
Philip R. Germann Matthew W. Gunlogson Kristi Harberts Fiscus Morris R. Heinzen Wallace J.  Hoff, Jr. 
James A. Getting Robert C. and Mary J. Jan E. Hardie Chris S. Heiser Victor L. Hoffart 
Tarek S. Ghazi Gunnare Mark A. Hardie Eric D. and Nicole S. Held Wesley J. Hoffart 
GHP Systems, Inc. Jared J. and Kari L. Gusso R. Wayne and Linda Hardie Dennis L. and Susan S. Jerome J. Hoffman 
William R. and Jeanette G. Richard C. Gustaf William H. Harding Helder Larry V. Hoffman 
Gibbons H & R Block Roger D. and Jana L. John J. Helgerson Richard L. Hoffman 
Kurt D. and Diane M.  Dale A.  and Barbara A.  Hargreaves Matthew J. Helland William R. Hoffman 
Gildemaster Haack Lyle T. and Jennifer J. Haring Julie K. and Randall R .  Heller Linda L. Hoffmann 
Jonathon R. and Barbara J. Dennis I. and Staci R. Haag Harley Davidson Motor Kenneth J. Hellevang Randy L. Hofland 
Giles Craig B. Haas Company Martin L. and Beverley B. Todd D. and Chaille R. 
Paul J. and Deborah L. Gilk Richard J. Haase Leland L. Harms Hellickson Hofland 
David L. and Deanna S. William H. Haboush Leon J. Harms Mark A. and Donna Helling Darrin and Amy Hofmeister 
Gilkerson Robert D. Haddow Michael R. Harms Chad L. Hellwig Hogenson Construction, Inc. 
Fred J. and Linda K. Gillam Thomas W. Haensel Bruce A. Harrington Duane C. Helmberger Weldon I. Hogie 
Joseph W. Gillen William H.  and Carol R. John D. Harrington Colleen A. and Robert Z. Raymond H.  Hogrefe 
Lawrence L. Gillen Hagedorn Richard Harter Helms Harold C. Hohbach 
Ronald M. and Carol A. Steven L. Hagedorn Rick D. and Twila J. Hartford James A. and Sandra L. Mark D. Hoines 
Gillen Kevin H. Hagen William F. Hartman Hembd Robert G. and Kathryn J. 
Arthur W. Gilley Arlan and Cheryl Hagena Gary L. Hartmann Ronald J. Hemmer Hoisington 
Steve C. Gil ley Gailyn D. Hagena Nancy W. Haselhorst Charles J. Hendricks Stanley 0. Hoium 
Thomas V. Gilsrud Gordon G. Hagena Travis Haselhorst Revocable Trust Nathan A. and Heidi K. 
Mark J. Ginsbach Jonathan R. Hagena Joi E.  Hasz Charles J. Hendricks Holden 
Andrew J. Gisi Bruce G. Haggar Jeffrey J. Hauck Bruce A. Hendrickson Richard L. Holden 
Roy A. Gjerde Ralph G. Hagge Haug Engineering & Clark E. Hendrickson Robert M. Holden 
Regg A. and Barbara J. Richard A. and Joan F. Hahn Surveying Bernard G. Hengel Thomas D. and Helen M. 
Glawe Sangkoo F. Hahn Wayne R.  and Karla K. Haug Derek W. Hengeveld Holdri 
Mark D. and Lori L. Glissman Cory C. Hainy John D. Hauge Leslie R. Hengeveld Kevin K. Holland 
Dennis L. Gnadt Jim K. Halbig Paul S. Hauge Ferdinand C. Henken Douglas J. and Julie L. 
Kevin N. Goeden Harold H. and LaVon Hall John H. Haver Eugene A. Henry Holmberg 
Dale A. Goehring Jay M.  Hallaway Joseph A. Hayden Jon W. Henslin, Sr. Harold N. Holoch 
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Tadd M. Holt IBM Corporation Raymond D. and Theresa J. Richard D. Jordanger Bradley B. and Lori J. Kiewel 
Dale N. and Joanne E. Holter Jeffrey L. Ihnen Jensen Donald G. Jorgensen Mark A.and Cynthia F. King 
Sue Holzberlein Abid llias Timothy T. Jensen Richard W. Jorgensen Gary F. King 
Luke D. Holzwarth Trent R. lmberi Stanley C. Jenson Kenneth L. and Cheryl Wayne M.  Kirkpatrick 
Kent W. Homola Kevin and Sarah lmpecoven Kris C. and Janet A. Jorgenson Jason L. and Jessica J. 
Honeywell, Inc. Ingersoll-Rand Company Jeppesen Jon D. Jorgenson Kjenstad 
James R. and Cheryl A. Intel Foundation Craig W. Jepsen Philip W. and Darla R. Curtis J.  and Susan Klaassen 
Honomichl International Paper Co. Fndtn Leslie G. Jerde Jorgenson Michael D. and Diane L. Klein 
Robert G. Hoover Interstates Engineering, Inc. David and Susan M.  Jibben Timothy L. and Karen L Harold A. Klein 
Paul D. Hoppe Michael S. I reland Bradley D. and Brenda M.  Josephson Joseph A. and Nicole L. Klein 
Donald H. Horkey Larry D. lsaackson Jobe Leonard A. Juhnke Jason M. Klemme 
Hormel Foods Corporation Lynne A. Isaacson Douglas R. and Colleen F. Brent D. Jungemann Daryl E. Kleppin 
W. Edward and Laverne Jerry J. Isaak Joens Gary L. Junker James E. and Carrie L. 
Hormel Merlyn and V. Faye Isaak Mark W. Joffer Mark R. Junker Kleven 
Linda J. Horne Vernon L. and Patricia D. Eric J. Johannsen Jurgens Family Trust Kristi L. Kline 
Dawn R. Horner Isaak Marcus and Susan Johansen David L. Juttelstad Monte L. Klinkenberg 
Burton and Gladys Horsted Gregory A. and Teresa A. Johnson Controls, Inc. Eric M. Juttelstad Shirley F. Klosterbuer 
Horton Holding, Inc. Isakson Bradley A. and Michelle James L. Kahler Paul C. and Dorothy M. 
Terrence G.  Hoscheid James P. Iverson Johnson Melvin R.  Kaiser Klosterman 
Shelbi R. Hostler Jeffrey S. Iverson Bruce S. Johnson Douglas R. Kallesen Marvin L. Knabach 
Matthew A. and Angella M.  John H .  and Janice R.  Carl R.  Johnson Richard J. Kane Wayne E. and Katherine J. 
Hetzler Iverson Charles A. Johnson Justin and Nicole Kannas Knabach 
James P. Houlihan Norman M.  Iverson Charles L. Johnson Kelly S. and Ronda R. Douglas G. and Patricia E. 
Karen J.  Housour R. Eugene Iverson Charles S. Johnson Kanta ck Knabe 
H. Eugene Houtman Roger N. Iverson Dale Johnson John G. Kappenman Harry J. and Denice A. 
Warren G. and Denise G. William D. and Jacqueline David E.  Johnson Steven H. and Debra S. Knapp 
Hovland Iverson David J. and Norma M.  Karban Justin J. Knecht 
Mark A. and Taffy D. Howard Richard L. Ivey Johnson Matthew D. and Erin J. Steven D. Kneip 
Trina Howard Carolyn L. Jackson Dean H. Johnson Karlgaard Todd E. and Margaret L. 
Craig T. and Erica A. Howell Roy L. and Karen B. Jackson Donald L. Johnson Dennis L. Karst Kniffen 
Steven K. Howell Larry L. Jacobs Donald W. Johnson Carmen C. Kasner Keith S. Knight 
Fredrick L. Hrdlicka Thomas A. and Sandra B. Elliott B.  Johnson Beth M. Kaspar Mary E. Knight 
Yun Huang Jacobs Everett C. Johnson Ricky A. and Kay M. Joseph A. Knippling 
Michael J. Hubbard Adam M. and Kristen N .  Gene A. Johnson Kasperson Orval A. and Arlene A. 
Jayme 0. and Michelle D. Jacobsen Glen L. Johnson Elizabeth K. Kassing Knodel 
Huber Edmund S. Jacobsen Gordon G. Johnson Scott L. and Lisa F. Kastman John A. and Leah L. 
Roger J. and Martha J. Huber Carolyn D. Jacobson Jesse W. Johnson James R. Kastner Knofczynski 
Troy S. Huber Delbert G. Jacobson John H. and Kay F. Johnson Kim K. Katko Michael R. and Celeste R. 
Kenneth D. and Bernetta M.  Gerald and Mary Jacobson Kevin M. Johnson Deanna T. Kau Knoff 
Huchendorl Francis E. and Barbara J. Leon A. Johnson Kenton R. and Nancy B. Erik B. and Amy L. Knudsen 
Virgil J. Huebner James Steven D. and Lisa L. Kaufman Carlin C. Knudsen 
Lester E. and Vickie Huffman Cory S. James Johnson Michael D. Kaufman Eric B. Knudsen 
Frank D. Hughes James D. and Denise G. Lucas A. and Jennie M. Jason R. Kautz Steven E. Knudsen 
Paula and Jamie Huizenga Jameson Johnson Robert C. and Shirley R.  Kay Bruce Knudson 
Stephanie L. Hull and Dale A. Jans Lyle R. Johnson David A. and Denise A. Jay W. and Michelle L. 
Matthew M. Joens William E. and Ji l l  D. Janvrin Mark L. and Leslie C. Kazmierczak Knuppe 
James J. and Patricia D. Huls Kenroy K. Janzen Johnson John F. Keane Kenneth D. and Marlys Knuth 
Scott S. and Penny J. Hults John E.  Jar! Michael C. Johnson James V. and Sheri L. Keck Chad A. Knutson 
Daniel S. and Carol Humburg Ronald R. Jarrett Orrin L. Johnson Harold L. and Dorothy L. Koch Hazard Baltzer, Ltd. 
Brian A. Hummel Wayne A. Jarvi Pamela K. Johnson Keeler Charles F. Koch 
Kenneth W. and Marie A. Lyle G. Jastram Peter S. Johnson David J. Keen Steven R. Kocourek 
Humphrey Norman J. and Jean M.  Richard L. Johnson Bill and Joy Keller Rodney D. Koehn 
Richard L. and Myrna S. Jastram Ryan W. Johnson M. Thomas and Margaret Pamela A. Koepsell 
Hundstad Douglas A. and Kathleen E. Scott T. Johnson Kelly Robert D. Koerper 
Brian E. Hunt Jaton Steven E. Johnson Daniel C. and Michele A. Hank Kogel 
Eugene B. Hunt Elmer W. and Sharlene Stewart W. and Mary A. Kemp Vance L. Kohl 
Robert J. Huntemer Jelgerhuis Johnson Wade A. Kempf Eugene M. Kohnen 
Mike J. Huntimer Arthur L. Jelsma Dale and April Johnston William E. and Kathleen H.  Kolberg-Pioneer, Inc. 
Richard S. and Tammy R. Zita Jenkins Robert V. and Ann E. Kennealley Wayne M. Kolden 
Huntimer Bruce A. and Debra J. Johnston Daniel and Nancy Kenyon Lew G. Kollmansberger 
Chad M. and Jill K. Jennings Bret M.  Jones Gary H.  Kessler Daren A. Kanda 
Huntington Roland J. and Deloris E. Clayton R. Jones Brian M. and Tamara N. Travis F. Kanda 
Brad J. Hutchison Jensen Dennis R. Jones Ketelhut Norman L. Konechne 
William A. and Jean Douglas C. Jensen Floyd A. Jones Keith W. Kettering Dwayne E. Konrad 
Hutmacher George A. and Gail Jensen Larry E. and Janice Y. Jones Terry L. and Cynthia L. James R. Kopel 
Chad J. Huwe Steven S. and Jennie L. Ronald H. and Mary Jones Ketterling Joel M.  and Dawn M.  Kopp 
John F. Huwe Jensen Russell D. Jones James E. Kettner James R. and Rose M. Kor 
Jia-Bo Gilbert Hwang Joe D. and Cynthia S. Jensen Gregg E. Jongeling Thomas W. Keyes David J. Kortan 
HWS Consulting Group, Inc. Lyle L. Jensen Christian B. and Carol Jordan Glen J. Keyser Jason D. Koth 
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Tim Kozel and Nancy Rady Charles T. and Betty Jane Kenneth D. and Diane K. F. William Mackey Laura A. McClellan 
David E.  Kramer Larson Lightfield Michael J.  and Michelle L. Richard L. and Karen A. 
Donald H. and Sharon Craig A. Larson Lighthouse Home MacPherson McCamish 
Kramer David L. and Joanna Inspections, LLC John M. Madden Jeffrey P. McCormick 
Larry E.  Kramer C.Larson Darin M. Ligtenberg Rob J. and Leslie D. Mader Duane L. McDonnel 
Corey J.  and Shana D. Krantz Elwin M. and Mary J. Larson Edward C. Limberg Jay D. Magstadt Brett L. McFarland 
Thomas C. and Kimberly J. Jeffrey A. Larson Lauren A. Lind Robert L. and Melissa J. William M. McGinnis Jr. 
Kreber Les J. and Connie R. Larson Larry I. and Janet C. Magstadt Todd and Melissa Mcinerney 
Tom J. Krier Merwyn G. Larson Lindemann Michael R. Maher Angela C. Mcintosh and Paul 
Raymond A. Kristensen Robert H. and Karyl L. Ralph E. Lindner David J. Mahoney L. Saffer! 
Caroline A. Kroll Larson Mark E. Lindquist John P. and Joan M .  Chad J .  McKee 
Walter K. Krosch Roy H. and Ruby E. Larson Randall C. Lindquist Mahoney Reed and Dawn McKee 
Wayne H. Krug Terry and Peggy Larson Eleanor J. Lindsay Robert J. Mahoney Dennis J. McKernan 
Darrell L. Krull Darrell D. and Vicki K. Larson Randy R. Lindstrom Steven C. Mairose Mclaury Engineering, Inc. 
Cameron G. and Nancy C. Rick E. Laughlin David P. and Shirley A. Lingo John D. Majeres Kim L. Mclaury 
Kruse Craig L. Lauritzen Larry A. and Kathy R. Link Edward C. and Arlyne B. Kevin L. and Marilyn M. 
Andrew E. and Alice L. Kub Steven J.  Lawler Maynard G. Lintvedt Malmstrom Mclaury 
F.J. and Joan Kub Erik T. Lawson George and Peg Lippert V.S. and Veena Mandrekar Todd W. Mclouth 
Teresa Kub Sharon K. Lawson Dennis R. Little Celeo R. Mandujano K. John McNellis 
Andrew M.  and Janet J. Kubly Steven and Linda Leal Todd B. Livingston Lyle P. and Melissa S. George E. McPhee 
Anthony T. and Dawna R.  Allen E. and Gail Lee Raymond C. Lloyd Mangen Richard C. McRae 
Kuck Curtiss M. Lee Dorothy Loban Diane F. and Keith C. MDU Resources Foundation 
Michael D. and Lonnie Kuck Steve C. and Halley Lee Meredith E Dorn and Jason Manlove Medtronic Foundation 
Pat Kuck James A. Lee H. Lockhart Jim L. Mann Michael G. Meeder 
Kevin and Michelle Kuebler John E. Lee Lockheed Martin Corporation William F. Marion David W. Meek 
Dennis W. Kuhlmann Kyle E. Lee Donald C. and Cleo A. Kenneth C. Markve Eric J. and Mary Meester 
Richard C. Kuhns Pete A. and Priscilla D. Lee Lockwood Marshall Engineering, Inc. Alan R. Meier 
Duane W. Kukuk Peter P. Lee Orlin K. and Helen H. Loen Marshall Municipal Utilities Corey L. Meier 
Harley S. and Lois V. Kukuk Sally E. Lee William Logue Joseph C. Marshall Jerry A. Meiers 
Michael L. Kumm Ronald H. Leech George E. and Bobbie Lohr Jack and Ellie Marshman Glenn A. Meinders 
Aelred J. and Irene Rodney C. and Veta M. Jerome J. and Carol W. Lohr Gene A. Marten Troy E. and Jean A. Meink 
Kurtenbach Lefholz William and Pamela Lohr David W. Martens Eric W. and Julie K. 
Reece A. and Kami L. Leggette Brashears & Lew G. Loken Jill Martinmaas and Justin Meintsma 
Kurtenbach Graham, Inc. Vern D. Loken Christensen Mark R. and Kellie A. 
Matthew J.  and Melissa Chuck P. Lehn Donald K. Landgren Michael and Martha Masgai Meissner 
Kurtenbach Carol J. Lehtola Terry R. Londo Carolyn A. and Joseph R. John T. Melbourn 
Paula L.  Kurtenbach Gary E. Lehtola Peter J. Longman Mastroianni Harold W. Melles 
David L. and Lavonne I .  Kelly S. and Lynn M .  Eugene H .  and Jean W. Kent Matejka Joseph W. Mello 
Kurtz Leibfried Lothrop Lawrence E. and Donna L. Harvey T. and Wilma R. 
Stanley M.  Kvinge James D. Leiding Kelly E. Loudenslager Matejka Melstad 
Ronald J. La Vallee Mark A. Leiferman James V. and Patricia B. Lovo Reinhold P. and Constance Menasha Corporation 
Damon and Mary E. Laaker Peter H .  and Deb L. John T. Lovo Mathiowetz Foundation 
John A. LaBrie Leiferman John D. and Janet S. Lowe Steve T. Mathison Gregory L. Menning 
Pat Lacher F. Harold Leinbach James R. Lucas Steven L. Mathistad Kate Mensch 
Robert J. and Jean S. Lacher Orie W. Leisure Ken E. and Hazel L. Lucke Madan M. and Rasma R. James W. Mentele 
Robert R. Lacher Paul J. Leitheiser Keith A. Lucke Mathrani Steven F. and Erica A. 
John G. and Sara M. Ladson Chris A. LeMair Bradley M. and Jody M.  K ip R.  Matkins Mentele 
Jason K. Ladwig Craig R. and Carol M.  Ludens Mark E. Matson Le Roy and Isabelle 
Robert J. Lagas Lenning Bruce R. and Becky S. Robert C. Matthes Mernaugh 
Cindy L. Lambing Diane M. Leonard Luinenburg Donald E. Matthews Merrill Lynch & Company, 
Russell G. and Nancy K.  Delbert M.  Leppke Kari A. and Brian A. Lund Dunnley L. and Sally Mattke Inc. 
Lampy Kenneth G. Leslie Robert L. Lund Tim A. Matus James J. Merrill 
Land O'Lakes Foundation Warren A. Leslie Barry D. and Glennis G .  Adam R .  Mauch Larry D. Merritt 
Eric J. Landis Ron D. Less Lundberg Ted L. Maunu Azad Mesrobian 
Tracy J. and Kristen K. Jeff A. and Michele D. Beverley E.  Lundberg Vernon C. Maunu Metavante Corporation 
Langer Lewandowski Larry D. Lunde Brett S. and Aslam T. Maxon Earl R.  Mettler 
Thomas J. and Kathleen A. Amy L. Lewis Larry J. Lundeen Mark S. Mayer Blair A. Metzger 
Lanoue John C. Lewis Allen M. Lundin Michael M. Mayer Dale D. and Becky L. Meyer 
Lanoue's Addition, LLC Eric D. and Kristi K. Lewis Charles A. Lundquist James N. and Moreen A. Bradley J.  Meyer 
Deborah J. Lanser Leland E. Lewison Arvid S. Lundy Maytum Brian D. Meyer 
Ben C. Lao Guibin Li F. Paul and Rita A. Lutgen James E. Mc Breen Gregory C. and Deborah J. 
Renee L. LaPlume David A. Liebl David H. Lutz Kim I. Mc Cartney Meyer 
Teresa L. Larkin Kenneth B. Lien Jeremy J.  Lydic Billy B. Mc Daniel James H. and Paula Meyer 
David T. and Betty F. Larsen Neil C. Lien James D. and Cheryl M. Lyon Tim Mc Gannon Jon T. Meyer 
Alan L. Larson Perry L. Lien Margaret H.  Lytle Mc Gee Engineering Vernon H.  Meyer 
Alvin R. Larson Theodore L. and Lori A. Travis D. Maas Dennis and Mary Mc Gee Troy C. Meyerink 
Brian D. Larson Liepold Sue E. Mabee Darrell P. Mc Nenny Debra A. Michal 
Carl E. and Carol C. Larson John C. Lietz Joseph H. Macek Neal W. McBride Alan J. and Karolyn R. 
Todd J. and Anne M. Mack Michelle L. Mccarville Michalewicz 
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George H .  Micheel Murph and Patti L. Monahan Greg W. Nathe G. Howard and Norma William B. O'Neal 
John H. Micheel Richard J. Manhardt National Semiconductor Nielsen Marvin G. Onken 
Tracy A. and Marc A. Michel Micheal J. Monnens Corporation John M. Nielson Onpath Enterprises, Inc. 
Kevin L. Micko Kathy D. Monnier Jerome W. Natzel Oepke G. and Beth E. Charles A. Onstad 
Dennis B. and La Donna Cynthia L. Monson NCR Corporation Niemeyer Bill J. Opfer 
Micko H .  Joel Montrose Nathan L. Nearman Gene A. Ninnemann Raymond 0. and Linda E. 
Microsoft Corporation Jonathan L. Moore Robert J. Neath Clifton M. and Angela M.  Opland 
MidAmerican Energy James B. and Dorothy A. Stacey L. Nebber1 Nock Paul B. Oppelt 
Foundation Morgan Doris J. Nedved Robert K. and Carole M .  Philip F. Ordung 
Glen D. Middleton Larry M.  Morgan Ronald R.  Nedved Nogle Michael D. Orr 
Alderd W. Miil ler Lee P. Morgan Jim Neeb Jerry D. Nohl Chad Orris 
James A. and Carol Milbrandt Craig D. and Katy Morris Gary L. and Janet A. Nelsen Steven J. and Amy J. Noonan Thomas C. and Maren M. 
Russell D. Mileham William I .  Morrison Kent A. Nelsen Ario R. and Janice L. Nord Ortmeier 
Dennis J. and Judith A. Milts Audrey A. and J. Duane Chad E. Nelson Glenn Nordmark James and Marilyn Orvedahl 
Robert E. Millar Mortensen Christopher W. and Robin A. Dennis L. Nordstrom Rick L. Osberg 
Arnie and Penny Miller Barry S. and Wanda L. Nelson North Western Energy David and Kathleen M.  
Brian S. Miller Mortimeyer David C. and Katherine The Northrop Grumman Osvog 
Bruce L. Miller Clarence W. and Ida R. Nelson Foundation Otter Tail Power Company -
Monty L. and Cynthia C. Moshier David R. Nelson John J. Norton Fergus Falls 
Miller Thomas W. Moshier, Sr. Dean C. Nelson Dave V. Nuese David P. Otterby 
Dale W. and Nancy K. Mil ler Carol Y. Mosley Donald C. Nelson Jerry A. Nuese Michael A. and Mary L. 
Donna K.  Miller Wade S. and Laura D. Douglas E.  and Dorothy A. Douglas J. Nunez Otterby 
Eugene A. and Debra A. Mos set Nelson George M. Nygaard Steven C. and Kathy F. 
Miller Layne A. Mostad Halvor H. Nelson Dwayne A. Nystrom Otterby 
Gregory D. and Karen J. Curtis D. Motchenbacher Kermit L. and Helen R. Peter D. Nystrom James R. Otterness 
Miller Motorola Foundation Nelson Richard L. Oakland Terry! H. and Teena 
James A. and Vivian J. Miller MTR Technologies Jeffrey L. and Trudiann Steven F. Oakland Otterness 
James M. Miller Donald A. Muchlinski Nelson Frederic J. Oakley Arlen D. Ottman 
Jeff and Kristi Miller Gary J. and Mary E. John K. Nelson Joseph E. Obr Willard D. Ottman, Jr. 
Brian D. and Laurie A. Miller Muellenberg Larry E. and Gail F. Nelson Rodney D. Ochsner Jason K. Otto 
Matthew W. Miller Gregg H. Mueller Larry and Anita Nelson James P. and Lou Ann John F. and Linda L. Ourada 
Melvin C. Miller Michael L. and Janice K. Larry R. Nelson O'Connor Francis L. and E. Dianne 
Paul A. Miller Mueller Michael D. Nelson Raymond A. Odde Owens 
Ronald H. Miller Keith A. and Susan M. Muhl Nathan and Michelle Nelson Luther J. Odell James L. Owens 
Steven G. Miller Cleyon L. Mulder Philip H.  Nelson David C. and Diane Odens Harvey M.  and Doris A. 
Tanya L. Miller James J. Mullen Robert E. Nelson Melvin W. Odens Owren 
Vivien G. Miller Christopher C. and Junie J. Robert L. Nelson William E. and Melissa A. P & M Steel Company 
Mills Construction, Inc. Mundt Rodney L. Nelson O'Donnell Douglas R. and Carol 
Harvey E. and Midge Mil ls David J. and Judith A. R. Dean Nelson Mark J. Oelkers Packard 
Donald H. Minch Munger Ruth H. Nelson Iver L. Oerter Jody W. Page 
Harlow J. and Carol Miner Balachandra Muniyappa Steven L. Nelson Joe and Heidi L. Oetken David L. Paine 
The Minneapolis Foundation Robert Munoz Stuart A. Nelson Nicholas A. and Tanya A. Myron D. and Birdie L. Paine 
3M - St. Paul Lane A. Munson Trent R. Nelson Oetken Nestor E. and Patti J. Palm 
3M - Matching Gifts Mark G. Murfield David and Jamie Nemmers Wayne L. and Barbara S. David and Chie Palmer 
Alan P. and Linda M. Minor Barbara A. Murphy Allan F. Nereim Ogley Ratnendra Pandey 
Missouri River Energy Carl L. Murra Norman E. Nerland Neil 0. Ohman Charles A. Park 
Services Andrew J. and Jennifer K. Jeffrey A. and Catina Douglas A. Oleson James W. Parkin 
Gregory and Jody Mitchell Muser Nesheim Robert D. and Bonnie K. Paul E.  Parrish 
Robert D. Mitchell Roger A. Musolf Jon D. and Julie K. Ness Oleson Douglas A. Parrott 
Dan R. Mittan Muthu K. Muthukumarappan Nicole A. and Michael T. Dale D. Olhausen Kevin P. and Ann M. Parsons 
Thomas Mittan and Cynthia Danny and Amy Ness Jason J. Ollerich Lori L. Parsons 
Waldner Mittan Mutschelknaus Daniel and Tara Nesthus Michael J. Ollerich John L. and Ginger L. Patera 
Dennis G. and Sharon Joe Mutschler Laura B. and Paul M. Neth George W. Olsen Donald A. Patrick 
Mittelstedt Mutual of Omaha Companies Anna E. Netterville Alan S. Olson Charles W. Patterson 
Chad and Holly Moe Roger K. Mutz Kurt A. and Kerry L. Netzke Alvin A. Olson Joseph W. Patterson 
Christopher D. Moe Steven J. Myer Eric D. Neuharth Barry A. Olson Rebecca R. Paul 
Keith A. Moe Emmett B. Myhre Ron L.  Neuharth Corey C. Olson Virgil A. Paulson 
Kevin L. Moe Wade P. Myrabo Galen J. Newling Craig R. and Kay M. Olson Gary L. and Mary L. Pavlis 
Scott W. Moehring James G. and Susan K. Daniel N.  Newman Curtis C. Olson Roger D. and Karen Y. Pavlis 
Charles F. Moeller Nachtigal Kevin F. Newman Norman V. and Darlene J. Ken Pawlovich 
Steven and Ardis Moeller Norman E. Nagel NexGen Associates Olson Clarence A. Payne 
Aaron W. Moen Maynard A. and Sharon D. Peter W. Neyhart Dean I. Olson Lloyd E. Payne 
Jay L. and Jamelle E. Moen Nagelhout Nick R. Nickelson Aaron C. and Diane L. Olson Tim J. and Karla J. Pazour 
Leona Mogard Young-Keun Nam Richard N icolai James E. Olson Kenneth L. Pearson 
Scott W. Molde James A. Narem Nicor Gas Keith M. Olson William R. Pearson 
Chirs F. and Sonya Moller Ricky A. Nase Eric W. and Barbara J. Robert C. Olson Ronald and Lesley Pedde 
Troy L. Moller Jeffrey L. Nash Nielsen Stewart A. Olson Bryon L. and Nancy A. 
Thomas J. Molohon John H. Nash Dan E. Nielsen James E. Omland Pedersen 
Charles B. Molstad Nate J. Huettl Jeff T. Omland Derald A. Pedersen 
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Richard C. and Marilyn J. Gary K. and Gayle E. Pierson Oren and Karen Quist Guy F. Rhoades Timothy A. Ruggles 
Pedersen Jaciel E. Pierson Peter J.  Quist Roger D. and Kim L. Rhody Warren H. Rundell 
Richard C. Pedersen Rodney D. and Lisa K. Daniel L. Raap Donald D. Rice Marshall C. Runge 
Dan L. Pederson Pierson Neal R. Rabern Patrick W. and Donlynn C. Rushmore Electric Power 
Daniel D. and Barbara A. Ray M. Pierson Scott R. and Sara E. Rabern Rice Coop., Inc. 
Pederson Richard W. Pierson Gary K. Radtke Monte D. Rice Larry E. and Jane F. Russell 
Darrell M. Pederson Jeffrey E. Pieschke Nicolas E. Rae Dennis L. Richards Dale and Luanne Russell 
Lonnie J. Pederson Cary G. and Polly F. Pieterick Senbagapandian Rajamani John L. and Lisa S. Michael J. and Helen Russell 
Linda S. Pelkofer Roxanne L. Pillar Kerwin L. and Cheryl A. Richardson Richard E.  and Cleo M. Rust 
Pella Rolscreen Foundation Daniel R.  and Laura M. Pirkl Rakness Charles W. Richter, Jr. Ronald A. Rust 
Adrian J. and Katherine R. Damon C. Pistulka Dana M. and Jinna R. Gerhard W. Richter Paul R. Ruud 
Pellegrini Clark A. and Diane Q. Ralston Thomas G. and Ann P. Riebel Kenneth C. Rye 
Tao Peng Pitchford Babu Ramabadran Darwin A. and Mary J. Rieck Dennis W. Ryland 
Wayne A. Penner Craig H. and Connie L. Warren E. Ramseyer Harold P. Rieck Kenneth A. Sabisch 
Vernon D. Pepper Pleinis Bruce 0. and Lucille Randall W. Todd Riecke Steven E. and Judy K. 
Norman A. and Sandra A. Dawn R. and Corey G. Chad A. and Virginia L. Thor S. Riedesel Saienga 
Peppers Plender Rasmussen Jon A. and Cheryl K.  Rippke Mark R. Sailer 
Erik J. and Erica L. Perry Philip M. and Sandra K. Jim R. and Elizabeth A. Fred J. and Ardyne M. Zari Salhenia 
Ralph E. Perry Plummer Rasmussen Rittershaus Richard L. and Bonnie J. 
Dale and Della Persinger Paul Pochardt Ellen L. Rasmussen William L. Rittershaus Salonen 
Alan P. Peschong Merle E. Pochop Paul A. and Angela D. Lee J. and Sheryl N. Roadifer James P. Samis 
Joe A. and Debra K. Peta Virgil L. Pochop Rasmussen Les Roberts Alan C. Samson 
John L. Peta Curtis T. Pohl Travis W. Rasmussen Jesse C. Robinson Arthur R. Sandene 
Bernard J. Peter Douglas A. Pohl Virgil A. Rasmussen Rochester Area Foundation John F. and Lela F. Sandfort 
Craig S. and Kellie R. Peters Gregory L. Pohl David G. Rassel Rockwell Collins Eric J. Sandven 
Douglas J. Peters Stephen H. and Kathryn M. Richard J. Rassel Michael J. Rodman Garret D. Sarkinen 
Heather M. Peters Pohl Mark D. and Cheri L. Rath Gregory P. and Nancy R. Jamal B. Sarsam 
Judy J. Peters Gene J. Pollmann Randy E. Rath Rodriguez Vivian M. and Mumtaz B. 
Wayne H.  Peters Jerald D. Polly Thomas L. Rath Andrew G. Roe Sarsam 
Roger L. and Julie Petersen James A. Pond Mark and Katherine Rau Thomas N. Roe John C. Sater 
Leonard A. Petersen Dale E. Pope Raven Industries, Inc. Jeffrey A. and Robbin Roeber Van J. and Theresa M. Satlak 
Peter J. Petersen Joel C. Poppen Daniel J. Rayman Michael G. Roeber Harlow L. Sauder 
Alan R. and Janice M. Bernard E. Poppenga Chad E. Raymond Alan L. Roehr Gwendolynne K. Sauer 
Peterson Robert W. and Marjorie A. Robert G. Raymond Jonathan J. Roehr! Val J. Sauer 
Arvid 0. Peterson Porter Raytheon Company Alan M. and Jeraldine E. Sauer-Danfoss 
Christopher A. and Tamiy Brent J. Post Drew W. Reckmeyer Rogers Scott A. Saugstad 
Peterson Alan E. and Judy K. Potter Girish V. Reddy Aaron N. Rogness Richard J. Sawinski 
Darcy E. Peterson Richard and Vickie Potter Wanda K. Reder Bruce A. and Nancy J. Rohde Beverly A. Sawinsky 
Douglas J. and Tricia Adrian W. and B. Joan Powell Charles N. and Shirley S. Joseph L. Rohde Sayre Associates, Inc. 
Peterson Gregory S. Powell Reed Lonnie L. Rohloff William H. and Clarann Sayre 
John W. and Ester B. Power Engineers, Inc. Tim S. and Mary K. Reed Frank W. and Carolyn J. Scarborough and Associates 
Peterson Steven C. Powers James A. and Dawn D. Roitsch Thomas N. Scarborough 
Joshua D. Peterson Douglas S. Prairie Reedy John E. Roling Daniel J. Schaal 
Mark H. Peterson David H. Pratt Raymond J. and Verdelle Dwayne A. and Helen L. Timothy G. Schaal 
Perry A. and Lana Peterson Pro Engineering, Inc. Reeg Rollag Eugene M.  Schaefer 
Raymond C. Peterson D.W. Proehl Construction, Howard 0. Reese Edward J. and Roseann R.  Vernon R. and Ruth A.  
Roger L. Peterson Inc. Pete and Betty Reeve Roman Schaefer 
Ronald D. and Celia A. Dieter W. Proehl Mike D. Rehnelt Warren and Patricia Roske Samuel W. Schaefer 
Peterson Jeffrey A. Proehl John P. Rehorst Duane H. Roskens Chad W. and Molly A. 
Mark and Sonya Peterson Klaus A. Proehl Leon and Eleanor Reinecke James R. and Kathryn A. Schaeffer 
Stanley P. Peterson Pro-Engineers Thomas H. Reiners Roskens Marvin and Jean Schaeffer 
Steven C. Peterson John S. and Kimberly K. Nathon A. Reit Patrick L. Rosno Bill K.  Schaphorst 
Terrence C. Peterson Prohaska Royce A. Reil Janet L. Rossow Myron K. Scheibe 
Vera J. and Stanley M.  Roger D.  and Betty Prunty Kevin J. Reker Thomas R. and Lynne E. Darren M. Schelske 
Peterson Brent R. Prusa Charles P. and Mary J. Roth Steven E. Schemm 
Gregory D. Petrik Glenn A. and Darlene Remund Michael C. and Patrice M. Mark A. Schiesl 
Brett D. Pettigrew Puncochar Rob C. Renner Roth Douglas W. Schindel 
Douglas G. and Mary P. Larry D. Putnam Dean A. and Laura J. Robert A. Rothermel Marvin P. Schindler 
Pettigrew Kenneth and Madonna Rennich Gregory L. and Lauri J. Steven L. and Colleen 
Darrell R. and Bonnie J. Putnam Lyle P. Renz Rothschadl Schjodt 
Pettis El l ie Pyeatt Maynard M. Resen Michael L. and Lisa D. Round Terry F. and Nancy L. Schlaht 
David G. and Kristi L. Philips Qlogic James C. and H. Lucille Eugene L. Rowen Rick L. Schlechter 
Reuben D. Phillips Seth P. Quale Rewalt Kenneth A. and Mary Merlyn E. Schlenker 
Bryce J. Pickar! Lisa J. Quast Laverne E. Reynolds Margaret Rowen Richard and Marlene 
Gail P. Pickar! Ann M. Quenzer Richard A. Reynolds Thomas E. and Loretta L. Schlenker 
Wendell J. Pieper Harlan J. and Janice E. Elizabeth K. Rezek Rowley Duane A. Schley 
Bruce E. Pier Quenzer James W. and Merlynn L. Maurice D. Ruch Michael R. and Shirley K. 
Christopher L. Pierson Steven M. Quincey Rezek Stephen C. Rudd Schliessmann 
Daniel A. Pierson Steven A. Quissell Robert D. Rezek Rodney W. Rue 
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Schlimgen Land Dev. James R. and Janet R.  Carol M .  and Richard G. Amy L. Smith George M. and Bernadine M. 
Services, LLC Schultz Sevier Charles J.  and Dianne E. Starken 
William A. Schlimgen Jeff A. Schultz Leslie H. and Ann L. Smith David L. Stauffer 
LeRoy and Barbara Stephen C. Schultz Seymour Edwin A. Smith Helen V. Stavig 
Schlumpberger Steven H. Schultz W. Joe Sharp Ernest R.  and Jane M. Smith Vernon E. Stedronsky 
The Schmidt Drug Store Ted F. and Tammy L. Schultz Douglas S. Sharpe Frank E. Smith Steen and Associates 
James and Claire Schmidt Barry J.  and Roxanne R. Jeff Shea John N. Smith Mary and Gary Steen 
Martin E. Schmidt and Schulz John E. and Ruth E. Sheets Robert C. and Josephine Loren M. and Susan J. 
Shawna De Smet Schmidt Albert B. Schumacher, Jr. William C. and Cheryl J. Smith Steenson 
Robert C. Schmidt Connie L. Schumacher Shelbourn Larry J. Smith Dane T. Steffen 
Ron D. and Alice M. Schmidt Tony C. Schumacher Jacqueline Shepperson Le Roy K. Smith Michael W. Stegeman 
Rebecca S. Schmieding John F. Schuman Craig A. Sherman Michael 0. Smith Trent E .  and Nadine H. 
Allen F. Schmit Schwab Fund for Charitable Douglas A. Sherman Robert L. Smith Steichen 
Christopher G. Schmit Giving William B. Sherman Gregory A. and Sandra M .  Scott A. Steinlicht 
Robert and Lisa Schmitz Jeffrey P. Schwalbach Jim M. and Amy E. Smith Paul V. and Shirley Stensland 
Schmucker, Paul,  Nohr & Robert E. Schwanke Shoemaker Spencer R.  Smith Donald J. Stenzel 
Assoc. Judi C. Klosterman and Mark S. Shoup Darrel D. Smits Kerry A. Stenzel 
Robert J. and Kris L. David R.  Schwarting Allan L. Shumaker Robert D. Snapp Wallace R. Stern 
Schneider Wendell E. and Heraldine W. Gary M. Shute and Linda L. Craig A. Snelling Mark T. Sternhagen 
Kurt J.  Schneider Schwartz Deneen Elbert M. Snethen Francis Stern-Montagny 
Scott D. and Mandy A. Lorrin H.  Schwartz Scott M. amd Amanda M.  Robert S. and Teresa J .  Alan R. Sternquist 
Schneider William J. and Loretta M.  Sibson Snoozy Dale M. Stevens 
Scott L. Schneider Schwartz Anthony V. Sichmeller Russell A. Snyder Jerry L. Stevens 
Charles J.  Schoen Patrick G. and Jodi M.  Casey J. Sichmeller Conrad J. Solberg Todd R. and Martha N.  
Daniel N.  and Lynnda C. Schwebach Travis J. Sichmeller Mark A. Solberg Stevens 
Schoen Steven F. and Mary A. Daryl J. Siebens Merlyn and Virginia Solberg Nathan B. Stevermer 
Dale W. Schoenefeld Schweitzer Michael L. Sieberg Lyle D. and Donna M. Solem Wayne A. Stewart 
Loren R. and Wanda A. Will iam F. Schwiesow Tom J. Sieh Arvin J. Solsaa Max J. Stodolski 
Schoeneman Science Applications lnt'I Crp Siemens Energy & Patty A. Solsaa Lloyd E. Stoebner 
Charlie and Sara Clara D. Scott Automation Ronald C. and Roberta R.  Richard A.  and Barbara L .  
Schoenfelder Gary J. Scott Daniel J. Sieve Soren Stoebner 
Cory P. Schoffelman David R. and Jane R. Scott Richard E. Sievert Adam J. Sorenson Craig W. Stoermer 
Daryl R.  and Lisa M .  SDSU College of Arden B. and Lavonne K. Sigl Andrew Sorenson Terrance L. Stofferahn 
Schofield Engineering Brandon L. Sigmund Wally B. and Kathleen E. Alan J. and Diane M. Stoick 
George H. and Rachel M. Seagate Technology, Inc. Marc K. Sikkink Sorenson Randall J. Stoick 
Schrader Darrell B. and Laura G .  Thomas L .  Silver Rick A. Sorenson William J. and Carolyn Stoll 
Robert J. Schrag Searls Betty J. Simon Brian K. and Traci L. Tenison A. Stone 
Nicholas and Sarah Schrapp Ralph F. Sears Jason M. and Denise L. Sorenson Scott B. Stoneall 
Allan M. Schreier and Reva Joshua J. and Kari L. Sebern Simon Steven P. Soupir Joshua J. and Jil l M. Storm 
J. Potter Mark J. Sechser John H. Simon SD Engineering Society, NE Kenneth J. Storm 
Tom J.  and Velinda L. Emil J. Sederstrom Dustin M. and Susan B. Chapter Beth L. Stormo 
Sch repel Benjamin R. Sees Simonson SDSU Engineering Dept Mavis J. Starry 
Stuart T. Schreurs Jeffrey A. Pederson and Mike and Sue Sims William A. and Laura L. Angela A. Stotesbery 
Jack W. Schricker Sandra Seifert-Pederson William J. Simunek Sowell Casey M. Stout 
Joe H. Schricker Eugene R. Seiler Richard and Karen Sinnett Barbara J. Spahr James D. and Amber K. Stout 
Darin L. and Laurel S. Ali and Salwa Selim Sioux Falls Area Community Ronald W. Spahr and Helen Wayne A. Stowsand 
Schriever Jon G. Selken Foundation R. Murphy Delbert M. Strand 
Donald H. Schroeder Duane F. Sellner Sioux Falls Construction Larry T. Spiry William J. Strandell 
Kevin D. Schroeder Charles D. Semmler Sioux Valley Energy James K. Spoon Lois M. and Noel E. 
Michael R. Schroeder Jason M. and Shannon K. Customer Trust, Inc. Brian T. Spars Stratmoen 
Phil J. and Jean M. Sempsrott Mark A. Sippel Sprint Foundation Anne Straw 
Schroeder Sencore, Inc. Waldemar G. and Marjorie A. Joseph A. St. Aubin James A. Straw 
Thomas J. Schroeder Joseph H. Senden Sippel Roger B. St. John Windsor H. Straw 
John P. Schroeter Thomas J. Senden Walter M. Sippel Kenneth H. and Marlene M .  James E. Street 
Robert R. Schrunk I l l  Jeff S .  and Eileen M.  Senst Michael G. and Donna J. Sisk Stacey Kenneth E. Strobel 
Tim and Rhonda Schuckman Paul J. Sentieri Steve C. and Lora L. Sisk Dennis and Margaret Richard F. Strohmeier 
Barbara R. Schuelke Lynn G. Seppala Ardell V. Siverhus Stachour Jamey D. and Lisa W. 
Brian A. Schuelke Michael G. and Julie A. Serie! Wallace V. Skage Andrew D. and Brenda S. Stroschine 
Greg A. Schuelke Timothy D. Serie! Patrick W. Skelly Stadheim Structural Connections 
Benjamin J. Schull Joseph R. Sestak Douglas and Juliette Skie Dave A. Stadheim Robert G. and Sharon A. 
Joseph G. and Mary L. Robert R.  Sestak Keith L. and Karen L. Patrick P. Stahl Stubbe 
Schulte M. David Seversky Skogstad Wyatt K. Stahl Ronald J. Stubbe 
Daniel L. and Lori A. Schulte Bradley E.  Severson James G. Skonhovd Scott J. Stampe David W. and Gladys D. 
Richard J. and Rejean Donald H. Severson Louis G. and Mary Ann Dennis C. and Nancy A. Stubben 
Schulte Donald L. and Mary A. Skubic Stanga Daniel L. and Darcy L. 
Robby T. Schulte Severson Patrick L. Skubic Donald W. Stanga Stueber 
Thomas J. and Jean M.  Paul S.  Severson Chris M. and Evelyn C. Gerald L. and Karen K. Daryl E. Sturm 
Schulte Wayne J. Severson Sluiter Stanley Bradley J. and Amy J. 
Brad D.and Laurie A. Schultz V. Dean Smeins Sudbeck 
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Brian and Linda Sudman Gordon and Leslie Thorsvold James D. and Kathleen Anthony T. Voell Nathan A. and Ji l l  E. Weber 
Duane W. and Gail Sudman Roger A. Thue Uphoff John S. Voelsch Steven W. and Melissa A. 
James L. and Margaret K. Jim M. Thune John V. and Deanna L. Vernon P. and Cathrene M. Weber 
Suhr Timothy J.  and Susan K. Uphoff Voelzke Robert A. Weber 
Dale P. Suiter Thuringer USG Foundation, Inc. Joseph P. Vogel Steven A. Webster 
Mohammed Sulaiman Andrew G. Thurston Keith A. and Cheryl L. Van Burt J. and June L. Volkers Nathan T. Weeks 
Jon D. Sunde Robert L. Tibbits Beek James A. and Rebecca B. Lynn A. Wegehaupt 
Helen Sundstrom Dale R. and Toni L. Tidemann Van Buskirk Companies Voll Michael E. and Patricia 
David L. and Nichol M.  Robert J. Tillma Myron R. Van Buskirk Brian J. Vollmer Wehde 
Sutton Tiltrum Surveying & Engineer Gerald L. and Jodene R. Van Brian P. Vrchota Donald M. Weidenbach 
Richard A. Svanda Charles A. and Karon K.  Dam Conrad L. Waby Rick T. and Keri S. Weinacht 
Stanley S. Svare Tiltrum Max E. and Marjorie E. Van David C. and Shantelle L. Mark M.  and Ann Weismantel 
Harvey R. and Harriet Svec Michael and Shana Tiltrum Den Berg Wade Brian R. and Richel A. Weiss 
Duane J. Sveum Kenneth A. and Linda L. Lowell A. and Nona M. Van Richard and Elizabeth Larry L. Weiss 
Aaron A. Swan Timmerman Den Berg Wadhams Roger and Marsha E. Weiss 
Kenneth A. Swanda Francis C. and Angeline P. Evert Van Der Sluis Loren B. and Marilyn A. Lt. Col. David L. Weisz 
Dale L. Swanson Ting A.J. Van Dierendonck Wagenaar Mark J. Weisz 
Fred E. Swanson Kyle J. and Tamara L. Tingle Charles E. Van Eeckhout Charles L.  Waggoner Brian D. Welch 
Howard L. Swanson Kevin L. and Roxanne Richard L. and Wendy A. Van Dennis L. Wagner Gregg A. and Judy I .  Welch 
Mary E. and Gary L. Tjoland Hatten Paul Wagner Wells Fargo Bank, NA 
Swanson Loren D. Tjoland Lawrence J. Van Hout Randall L. and Theresa Bryan N. and Beth J. Wells 
Richard D. Swanson Thomas J. Tobias Michael and Jodi Van Wagner Jay M. Wempe 
Connie Swarthout Tracy J. Tofflemire Leeuwen David A. Wahlstrom Steve R. Wenande 
Brian R. and Rojean Ed W. Toge! Thomas J. Van Lent Elie Wahlstrom Brett D. and Rachel K.  
Sweeney Gordon J. and Mary L. Tolle Wesley K. Van Nurden Donald and Ramona Wendler 
John A. Swenson Jonathan L. Tolstedt Roy E. Van Orman Wahlstrom Roger W. Wendling 
Ladell R.  and Phyllis L. Don D. Tomac George H. Van Scharrel Stacey A. Wahlstrom Krista K. Wenzel 
Swiden Brian R. Tonsager Delbert D. Van Voorhis Stuart A. Wahlstrom Jessica A. Werder 
David C. Swift John P. and Mary A. Gregory D. Vanasse Tonia M. Wainman Lawrence M. Wergin 
Daniel A. and Kay L. Swihart Torgerson Darryl D. Vande Vooren David J. Waldner Bradley and Julie Wermers 
Thomas R. Sydow The Toro Foundation Allen M. Vandenhoek Steve M. Waldner Lyle G. Wermers 
Cheryl L. Sykora James and Alison Toulouse Scott A. and Crystal A. Brett A. Walford Jason W. and Anne K. Werpy 
Joseph H. Sykora Doyle J. and Dana A. Trankel Vander Heiden Kathryn A. Walker Michael L. Wesley 
Mark C. Szymanski Dick A. and Kathy M. Trapp Scott E. Vander Meulen Richard C. Walker Douglas J. Wessel 
T & R Service Lansford E. and Frances C. Russell K. Vander Pol Daniel J. Walkes West Plains Engineering, Inc. 
T. Rowe Price Associates Trapp Travis Q. and Lynn R. Vander David J. and Mary C. Walkes David C. Westbrock 
Foundation Mark A. Trapp Stouwe Ward W. Wallace Mark D. Westerman 
Susan M. Taecker Paul E. and Leesa Trapp James W. Vander Woude Edward J. Wallner Western Area Power Admin. 
Eugene A. Tagtow Emil J. Trebesch Timothy W. and Marsha John P. Wallner Ralph E. Western 
Paul A . Tande Harlin J.  Trefz Vanderburg Richard G. Bauer and Leann Kenneth N. Weybright 
Michael R. Tarrell Vernon L. Trimble Dean and Kelly VanDeWiele F. Walls Shawn M. and Sandra A. 
Betty E. Taylor Robert F. Troemel Vanguard Charitable Chad L. Walters Whalen 
Dennis A. and Cindy L. Taylor Todd P. and Mitzi J. Trooien Endowment Program Sarah L. and Ryan C. Clifford M. Wheeler 
Kenneth L. TeKrony Noel D. Trusty George B. and Josephine G. Waltner Jay N. Wheeler 
Chad A. Teply Lynette L. Trygstad Vania Charles M. and Jean A. Waltz Douglas M. and Patricia S. 
Tessier's, Inc. William J. Trygstad Jean F. and Ivan I. Vargas Jeffrey A. Waltz Wheeler 
Texas Instruments Carol J. Tschakert Charles E. and Donna J. Wayne W. and Ruth Waltz Whirlpool Foundation 
Foundation Jay A. Tschetter Vaselaar Gavin N. Walz Jeffrey A. and Lynn L. White 
Thomas L. and Susan L. Wesley G. and Lois J. Gregory A. and Lila J. Glenn A. Walz Robert A. Whitney 
Thelen Tschetter Vaselaar Scott A. and Stephanie M. James H. Wichmann 
Kent and Jacqueline Thielen TSP Emil E. Vavra Wambeke Hal G. Wick 
James V. and S. Lynn Burton E. Tulson Mike J. and Barbara C. Veal Dennis L. Wangsness Kelly A. Wickersham 
Thieman Alan 0. and Sharon Tuntland James A. and Kathleen A. Jack M. Wanstedt Matthew A. and Kristy J. 
Melvin W. and Carol Thomas Richard and Jacqueline Vellenga Carla B. Warfield Wickett 
Loy! R. and Helen S. Thomas Tupper Marty J. Venner Shawn and Julie Warkenthien Roxanne Savaryn-Wicks and 
John and Crystal Thompson David B. Turner Vimalkumar Venugopal Dennis L. Warner Zeno W. Wicks, I l l  
Keith B. Thompson Steven G. Turner Thomas D. Ver Heist Stan A. Warner Donald C. Wiebe! 
M. Clark and Betty A. Michael P. Twedt Dick H. Ver Heu! Steven B. Warntjes Charles D. Wiedenman 
Thompson Steve C. Tweet VeraSun Energy Corporation Bradley and Donna Warren Douglas M. Wiedenman 
Robert W. and Susan K. Twin City Fan/Blower- Verizon Volunteers Program John D. Washenberger Gregory B. Wiedenman 
Thompson Brookings Richard A. Vetsch Waste Energy Technology, Marvin D. Wieman 
Ryan C. Thompson Donald A. Ufford Nick P. Veverka Inc. Bradley T. and Michelle L. 
Steven J.  Thompson Michael G. Uken Richard D. and Mary B. Victor Watertown Municipal Utilities Wiemann 
Mark H. and Michele L. Karl W. and Gretchen K. Michael A. Vig Kevin L. Wattier Joseph C. Wiemann 
Thomson Ulmer Robert J. Vig Howard M. Way Wiersma Family Trust 
Bryan P. Thoreson Scott D. Ulrich John W. Villbrandt Jacob M. and Amanda K. Frank Wiersma 
Paul E. and Eilene J. United Defense Daniel P. and Paula A. Weaver Dale J. and Stephanie C. 
Thormodsgard United Technologies Corp. Vockrodt Thomas L. Weaver Wiese 
Robert B. Thorne Charles G. Voelker William A. Weaver 
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Charles R. and Kathryn H. 
Wieting 
A. Gerald Wigdahl 
Diane M. Wilaby 
Donald D. Wilaby 
Archie D. and Ethel H. Wilcox 
James C. and Doniese M. 
Wilcox 
Ross K. Wilcoxon 
Robert A. and Ver Dell R .  
Wiles 
Paul C. and Susan R. 
Wilkens 
Robert A. and Barbara M. 
Wilkens 
Christine L. Wilkey 
Nathen A. and Gina L. Will 
David and Kathy Willard 
M. James and Mary J. Willard 
Robert K. and Kathleen E. 
Will cuts 
Leonard R. Willett 
Dora M.Williams 
Hank D. Williams 
Robert M.  and Ronda L. 
Williams 
Sidney P. Will iamson 
Harry W. Willmott 
David G. Wilson 
Kentner B. Wilson 
Russell L. Wilson 
Fred A. Winans 
Larry L. Windedahl 
Wayne E. Windedahl 
Ann M. Wingert 
Harley R. Winkelman 
Steven M. Winter 
Darin K. Winterton 
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Joel D. Wipf 
Gregory J. Wirt 
Gordon G. and Mavis L. 
Wiseman 
David E.  Withee 
Allan R. and Betty I .  Wittig 
Deborah R. Wittig 
Nellie S. Wittig 
Richard D. Wittmeier 
Christi K. Wittrup 
B. Todd and Dana W. 
Wohlwend 
Terry J. and Michelle L. Wolf 
John W. and Matha B. Wolfe 
Tim L. and Stephanie A. 
Wolles 
Walter L. Wolles 
Glen R. and Marian Wollman 
Craig P. Wollmann 
Steve D. Wolterstorff 
Wayne M. Woodfork 
Charles J. and Orpha G.  
Woods 
Thomas M. Woods 
Greg A. and Edna M.  
Woodworth 
William Woodworth 
Woolworth Refrigeration 
Donald and Barbara 
Woolworth 
World Reach, Inc. 
Dale M. and Kathryn A. 
Wormstadt 
Nathan Wriedt 
Kelly N. and Julie L. Wright 
Mark M. Wright 
James W. and Harriett R. 
Wyland 
YES 
i;; 
Kenneth D. Wyman 
Xcel Energy Services, Inc. 
Xcel Energy-Minneapolis 
Xerox Foundation 
Zhanglong Xu 
David K. and Karen B. Yelton 
David P. and Joye<e M. Yexley 
Kenneth L.  and Donna Yocom 
Laverne J. Yocom 
Raymond R. Yocom 
Dennis J. and Beverly D. York 
John D. Youll 
Jo Etta D. Younger 
Scott M.  and Myrl B. 
Youngman 
Keith A. and Trudy L. 
Youngren 
Emmanual K. Yuh 
Scott D. and Sherri A. Yukel 
Richard A. and Stephanie M. 
Zacher 
Gary L. Zaiser 
Mary J. Zanter 
Robert M. and Theresa D. 
Zavadil 
Roger L. and Helen K. 
Zebarth 
Gary F. Zellmer 
Thomas E. Zender 
Chris J. Zepp 
Jian Zhao 
Craig K. and Sandra Z. Zhou 
James A. Ziebarth 
Daniel J. and Michele L. 
Ziebarth 
Robert J. and Lois A. Ziebol 
Wade A. and Rebecca C. 
Ziegeldorf 
Jeff A. Zihlman 
Kenneth 0. Zoellner 
Create a Legacy 
by leaving a bequest to 
South Dakota State niversity 
and The College of Engineering 
For a free Will Information Kit 
Ir Call 888-747-7378 -snst So TH DAKOTA STATE U IVERSITY Fo 
I wish to contribute to the SDSU College of Engineering 
through the Greater State Fund.  
The College of Engineering appreciates the generosity of a lumni  and friends who have 
made gifts to the College and asks that you encourage others to contribute. All donation 
should be made payable to the G reater State Fund and designated for the College of 
E ngineering. Mail  to: SDSU Foundation, Box 525, Brookings, SD 57007 
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Kas ar 
salutes SDSU in personal) professional success 
Many people salute her, but when it 
comes to her success, Col. Beth Kaspar 
'80, salutes DSU. 
The electrical engineering graduate 
has spent more than twenty-three years in 
the United States Air Force. Col. Kaspar is 
a senior acqui ition program manager for 
the Depa1tment of Defense. he plays a 
major role in the development and 
deployment of advanced weapon systems. 
"I graduated from SDSU in 
December 1 980 with a BSEE and as a 
2nd l ieutenant in the USAF. I was on my 
first Air Force duty station thirty days 
later working on the development and 
fielding of an advanced conununications 
system. So in essence. I just lucked into 
this career field and have loved it ever 
ince," she says. 
"I decided right then that at some 
point I would be in charge of delivering 
new war-fighting capability to the men 
and women in our Armed Forces. Since 
then I have been involved in aU a peers 
of wea pan systems development, from 
idea conception to proof of concept 
technology prototyping, to full mil itarized 
system development and fielding, and 
later on upgrade for all services within 
the Department of Defense. ·· 
am," says the 1 976 Brookings High 
chool graduate. "ln my early years I 
rode my bike up to the swimming pool 
and spent lots of time there with my twin 
sister, Bonnie. I was also active in 4-H."  
Al l  of her day spent at the pool led 
her to the swim team and wa eventually 
named Brookings wim Team athlete of 
the year. 
Her love for the water continued 
right through college, all while juggling 
challenging courses of an engineering 
student. Kaspar was a four time All­
American swimmer at SD U. 
"Beth was always a ve1y competitive 
person," says her mother Signe 
Anderson. '·She is very ambitious and 
is definitely an achiever," she says. 
Kaspar's father, Art, agrees with his wife. 
"She never liked someone to get ahead 
of her." 
Kaspar's parents say they never 
really had to push her to do something 
and they never gave up on her. It seems 
one of their philosophies could read, 
'when the going gets tough, the tough 
get going.' 
"As a child, l spent three years in 
summer school learning to read," Kaspar 
says. '·Don't give up on your kids." 
Soldier, wife, mother 
Kaspar knows what she's talking about; 
she has two children of her own, 
Jake, who just completed kindergarten, 
and kylar, who recently finished 
second grade. 
Kaspar, her husband Tom, and 
the two boys live in Bowie, Ma1yland, 
near Baltimore. 
Simple rules 
Kaspar has a rule she lives by, even 
when l ife can get hectic. "Separate your 
home life and your work life,'" she says. 
"The first gives you the strength to 
handle the trials of the second." 
However, Kaspar says people can't 
be successful if they aren't happy. They 
have to l ike their career. "Enjoy what you 
do," she ays. "You spend at lea t eight 
hours a clay at work. If  you don't enjoy 
it, do something else." 
Greta Stewart Kaspar's key domain area of 
development expertise is that of 
Intelligence, Reconnaissance, Surveillance 
and Targeting. 
Col. Beth Kaspar with husband Tom and sons Jake, left, and Skylar. 
Ambitious graduate 
After graduating from SDS , Kaspar 
decided to fu1ther her education. She 
has three master's degrees in electrical 
engineering ( Syracuse University), 
systems engineering (Western New 
England CoUege), and strategic studies 
(Air Force University). She is a lso a 
distinguished graduate from various 
military leadership schools such as Air 
Command and Staff College. 
Diving into success 
Kaspar is a Brookings native. " ometimes 
I look back on my early days growing up 
in Brookings and I think of how lucky I 
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__ Building on 
re 
Relationships 
Greetings from rhe SDS Foundation. As the new director 
of development for the College of Engineering I 'm excited 
to be a part of the great relationship the College has with 
its alumni and friends. My role is to help identify the 
College's needs and develop current and new relationships 
to fulfill  tho e needs. As an 1988 graduate of SDSU, I have 
seen the value of the niversity in education, research, 
and service. 
My wife, Ma1y ( Kundson) Reed ( BSME '89), and our family 
live in the shadow of the Campanile. My professional life 
has taken me from supply chain planning to information 
technology ystems before joining the SDSU Foundation 
in June. 
In this issue is a list of all  the donors who have given to 
the College. Each of these individual is important in 
creating tomorrow's leaders in engineering and advancing 
the field of engineering. These donation create 
scholarship and graduate study opportunitie , improve 
facilities and equipment, and help develop the College. 
In future i sues, I will  update you on how donors are 
helping develop the College. I will also explain how you 
can participate in these development opportunities. 
I look fo1ward to building on the great relationship we 
have with our alumni and friends, who trengthen the 
College in accomplishing its mission. Thank you for your 
continuing support. 
Tim Reed 
Director of Development College of Engineering 
Those interested in contributing to a 
scholarship in honor of Junis Starry 
and/or Dennis Loban should contact 
Tim Reed at the SDSU Foundation, 
tim .reed@sdstate.edu ,  605-697-7475, 
or toll free 888-747-7378. 
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